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PRODUCTION ESSAY 
.f.:roj@s;te.Q St;yles 
a) General statement of production plan 
'l'he style of' ~.rho Caret;ik~z is intensi-
fied naturalism~" Th1s is a term used by Mr. 
Elliot Norton and is particularily applicable 
to this play., 
);ithin a basically naturalistic frame ... 
·~;-;ork, Harold Pinter· creates heightened situat-
ions and character relationships that imply 
or evoke special mean:tngs ~ By such means as 
the poetic ele.ments in his use of langlJ,age ~ 
his conscious ambiguity, and absence of vari"" 
fica.tion, he creates .a tense vmrld of alter-
nating humor and horror where seemingly 
ne.turalistic commonplaces produce an atmos-.. 
JJhere that is unnerving a.v.d uncertain., 
ln envisioning the play on the stage, 
l tQolt my key from the writing style. My 
plan of 1n•oduction was to work within the 
l1r:lturalistic idiom but to heighten certain 
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of the theatr1cal elements to underscore or 
~mphasize v·rious as ects of the action and 
atmosphere of the play. Pinter has called 
for this technique in some of his stage dir-
ections (i . e .. the slo\11 dim-out around 1 ston 
at the end of JCt 11 which leaves him illum• 
i nated by a single spot for the latter art 
of his long speech) . I wanted to introduce 
these elements as unob rusively as possible, 
for I feared that overemphasis in this area 
ould destroy the world of the play .. l decid~ 
ed to ut any ne~ ideas 1 had on staging 
through an interrogation to see if I could 
a<lequately justify incorporating them. l 
hoped by this means to distinqutsh between 
when I w s being creative and when l was just 
being clever. 
Above all , I wanted to make this pro-
duction a memorable uramat i c experience for 
the audience .. l'!)e .Cs;reta.ker is not a didactic 
play. It is an evocative pl ay that can elicit 
3 
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varying personal responses from an audience 
and do so in a way that one is not necessar-
ily conscious of what has moved him so 
deeply, or v-1hy ~ 
b) Methods of work with the actor 
Because of the demanding nature of the 
roles, wor ing ~ i th the actors presented the 
nost exciting aspect of this . lay for the 
director. lt provided a test !or the new 
acting concepts I had acquire in classes 
and in work on major productions. 
As director I wished to create an atmos-
phere of mutual respect &nd free cownunicat-
ion while maintaining disciplined working 
conditions,. If a director c n make v1ha t the 
nc~ors are aoing important enough to them, 
much of t e discipline problem is eliminated 
by their very desire to work. l hoped to 
project my enthus1asm for the play to the 
actors and to ins ire them. 
I have ~lways orkod very closely with 
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actors and feel that i is necessary to _-. 
understand something of their particular 
psychological make- up 'tO get a ma-ximum of 
achievement. Actors are artists and the d ir ... 
ector must find separate keys 3-th which to 
stimulate their creativity. 
The first rea-ding c n be an exciting 
experience, and the a irector should enthusi• 
ast1eally encourage this voyage of discovery 
for the actor. I-1y o-vm method is to follmv 1 t 
up ith a brief discussion of some of the 
values in the play and to throw out questi ns 
that \11111 stimulate t . e actor in his analysi.s 
of the rolet> 
l did not want to block until the end of 
the first week of rehearsals, and on those 
first O.ays I would have the ac.tors read and 
move \vitl:in a loosely arrang~d approximation 
of the setting~ ~nphasis at this stage is on 
situation and relationships, and careful 
attention by the director to reactions and 
impulses prov1des a valuable guide in planning 
5 
the blocking. 
l have stated that there is mueh in the 
script that is ambiguous or lacks verification , 
so t e:.t the director must work \'lith t 'he actor 
to make vivid the background, the attitudes, 
and the c1rcumstanees 3 as well as the actions, 
adjustments and objeet~ves These elements 
s ould, of cot~rse, be established in any pJ..ay, 
but the na ture ot the wr 1 ting in ;the .. Qt-tl\Qta~e,.t 
dem·nds purticulari"!y close study of the script 
(for every scrap of information) and. use of 
the ime.gin·· tion to establish specific mot;ivat ... 
ions and justifications for what is said and 
done in the play. 
Depending on the circumstances of rehears• 
al and t e actor involved, I wanted to employ 
various directing techniques tr-at I have used , 
or seen used 1 to solve problems (j 'l~ese i .nclude' 
discussion~ to discover the nature of the prob-
lem for the actor; inner nonologues, to have 
t 1e actor establish vocally the ·thoughts of the 
c1aracter in a given situation; interrogation~ 
6 
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questioning the character (not the actor), to 
clarify actions or mot!vations ; improvisations, 
for t e actor, to bring him to a greater aware ... · 
ness .of tho character and situation; and busi ... 
ness, to give the actor a focus of attention) 
usually throug . use of pro!.Jerties. 
Finally, l wanted to e~courage the actor 
to dr&.i on his o~n experience and observation; 
to exper~ent and bring new idoas to rehearsals~ 
c) Speech 
Pinter has establis ed very definite 
speech patterns for each separate char cter; 
each one as a. distinct! e r hythm? a contrast-
ing ana often conflicting rhyt.m9 The counter-
point of 'the rhythms along l.<Jith I? inter• s 
choice of words results in a un1qu0 form of 
poetryo It is a poetry of everyday speech, and 
t,he layt~right' s s}.:ill in orchestrating his 
dialogue creates a compe ling i ntensity. 
As l reaa and. re ... read the play, and re ... 
read it aloud,. 1 discovered that as my kno\·~­
ledge of t~e ch ract.ers and situations increas·ed 
? 
the .r-yt ms 'nd timing of the speeches came 
naturally~ The realization of this was iL1-
portant to ~e as director o I saw clearly that 
the rhythm could not be imposed; that if I 
expected to achieve it on the stage it -vJOuld. 
have to grm· out of th t•actions"of the char-
acters within the situations experienced on 
t .. o stage 
The dialogue is written in lower-class 
English speech -- more specifically, lower-
class "London" speech, and it conts;:l-ins many 
o! the colloqui lS.sms of that speech One 
thing I did ~ want was a projection of the 
famili r st ge CocYJOey accent. (There•s not 
a ncor blimey" in the whole script .. ) 
As I considered the probl~~ I was struck 
with the idea that dialects are perhaps the 
result of' people fitting t e language to the 
rhythms of their livinge T is develops alter-
ed sounas an particular idioms which produce 
t e musical qualities that l associate with 
8 
dialects~ 
Xhe brothers have the same speech back• 
ground, but there is an enormous distinction 
bet·ween them in what they say and the speed 
at \o~hich they say 1 t 
Ther$ is an added factor to consider 1n 
Davies• speech. Re is ob iously of 4els .. 
origin (although he refuses to be specific 
about this in the script). His names (t4ao Davies 
anct Bernard Jenkins) are both Welsh, and there 
are many pt'lrases used w ich also reveal this 
background" 
'the solution to the dial~ct problem 
would 'be depend~nt on the abilities of the 
particular actors; but of one thing I was sure 
-- better no dialect at all than a supor:t"l.eial 
one, 
Naturally~ 1 oonsicle:r e4 it imper~tive 
tha·t the actors understand t e colloquialisms 
of the language, proper pronunciation of place 
names, and~ primarily, the motivations for 
9 
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what they say. {Th~s last category 1s not 
quite as sim le as ~t appears,) 
Effective contrast in voices cnn do muc 
to heighten the dialogue and hold the audience 
i n a play that has only three characters and 
usually only two of them on stage at ono time . 
d) Novement 
This is another area vital to the conce t 
of the play as an orchestration of different 
rhythms.. 1'here exis ts a rhyt~m of movement 0 
and I envisioned a separate and contrasting 
pattern for each character~ 
Aston, a patient rhythm of movement 1n 
straigrrt lines e 
Mick, a quick movement pattern of criss-
crossing diagonals, 
Davies, a evasive circular movement; in 
bro.ten circles that go backJa.ra. sw-ell as 
forward" 
l realized t w.t th(\1se ideas on t.he rhythm 
oi' movement '""ould only ork J.f they 1ere 
10 
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truthful or, in other -v1ords ~ rnotiva ted., Move-
ment, like speech, could not be successfully 
irnposed rbi tr ... rily and, although th~ analysis 
would undoubtably influence my blocking, it 
must always be justified in t ·erms of character 
and situation ... 
e) Setting 
:t:he. entire action takes place in a room. 
I planned to use the a~ailable unit flats to 
create a box set. ~here is only one door in 
the room and one w1ndorJ. l realized t .,at t ere 
was no wind0\1 flat in the Wlit set but felt 
that this was a problem that could be solved. 
The general appearance of the room must be 
dilapidated and cluttered~ (l immediately re• 
quested that the flats not be painted until. 
after my production .. ) Xhe objects that clutter 
the room must be real; in the main they are 
ttsed obj ect.s vii th a function, but unable to 
fulfill that function wi thot\t a connection 
(i,e~ a sink, a gas stove). The groups of 
11 
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objects 'Vtould be arranged so that their place-
ment would most effectively convey t'h.e desired 
cluttered effect ·Hhile allowing for necessary 
grouping.s an - moveznent. 
1 made a rough sketch of the setting as 
described in the script w ile taking into 
account the m;: teria.ls with which v1e would be 
workingu l then tested this aga;tnst the action 
as described in the scri t. l discovered that 
changes ere necessary, articularily with the 
placement of the windO'\<J. lt must be in such a 
position that there would not be a draught on 
Aston• s bed. 
The set would be erected on the floor of 
Room 210 and the platforms used to raise the 
audience so that they loo down into the room. 
l -was concerned with involving t e audience in 
the play (lnd t·lished ·to bring t ,era as close to 
the set as sight lines would permit~ 
f) Lighting 
T e lighting is basically realistic, but 
12. 
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within ·t.hat con ext it ean do much to eig ton 
t e ropoa and atmosphere of the play. Certain 
departures from realism are indica.t~d by th(!! 
plaY\';right to achieve a special emphasis; These 
must be handled with eY.treme subtlety and pre-
cision. 
niming of dim-outs ancl blackouts is ex-
tremely important, for they ezist as concluding 
notes in a rhyt ic pattern. Ineptly andled 
they could destroy the impact of the scenes. 
g) Costumes 
The Careta.ker 11 being e. contemporary play, 
provides no particular costume problems. The·. 
lay\rrig· , t describes the dress of his eharact..; 
e:rs ana it is evident t .at t .e costumes reflect 
the character .,rho >Tear th9-n'h 
The tient ston s clothes are sens · ble ' · 
conservative, and colourlesse Mick 1 s blacl! 
leat er jacket conveys his quickness and some\"o 
thing of t e violent aspect of his nature~~ Davies• 
torn and filt y ·clot. es reflect the corruption of 
the man within. 
13 
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Res.earch 
a) History 
( 1) Playwright 
Harold Pin't~er was born !n 1930 in Hack• 
ney (East End London), the son of a Jewish 
tailor. He stucU.ed actin~ at t e Royal Acad-
emy of Dramatic Arts and during this period 
started "tvriti.ng poetry and short prose ... ieees. · 
For nine years he 1as a professional actor, 
under the name of Dav1u Baron, touring in lre-
.land and t1ork.:tng in rovincial re)ertory. Hia 
first play, 'J.'he fioorp, was a one-act play 
written in 1957 in f'our Clays after a prodding 
letter from a friend at Bristol Universi·ty 
(where it was first performed in May of t at 
year) • 
Critics who ave made studies of Pinter 1 s 
"~:Iork have been greatly U!pressed by the unique 
quality of this first ork .. Even with its 
¥eaknesses it displayed a fully-formed style. 
14 
John Russell Taylor wrote; 
•• the play is not ·.hat one \>Jould 
normally expect from t e first work of 
a ne(ar~matist particularily, perhaps, 
n actor turned drL.ma tist}., l t is not 
autobiog.rap. ical, a.s :1re ny first 1orks ~ 
nor, clearly, is 1t mitarive of any mod-
el, popular or esoteric o 
later that year, Pinter wrote is second . 
one-act play, The ~umb ~'ajl.te:r, Hhieh \vas not 
rod ced in England until 1960. ( lt was first 
performed in Germ n at the Ii'rankfurt Municipal . 
Theatre.) H'is f'il~st t :re~-act play, The Birth~ 
day Part:;:: 1 was produced in 19 58 and cl.irected 
by Peter 1;oo • 
On April 27, 1960, hree months after 
t 1e opening of The Dumb tJa ··tel", Pin tel'' s soc• 
ond three-act play, .Lh§} caretak~r, vas first 
erformcd at the Arts ' . ea.tr, in tond.on. lt 
\'JD.S a critical and popular success, and t e 
1 aylor, Jo n Russell, ngetoand Afte~t 
A &u:i; · e to the Nev Br i ~:! sh Dr a~ { ndon: Met "" 
uen and Co,., .td., 1962) , p. 234"" 
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following month it moved to tl'le Duchess 
Theatre, to run for over a year A Sli~ht Acne , 
c:: one.., act play originally done for radio, was 
presented on stage in January 1961; nnd on 
June 18, 1962, Pinter shared the bill with 
Strindberg when Xh~ Col;.t.ecti.on was presented 
by the Royal Shakespeare Company. 
Following A Sl~ght Ache P~nte:r vrrote a 
number of revue sketches which proved to be 
opula.r, bringing his name to a vii<ler public. 
Xhey consist of short dialogues. priarily, 
that Pinter cons~ders complete plays ttwhic 
just happen to be four minutes long,n 
Muc of Pinter• s work has been done for 
ra io and television. These works in¢lude: 
A, !!~gh·c Qu~; Night Schoo,l.; and jh!i Dwart§ (the 
basta_ of which is _an unpublished novel V{l'itten · 
by Pinter betv.reen 1953 and 1957); all of 
l!Jhioh follo~ed the above mentioned A, §;ligp~ 
As?e. Early in 1960 The ,Birthdgy Party was 
performed on television., Martin Esslin 
16 
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re ort·ed on the reaction• 
• ., ., The imp ct of so strange and demandQ 
ing a play on the mass audience of te1ev1s• 
J.on was fascinating" 'J lle viewers were 
cleurly exasperated by t e lack of the 
cheap anu obvious motivation to which they 
\Vere used in their daily fare, t ey " ere 
lso visibly intrigued. l''or dnys one could 
hear people in buses and canteens eagerly 
discussing tPe play as a medde~ing but 
deeply distu::c:hing eJ perience. 
Pinter's next television play, The Co61· 
ection, was later produced for the stage by 
the Royal Shakespeare Company (June 1962). 
The Birthday fart,x was the first of Pin-
-ter•s lays to be produced professionally in 
the United States6 It was presented in San 
l''rancisco in the summer of 1960 by the Actors' 
;,~orkshop,. T c East got its first vie~ of Pin""' 
er then '.L'he Cautakar was impo:r·ted in October 
1961 after its successful London run. Although 
undeniably a critical success it ran for only 
160 performances in lew York. In July 1962, 
at the University of Jisconsin swruner arts 
----------------------------------------·----
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festival, l~e .Uymb Wa~ter was presented, dir-
. . 
ected by Alan Schneider, who was later to 
combine this play with Xhe ColJ.&c~iO:Q for pro-. 
' 
duct1on Off•Broadway~ 
ln the six years since his first play 
arold Pin·te;r h· s come to be regarded, inter ... 
nationally, as a major contemporary playwright, 
hose name is synon~us 1-11th exciting, provoc-
at!va, and disturbing theatre. 
His works display original and highly 
creative characte isticsft The mastery of con~ 
sti·uction; the power of his observation; the 
ric ness of his invention; and the Ul1ique 
poetry in his use of langu~ ge, ave elicited 
critical approval. 
Ris plays are enormously fu~ny and this, 
l think~ accounts to some degree for their 
popular success. The .heart of his comedy is in 
h~s mastery of language -- his ability to wr~t~ 
everyday speech with. its repetitions, its col-
oUl'i.ngs and its nuances: that have the ring of 
18 
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authenticity. But is :urnour is juxtaposed 
ri h ter?o~; the mysterious and ambiguous 
qualities of is dr ma contribute·: to both. 
l'h~ label ncomedy o! menace" • a s been coined 
to describe the unique nature of this style. 
inter as often been challenged on the 
lack of verification and ambiguity in his 
\vorks. In tl e programme of Xh.e Dymb , ai te1: 
he ·~rote: 
The desire for verific tion is under""' 
standable, but cannot always be satisfied. 
There are no · ard dis tinetions between 
what is real and what is unreal nor he• 
tween what is true nd what false. The 
thing is not necessarily eit er true or 
false; it can be bot true and false. T e 
assumption that to verify w at has happen~ 
ed and w at is happening presents fe~1 . 
problems, I take to be inaccurate. A char- ' , 
aeter on the stage who can present no .. : 
convincing argument or information QC! to 
his past experiences, his present behavior 
or his aspirations, nor give a com r ens-
iva nnalysis uf his otives is as legit• 
imate and as worthy of at ention as one 
who, alnrmiligly, c n do all these t ings., 
t e more acute the e~pcrience the less 
a_ticulate its expression . l 
1 I~ylor, John Russell, Ansa~ and Aftert A 
de to the New Br1 tis rama ( London~ Nethuen 
and Co ., Ltd., 1962 , p. 2 • 
19 
John Russell Taylor sees in the ambiguity 
a cont~ibuting factor ·to the universality of 
Pinter s plays. Fte implies th t the less spec-
ific t~e circumstances the greater t e possib-
ility of recognitione 
The ambiguity, then not only creates 
an unnerving atmosp ere of doubt and un• 
certain·y, but also helps t( generalize 
ana universalize t o fears and tensions to 
which ?inter's c aracters are subject . The 
more doubt t ere is about the exact nature 
of t e menace, the exact provocation whic 
has brought ~t into being, the less c .ance 
there is of anyone in the audience f'eeli!g 
that anY\'Iay it could not 1ap en to im .. 
Pinter's characters can be con~idered 
"Victims' of the modern \<lorld" 1'he plays sual-
ly consist of two groups, the m naced ami the 
·enacing; the latter being representatives of 
s me mysterious alJ~powerfu being or organ~ 
ized;i.on., They w c·t as agents in des.troying ·t;he 
security or indivi uality of those tl,ey menace,. 
The absence of i~~ormation about the nature of 
the ou-cside forces llhich thre~ ten Pinter• s 
eharaeters has led critics to point out a 
1 Ibid, P• 238 , 
2.0 
kinsh p tv i ·ch Kafka • 
In The Birthdax (art~, stanley 9 the 
central char cter, 1s manaced by t o agents 
of an unidentified ower-. ·The a ents (Gold-
berg and -1eCann) error1z.e and completely 
conquer t e mild-mann€red Stanley. 
But even the agents are not exempt from 
attack. l'he Dytqb ;.;aitei: conee,.ns two hired 
gunmen who inh..,.bit a shabby basement room as 
they wa-:1. t for orders e '£heir orders come frotn 
above by means of a dumb waiter; the final 
order being th.a t one of t e men is to kill 
his partner. 
Bernard Oukore, in a critical ess y in 
l:he Tulane Drama Review, sees in this unident ... 
ified power t e forees of today's social struc-
ture w ich inhibit and restrict the ir .. ~ividt1Al• 
ity and creat~vity of modern man by demandi.cg 
conformity. e feels t. · t t' is foreo is some .... 
thing an auuienee shn~es wit Pinter•s ch&ract• 
ers. 
21 
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Bu~ t is s oek of recognition that ~e 
find in Pinter 1 s plays is not only a matt• 
er of isolated details It is ~t only a 
matter of realistic dialogue or of idio~ 
synera tic be avior The very texture and 
tone of these plays is t _e texture and 
tone of the world •e live ·no Pinter aints 
a vnr1ety of pictures o£ modern man beaten 
dov.·n by the world around 1m, oi' r.nan :reduc-
ed and of man in the process of being re-
duced to a cip , er in the vast social struc-
ture~ He shows people reduced to nonentities, 
and he s o s people fighting in va:t.n against 
being so reduced. 
A similar, t'hough not in all \-mys ident• 
ical, ide is expressed by J •• Styan. 
The a dience is made to feel, throug 
an exquis.l.te friction of nightmare and 
normality, the earthly huraan need for secur-
ity, recognition and acceptance~ But society~ 
by forcing us to conform, ca .. _ a1stroy the 
very security e seel~ from ita -
'!'his concept of t~e outside force fits 
the earlier plays quite successfully, but beginr.-
ing with A Sl~ght Ach~, certain important 
1 Dukore, Bernard, 'The Theatre of ~rold 
J:"' i nter 1' , 'l.'he l'y}a.ne D,rs;mjl Re~i:ew, ( 'Vo 1" 6, lY'tB.rch 
1962 , p .. '+7. 
2 Styan, J.r .. , '!:he Dark Comedy:The Develop-
ment of' Hodern Comic Tragedy, (Cambridge~Univ­
ersity Press, 1962), pp 235,•36~ 
2.2. 
variations ap ear e In this play th outside 
force is brought into the roo .. , in the form 
of a li!H tchseller, and he :rem ir1s .silent through-
out t~e play Ris presence menaces the oceu ... 
pants, Edward an F'lora ·- but 1 t is complete• 
ly passive, Re acts as an object to \'!hom t ey 
confess the1.r anxieties and dJ.ssatisfaetions; 
reveal their frust:ratiops and inadequacies . 
Flora chunnels t e emotion of her frust• 
rated mother hood to t e matchseller, \1 .ile 
Edward is forced by the matchseller$. s "ftery 
silence to reveal himself to the point of d1s-
antcgr-ation,. At the end of the lay Edward and 
the ma tchseller change places~ F'lo;ra hangs the 
~rs.y o:t: ma. te a~s aF01.1nd i:ct:w rd' s neclt a:nd sends 
him off .. . Hat er th n being destroyed by the 
active invasicm of the outs i de fo:r·ce as t1 n• 
strated in the earlier plays, Edv;arct destJ•oys 
hL~self by reve'lihg all the suppressed weak• . 
nesses within him~ 
The l.~evue sketches vlhich fq;Llo\!! A s;t~ght 
23 
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Ache are considere ort~y of note because 
t 1ey reveal an advance in Pinter's handling 
of character !·~ost of them are 1ri tten ~11th ... 
out t . e presence of a menacing force nd are 
concernAd \lith characters w o fail to co u.n-
icate, ut who exhibit ore ·'armth .a.nd normal• 
ity n the situationse Pinter explains his 
charaeters 0 failure to communicate (a situation 
common to all _ is- JOrk) , as n um illingnese 
to do so,. 
t::t .feel hat i 1stead of any inability 
to communicate there is a deliberate 
ev'~SiOl1 of co' un.icatione Co.m_rnunication 
itself bet~een people is so frigrtoning 
-cha · :ratter than do that t ere is contin""' . 
ual c:;;~oss-talk, a continu l taU~1ng about 
other t '1ings rather tl.an w atl'1s at t e 
root of t eir relations ip." 
Pinte:r' s next play ~~as The Care. :~·::.kex: . It 
marks a high point in his a.evclop.ruent, in t at 
he has refined many of t e f;.:uailiar el ments 
of his earlier work, It was >lith t _.e «"Uccess t>f 
l Taylor; John Russell, Anger a.nd Aftez:;A 
Gutde to, the l~etg British Dr,ama { London;Het uel1 
and Co. ,tt-d o 7 1~62) ~ p" 2ll1+e 
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' 
Ah.e....Q,a,re.taker that Pinter won interl"l..a tional 
Q.ccla.im as a. major playHright., ( l will deal 
vrith th_s ply .in a. separate section.,) 
The works for radio anu television, men~ 
t1oned nrev1ously, ~>~ere \'ll'itten at M is time 
I 
or after., These -- i. th th0 excep~ion o:r 111~ 
Collection ~~ have not, to my k~~wledge~ been 
t 
iJUblished. John Russell Taylor reports them as 
having the psychological roalism employed so 
successfully ;Ln :l!h€ Caretaker" These plays 
include f~o JU.ght out, li~h~ Seho.ol9 .It,e ... l)!J~a::.:f§.~ 
and .Ihe Collectiojt ... Of 'this group, t .e rad:to 
play The Dwarfs is r-eported as th.e greatest 
departure from the more familiar Pinter patt ... 
ern~. e employs to advantage radi? tec .. nique 
and allows the audienc~ to enter the mind of 
t G central character thraug stre m~or~con· 
sciousness monologues This is an e::.r.tensio _ 
oi.' the treatment of \.ston· s long speech in 
Tbe ,Carsrtpket c. Considered ?inter ' s most diff ... 
icu..:..t play, !he Dwal"fs is lescribed by Hartin 
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I 
------------------~----- -
' 
Esslin as IJlotless, being rather rfa set of 
variations on the theme of reality and fant-
Taylor sees in the later ~orks a change 
from characters who understand 'lflhat they are 
uoing but provide no means by which the aud ... 
ience can uncterstand, to characters w o do not 
understand their situation but are searching 
for the truth about it. The need fo:r· verif1..,. 
ca. tion shifts ttfrom tJ"'e audience into t.,e play ._u 
Thi s involves a new preoccupation itl1 
the means of eommunication, since the 
question comes back , will people tell the 
truth abOut themselves, and if they Will, 
ean they'l Everyone wants to kno\~ the truth 
about others without letting them know the 
truth about . im ...... the feeling that once 
someone is called by his true ne.me1he is in the power of tr,e caller lies deep ., 
I n Pint er ' s work , his outstanding sense 
of construction is consistent in both the one• 
act ana the three- act fo rm., l t is usually de ... ·· 
scribed in terms more a in to music or poetry 
l I bid , p ,. ~!'58. 
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( see quote on page ). Part of is poetic 
gift is his ear for language and also his 
unique economy an eoncentra tion; concentra t• 
ion in the sense of detail 
" •" .he has looked so closely th t, 
seeing it through his eyes, we discover 
t a strange sublunary poetry t.Jhic lies 
in the most ordinary objects at the other 
end of a microscope. At this stage all 
questions of realism or fo.ntasy, natural-
ism or artifice becomes irrelevant, and 
even indeed completely meaningless; 1hat-
ever we think of is plays , ,, et~er we 
accept or reject them, they are onument-
all y and inesc~pably there, the artifact 
triumphantly separated from the artiit, 
self~conta1ned and self-sup orting. 
Rarol Pinter, who has been writing plays 
for just over f~ve ye~rs, is now considered, 
in ~ny quar ·ters, ·the leading contemporary 
English playwrig~to One ca!mot tela what judg• 
ments the future \'1111 bring as his exlJerim.ent• 
ation and develo ;ment continues; but he has 
already displayed a unique talent in the theatre. 
That talent may turn out to be the stuff o£ 
greatness. 
-----------------------------------------------
l Ibid, p .. 261 , 
2.7 
--
' 
( 2) Period 
Harold inter is a contemporary playwright 
who has, by his unique writing style, created 
a drama t at is unlike any of his contemporar~ 
:ies. i'ieverthelesz ~ Pinter" s , .. ror d es have el ... 
em nts that ere eoxmnon to other modern play-
,.,rig .. ts, both nationally and internationally. 
Cons!dering Pinter first as an English 
plaj'\·Jri . t "e discover that his first play ·IUS · 
lr!ttcn one year after John Osborner s I.ook. Back 
in Anger e~ploded on t .e English tl'lea.tre scene 
(Hay 8, 1956). This play \4as tLe forerunner of 
a znovem nt t.hat tool\: on the speed and ferocity 
of a. revolution. Its basis was naturalism and. 
its ~ins included: 
c". the c.esire to recreate \-torking class 
life, the preoccupation l'li th humanist 
values and an interest in the attack u on 
Establishment values through social crit-
iCismQl 
1 Rall, stuart, rBeyond Nat ralism .?ure{t 
:&;ncore, {Vol. 8. Ho. 6 t f .ovembe:r-December 1961) ~ 
p. 13 . 
2.8 
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ln. my rese{;.l'ch on Pinter .I have discove.T.'• 
e' t 1at t e Englis critics do not appear to 
cofl..nect him ( v11 th any sit;nif1c nt s1roilari ty) 
to t e group -d by Osborne and referred to as 
the ~.ngry Yotmg ·Ieth. But two essays in fh.~ 
J;~rut,Jlr.,am~ Rev~~ hy Americans Bernard Dukor·e 
and, more $pecifical1- ~ Ruby ohn l!nk Pinter 
-vdth Osborne in th area. of social protest-, 
d8.Re is at least a eousi~ of the Angry 
Yom:g Englishmen of hls generation, for 
Pinter~s enger, like t eirs, is directed 
vitriolic& --Y a e.i.:nst the ~ ystem o B1.tt his 
System eatW..ot be reduced to a welfare state, 
red br:tck uniyers:l.ties, and me.rl"iage above 
one s class~ 
rUSs Cohn d.efi sa the System as nthe rel;i.gaa 
ion and society wlic_ 1ave trad1 tionally struc-
tured h~~n mornlitY•" 
The j.dea of Han vs • the 'y$te.m is :reiter-
a ted in t e f ina.l paragr · of Hr, · ukore • s 
essay,. 
This then is the theatre of 'Har >ld Pin ... 
te!' • lt :l..s a p:tcture of col'ltempora:ry man 
1 hn ' . Co , Huby, "the ·orld of Hgrold Pinter ~ 
The IJ.!lape brar..w. Rev:.\e 7( Vol, 6 ,Mo;; rch 1962) ,p. 55. 
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becten dow~ by the soei~l fore s around 
him o lt ... e~ a pictu.ro ~.,~r man vJithout, ident ... 
it an~ without inO.ividu.a.li ty, of w~n 
crushed into a rigid social mold c~ l 
To Me.rtin Esslin? Pinter is ~one of the 
mo .. ·t romising e ponents of the Thea t::-e f ·the 
Absurd :n t e English•speaking 1orl~ o" (lt 
s1ould be noted th t the l~eatre of the Absurd 
as elim.ited by t4r . Esslir~ is a broad category.,) 
He find~ in Pinter• s concern ·v::l.t ma.n ~to.t t e 
li!nits of his being closer to t~a:fka and Beckett 
than to the preoccupations by the 11Ang:ries . ., n 
It 1... this preoccupation. wit . the 
problem of thcy self' that sepa:r~ t$S tto.ro).r 
Pinte:r from t e soG1al realists among the 
young Br t:i.s · pl~-Y'· rig .ts of .. is generC"t·• 
ion ttli.th ·;hom he shares the ability to 
put contemporary ~peech onto t e stag~~2 
Ev.ge'~"'e lonesco and Sam\}.el BGc~ ett arc t e 
foremost 113Jlles in tl:e Theatre of t . e Absur<5. 
------------------------------·----------------1Du.kore, Be!'nard,~•Thc :J; .. ea.tro o:f F.ar.::>ld 
PinterN, Th~ ~J.~ne Drama HeyJ.e ,(Vol" 6, ~rch 
l 62)' .911 5 0 
2Essl.in, 1-~artin ,The, :cnea;tre oi t .. e Absutd, 
( N w Yor!u Doubleday & Coe ,Ince ,1961) .P 215. 
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be~een the matchseller in Pinter's A §ligh~ 
A~ ~nd t . e hiller in Io esco's &usur sans 
gages ( entitled '!he Kil.ill i. English) • l t is 
t .e silence of those tvTO characters t;ha t leads 
to the disintegration of Pint-er's Ed\·Ja.rd and 
!onesco s Beren~er& 
.Pinter e.no :r:onesco s ... n:.re a com:non inte!'est 
in treir attempts to fuse tragedy and comedy; 
but, \"'here ~on0sco rejects .aturalimn, l)inter 
em loys it as a keystone» 
Most c:r t .. cs feel t at Pinter ,. s closer to. . 
samuel Beckett in spirit. Althoug l iss Cohn 
feels Pinter~ s characters do not acl)ieve. the 
uraete.p ysical scope" of Beckett 1 s, ·t ey s are 
a univcrsa...,..ity; und are similar in t at tl ey. 
''' 
lead lives of "complex and unquiet desperation"., 
Beckett and Pinter are also similar in the econ• 
omy of theatrical means they employ to express. 
that despe~ation. 
But for e<:.ch sirnilari ty, one can find en 
equal nureber o differences, :for both men are 
extremely individua playwrights-. l<Iy attempt 
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here b~s been to ident~fy briefly Pinter 's 
l inshi:p wit~ the major the::1trical forces of 
the period. I agree wit i Miss Cohn when she 
says of ~ inter; 11Si tua tine him between 
Beckett and the Angr.ics is only a first e.pprox ... 
imatiot of his achievement ~ " 
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( 3) Play 
T}'!e first production of The caretaker .. ,as 
directed by uonald '1c ,;:binn1e and o encd. in 
ton<ion at the 'rts rl ... e.a. tre Club on April ':?..7, 
19o0 o lt ras bot. a popular a.nd critical sue-
cess, and receivea t e london urama Critics• 
Prize for t he 1960- 1 seo.son. 
'he play was brought to the United States 
an<l o ned on Broadvay on October 4, 1901 . •..[· e 
production met with critical acclaim, with the 
exce ion of fobert Coleran of t-e l\m<~ York 
f.iirror t \vho, though he praise the acting, 
found little that Jas ~mpressive i~ t e play 
itself. Following ure comments from the other 
reviews: 
•• eB ·eaking r silent, the three 1layers 
create and sustain an atmosohere of sus ense 
in r,~hich comedy has a fnajor ·part. Even so 
it is the sorroving undercurrent of three-
siued loneliness that has the ost lasting 
effect~~ .. o .. In some vtays The Caretaker is like 
an c iso e susuen ed in s ace. ln others it 
is close at hand, ~nd immed ate. ln tota.1 1 
it is incisive theatre, vith a brilliance 
all i t.s own. ( Nornnn J:ladel - Nev York ~;orld 
'l'elegran & The Sun) 
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m •• lt defies most of the rules of 
c nventional playwriting, it is as talky 
o.nd me ndering as an evening ltli th Goa.ot, 
but -- so . elp roe -- it keeps you riveted 
and amused until t e f na.l unresolveu 
curtain fal s.. J'o n HeCla in - 1 e-w York 
Journal- American) 
., o One t ing that cannot be denied 
is tat T:e Careta er is thoroughly en-
tlra.ling in the theatreo •• The tanta izi~g 
aspect of' the play i s ·~rao.o:xically one 
of the proofs of }~. Pinter s brilliancco 
Re is exasp~rating bee use of his success 
in fooling you into the constant expecta-
tion of ramatic incidents that he never 
intends to give you, and making it provoc-
t.iv~;, instead of a letdm·m .. 
(Ricrard ~atts, JrQ - NeY 
Yo r -a.: .t.;,O s t) 
.. ,. • The miracle .... is t at so much can 
come out of so little. f1ere is no olot 
in the ordinary sense , me· ning "action~'; 
and there re only t ree men on the stage. 
Yet here is a play \hie 1 is wonderful, 
beautiful theatre. 
(John Cha man - Ne'ltl York 
vaily Ne\'JS) 
•• ., The old caretaker, bot worthless 
anu human, in the end is an outcast fro 
a world turned to stone. f e stone is 
t ere in the vll' i ting.. .ar , def ant, still, 
im.1)(3netrably impressive. ( ri&lter i'.err - ~ew york 
Fe.rald Tri ure) 
Q •• P~rold Pinter has woven a play of 
s:t;rangely compellin beauty and Jassion~ 
The Caretaker •• proc aims its young Eng lis 
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lnywr · ts 
Des.v;L t0 t ia er tic J ro'ba t o~ , ho 
··1 y f 1led to beoo o its 
run th !. own rho · r · s a u1sa · ,voint f! 
1 ,perror. r£eos.., 
d pr.ov ·~ st ,. lating 
ex~!E)noe for ~®ny, lilnd it ;~reoi» .toted e 
uj.sou~ a ion an ' nWilerous in cr re tions. '.LhG 
f 
Qf 
t. n1u ·. rev c-\lers, 
no. n · ce , · rG 
t ons 
1%" be VOl' 
ace ly into th~ lay an ~.rro · b y, for ~s £ 
them, is \1m s t 1n1r f1r • t · neo .tor w ti" a 
.Pl11te1" -10t"lo:o Bu E:. n unu r th ;o c rc s e.nces 
the u . uc to ~ re .. ons r J.ts 
n th ns of 
ivenes ~ 
!.a tat• Cl ties \~ ro to M ly.zo · ho !)1' :J 
\~>'1 ·).'} ::1oro :..rspoct v ~n~ to re1• t it to 
:U1 r ' s urlior YO'!' • Bu avon 
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under these coneii tions there is no evidence 
of w1animity of critical interpretationo To 
some it is a continuation of the "come y of 
menace"; a completely negative &nd despa iring 
vie\'J of the con · i tion of moderr1 ma.nl' Other 
critics feel that the term "comedy of menace» 
no longer a plies i n relr~ tion to The Care-
taker .. 
l~y m.;n interpretation is based pri1nar1ly 
on a subjective response o t e text, but l 
wa s able to validate it objectively in terms 
of justification within the text and in relat-
ion to his o er work. llso, I was able to 
make my opinions stand up -- sa tisfac·torily 
for me, ut le st ..... through research into the 
crit;ical evaluations of' the play and Pinter's 
other work. 
My interpretation was never more than a 
basis for work on the play. I saw the c aract• 
ers striving for connection t rough which t ey 
ight better eompre enu the doubts and frust .. 
rations that torture t em. · cy are all, to a 
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greater or· lesser degree, victims of modern 
society wl-lich uemands conformity, but they 
are not puppetsa Their goals, their dreams; 
their illusions are all very human~ 
Such an interpretation centers on the 
brothers, for it is they Jho achieve connect• 
ion. Davies, the tramp, is the catalyst to 
t is action but is unable to make connection 
himself, not solely as a Victim of society, 
but rather as a victim of his own weakness .. 
Aston, who has been rendered half a man by a 
society that demands conformity struggles slow-
ly back, functioning on a very simple level, 
and unable to compre end or shnre the e boz·-
ate plans of his brother, Mlck .. Hick lives a 
tortured life be, in<i a glib, self-assured 
facaue, needing to make connection wit- is 
brother even more than J. ston wit him,. The 
rare contact is made only after Mick volun-
t<:trily sacrifices his elaborute but cliche-
dictated ctream~o 
As 1 ment1or1e in t e essay on Pinter, 
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Tbe Caretaker represents a change in the .t) l y-
\>Tright' s wor , revea..ling a more truthful hand-
ling of character una. situation .. here the nee 
for verification lies more Jith the charac~ers 
than w:i. t~ the audience .. 
Pinter brought to the play t. e auv' nccs 
in characterization he hau rn de in his revue 
sketches where the uevelo ment w~s depen ent 
upon relationsnips r ther than on the manip-
ulation of a mysterious, menacing and often 
violent outside force. 
John Russe 1 Taylor, in discussing this 
nev1 concern for psychological. rea ism, cites 
Pinter's decision on the ending of The Care--
taker and quotes the playwright: 
!tAt the end .•• there are two people 
alone in a room, and one of t,em must go 
in such a wny , s to )TO UCf! a ..,ense of 
co, lete s-paration a!'a finality. 1 thought 
originally that the play must en with the 
violent dea t . of one a -c t. e hands of t .. e 
other. But then I realized, hen I got to 
the goirlt, thut t e c rncters 2.s they ad 
grown could never act 1 this way. • " 1 
----------------·--------------------------------
lTaylor, John Russell, Anger and Jl.ftert ~ 
Guiue to t'1 e l':cw Briti!lh Ursma. ( Ioni..l.on .. '·ie-c"'luen 
aria co., ftct., I962), I · 2£i06. 
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In an interview with Kenneth • ynan, Pinter made 
& further observation on LEJ CareteJt~!. 
., • .. • ..'\nd I thinlt tl1a t in this play .... 1 have 
dcvelo_ ed, ·t at I ave no need. to use cab ... 
aret turns and blackouts and screams in the 
·ark to the eJ .. tent t at 1 enjoyed us ing 
them befo:re. 1 feel that l can deal, "t>~ith­
ou t resorting to t .h!l t l~ind of thing, t>~i th 
a hu..rnan si tua.tion .•.• 1 do see this play as 
merely ••• a particular 1wnan situation, con-
cerning three particulal people and not, 
incidently .... symbols." 
Some of the English reviewers, familiar W'ith 
)inter'S earlier VIO!"k, noted t ciS devolopment . 
Alan Brien wrote in the .§E~H;}tato.r after the 
London opeuing; 
••• f'or the first t ime, he 'as succeeded i 
ad.ctir..g the t\iO ingred.ients l ha".re always 
missed . I. is cha:ructE: rs are no\v peo · le root ... 
ed in a ivorld of insurance stamps, and 
contemporary -wallpaper, an m.entt~-1 asylums. 
They a:re still lost in mazes of self de-
ception, isolated bahi.nd b~Lrricades o:f 
pri.vate language, hungry at t e sm& * of 
t e ne;~.:·t r. an's eakness-... in other words, 
just like us .. The second g,d ... n is in com-
mun-· ca."' on. The. garetaKEJ.=£ has ·hat fina l 
re€1 w~ich fits t!'\e jigsaw toget~er and ex-
plains everything w ich c·n be explained$ 
There is nothing be. ffling about Th~ Care-
ta.l~er-- except ho 1 Harolo. Pinte.s." mat" ... ages 
1Esslin,. Hartin, '£he ~heatre of the Absurd, 
{New York: Doubleday & Co., !ne , ~ 1961), p. 212. 
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to do it. 1 
T e above quotes might lead one to believe 
that he more f'arailiar elements of Pinter's 
work re not resent in The caretaker, but they 
are. The mystery is still present, so is t e 
· umour. And once again the humour alternates 
wit terror. Mick brings a menacing force to 
t e ply as he •p ears and attacks Davies, but 
t e playwright now rovides sufficient just-
ification for his actions. Mic 's methods are 
devious and distinctly his own but is goal is 
the eviction of the tramp and his reason is 
basically jealousy. T e obliqueness of his 
method is explained by the fact t at Nick 
knovs that e must hel precipitate a situa-
tion in which Aston will expel Davies. 
Also present in The Caretaker s Pinter•s 
unique use of language. Ris accurate ear for 
everyday s eech produces dialogue t at poet-
ically exposes t e diff•culties of communica-
lBrien, Alan "C elsea B aul).olais", Spec'f-~' 04ay 6, 1960), p. 661. 
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tion. The ialogue exhibits all t e repiti-
tions, mis1nter retations nd silences rodue-
ed by the incomprehension and evasion on the 
part of the characters as they probe and re-
treat in bouts of small talk. Close study of 
the language reveals t e reason for the com-
elling interest it creates. 
stu ying t e unsupported line of ialogue 
bit by bit e might well conclu e t at it 
is an exact reproduction of everyday 
speech, and so, bit by bit, it is. But it 
is •ore estrated' wit overtones and rem-
iniscences, ~ith unexpected resonances from 
what ~~s gone before, so that the result 
is a tightly knit and intric te texture of 
t~ich t e 'natur listie' wor s being spoken 
at any given moment are only t e top line, 
su ported by elusive and intricate ar-
monies, or a earing sometimes in counter-
oint with another theme from earlier in 
the play. It is this which gives 1nter's 
-work its unusual and at first glance in-
explicable eight and ensity; until we 
understand the proee.ss we are unable to 
account reasonably for the obsessive fas-
cin~tion the most apparently banal ex-
changes exert in his plays. 1 
In what Davies says in the lay we find 
much that is contradictory and unverified but 
lt is now more clearly a part of the essential 
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nature of the mo:::.n an , as aylor uts it, llhis 
evasions and contradictions ~ply a judgement 
on him, but not necessarily on t e world a~ 
round imn. 
T. e evasions and ambiguities of human com-
municat1on rem in essential to the fiber of the 
lay but are now eP~iched by a greater sense of 
psychological motiv'tion. Indeed, t _ e · resent~­
tion of t e unverified and incongruous is a 
me sure of Pinter's erce tion in co rehcnd-
ing the trut of uman relations 1 s. And it is 
the de th of t is !Jercoption that h s won for 
him t e respect and a m1rat1on of critics and 
ot er pln~~rig ts. T is is clearly indicated in 
the following excerpt from an interview given 
by Tennessee ~ illiams! 
Williams~ ••• 1 t ink the one beautiful an 
great thing about the new wave of play-
wrights is that they a roach t eir subject 
matter with this tind of allusiveness. r e 
whole attituue of this new wave of play-
rights is not to preach you know. Not to 
be dogmatic, to be provocatively a llusive. 
nd l thin tha ts much truer .... 
IntervievJer; You mean the playwrig ts like 
Beckett, Gelb r, Albee • •. or maybe 1 arold 
42. 
Pinter and his new play, The Qa.r~ta.ke;r(r 
tJ:il_iaros : Christ, tl at• s a fabulous t-mrk . 
l'o mg the play \<las about the thing I've a.l· 
ways pushed in my Jriting-~ that I ' ve al-
ways felt "to 1as needed to be said over and 
over-- that human :relations are terrifying .. 
ly ambiguous. If you write a character that 
isn't ambiguous you are writ ng a false 
ehara.cte:r, not a true one. 1 
the play- is "provocatively allusive" and 
because of this it has meant different things 
to different people ... lan Btion described it 
as ttsuaj)ly t 'hree people embalmed alive in 
language as specimens of us". To others .it 
suggested an elaborate C ristian allegory, an 
j.nterpretation tba t Richard Gilman a:rtieu• 
lately refutes: 
It isn • t hard to see 1.\l'hy The Caretaker 
should have been interpreted as a' morality 
play in oJhich Davies is Ev-e;ryman,. Aston 
Christ and l4:tek the devil. But it won't do; 
the characters are far to actual for that, 
the play has too many mcongrui.ties and ex-
eresences, the:ro is too much movement be-
tween beneath t e surface. l t ~c it is 
far more to the point to consider the three 
men as constituting a triad roughly on the 
order of the brothers .Karamazov-... the major 
faculties of man's being, ap earing as a 
lrunke, lewis, and Dootn, John E., "'iilli-
ams on Williams", Iheatre Art§, (January$ 1962), pp. 17-18. . . . . . 
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t:r 1· )lo i:rru ·tj.o:n trorn t ~,. ths of the: 
d:r mat:t~tt s gina ~on. ~- lili.G --·osto1-
e~~~y•s brot ~rs t - char cters of .P~ 1t r's 
dl'"aiU· ara not th.t·refore symbols but eyste:r-
ious n€\1 er«~tio.. -~ , ir 1· EJ.ity 1s ~elf ... 
eon 1ned, so th t they do r.ot so we in-
d1cat~ rn .. a :ling es 1:rr~.aist · it, 1 
H 0\1h in · .:r rete. tio cento s on nan' s 
\<1it .. '· sen.sa;; ! well .... be.J.n • T e pl;o,y OJI'.plo:res 
th di!!'iCl.t'lty or l u~n c nneetton and the 
suffering and lo:nel.lnos<l t at £ :r t . :e l'$$Ult 
of ... s inabi!i t3r,. to ao so o thor thl• )uel1 dis ... 
tl"'J.St or mt\aund{ttt$t.! n ing,. 1 t is an 1nterp:ra-
~ ion that can be transla t~d and .vr en ted 
!n terms of act19n wh1r.:1, 1s my ll. .. $,.,mtiry con ... 
e :rn a e. : i:reotol" ~ Only th:ro fi;h ac t~on eft.n l 
fntl. ·e th l~y li,~e o . th~ "tage. 
l do oot wi!lh \7.o tmz>ly -~ dOfJnfi\tic position 
it reg r to in $!' ..... ptr• t ·on for, .fi\1:1 I have 
p;rava.ousl.y stated~ my it torprotat!on prov!dtEJs 
a basis t r worl~ on t _ 1 .. y ~ a play tha.t 1s 
fi1VO<l ti:ro l'i\t.l-1 .r th ... 'l.n did.;H~tif!. ty perso 1 re .. 
l!$nee w1ll nat~~al1y ~tfeet thQ play's pre• 
ij '- \ - ... 1 'ZOII"" ..... ~---~·~•···-..... -·-· -·· ---·-·-··----·---
la.tlmen, !U.e .. ·.l"d, ug. r ightforward _l~yst1..­
t'1cattonu, .G_o ·-~nW~/it.3., (October 2?, 196.1@ p. 122~ 
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St$n ·t1on 'but not 1n su.eh w~.y as to d "'' in~ ... 
btlsa from whloh loan clariA'y t .o goals ror 
w~ ic . the ch l"a.atr .rs str1 c and th~ mot va ... 
t:t.ons for t~ e!r a t .. otls: 
of th . e , .j;' etora 
attotm.. It 1s the t iut"' of t o et:>tiler1. nee th&t 
1 ho .. Js to eommunJ.cnt to the ud3.enee, 
Di!"c ctor A nn Schne3.d~r, after . L vro-
tluction <:~t :; . e .Pl:Y!.1D:tf\~~fJ: in •u W$lk'e, nns-
W' · re · quE)ri s about the l • g . eanini! in th1o 
u .. u 1' 1 only oonc-e:rn~ it. tho af! ttu:.l 
rQ.matie s tw ·t on the:r .• on t c at fSO .. J.f 
~rou wr1t dee y .n.c•ue~, . f cotlrs. th~l·o 
\'~ill be ;oo ooonc s, bu tl'\~y have to be 
d.:i.ecove:reu !~o:a t e outei · Q .. 2oth~ •!Ot¢l .. ro ... 
f'OUJldly a guy 'Wf'1t&S, t~e lr"'O h . S &\'lnl"G 
o:t t 1urge::r 1l:n 1 ee tiorHl. 1' 1 
Hy irL will b. o rov:t<ic t:1. the ~ !eal ex-
perienee for tn~ audience~- to mov~ t~0m-- to 
o . · ens so oute hat t~$7 w;i.ll e .. 
m t themselvos oo :t.t and l"~spond erstotto:tlally 
_...._. ..... _ .. - .. --~~-- ..... ·~·--.....,...---·-~----· __ ; ____ _ 
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in cll.~c u lly ~0 ;.) J u n .;~. n of :ho 
COl i• Ol ' 
" rn n. 
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PRODUCTION lOG 
Director 's ~a~lx log 
a) Pre-rehearsal log 
Monday, §e£t1 17, 1262. 
First de,y of classes- I learned tociay 
that The Caretaker has been sc edulcd as tle 
first graduate production, for October 29th 
ami 30 t . ,. 
l•1re :Rirsc . suggested tl.at ·e graduate 
directors exchange production m· :nage:r osi t-
iOD;,;; • I;'olloHing the class, Bill S. effler prop-
osea that he take on t e prodtction manager ' s 
dut.ies for my sho and I for his . (Bill's .ro ... 
duction \·;il .... be the first. s . o~ in the sec nd 
term b) l consider · yself fortunate to have Bill, 
fOl' he .. as nn excellen-t sense o:f organization, 
w ieh !Till be invaluable .. 
I<tr • .h.azanoff i., to be my faculty advisor ~ 
l s oke ·r~i t him briefly and scheduled our first 
meeting for Thursday. 
NOvJ itts back to t e script1 
Thur§day 2 Seyt, '20 o 
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Had. lunc with ~~r i,a.zanof:t' ..... made my 
first flll!lblipg; atte:t~ ts t convey my feelings 
about the play ~ Re felt t e play a good choiee 
and a ehallange ~~it was a sti~ulating pre~ 
lim ry discuss~on, 
3t30 PGf.io Attended casting for the major 
production, fteggal' on Ro,r~ebl; ck 1 at the invit-
ation o! the director, Mr. B'irsQh, Ie has 
offered to consult with me about casting rob• 
lems. 
Yesterday I arranged tor a room for cast-
ing and posted the notice., TheJ.~e seems to be a 
good deal of interest in the production among 
the students. ' 11 scripts out. 
Chose scenes I will use in try•outs. 
Fird~Xt sept. 21. 
3~ 30 P .1-'1. Casting for freshmen., Excellent 
turn-out Qnd some surprisingly good readings$ 
Tonight l considered ossible ground plan 
and its relation to Room 210. 
Drew up the basic pro ert1es list " 
§aturdp.:y:, Sept . 2~ 1 
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Met ·wit l"lr. Armistead to sho\'i him my 
~ough ground plan, and to discuss setti_g 
requirements o He vi ill appoint u designer in 
the coming week., 
Mond.ay, $eQt • 24. 
3~30 P.N. Casting for upperclassmen., 
Another good tur _ -out ( Hsve ad nearly t. irty 
in all.) 
Tonight I dr<;,.u up the 1· st for cal~l-· 'eks e 
1Yesqa~, SeQt • 25. 
3:30 .PoN:. Cal1-baclta. 
Tonig t I made my fir.tU1 decisions on the 
cast. lt was not easyt 
Jedn~sday, Sept , §.6. 
Posted cast, 
Met with Mr. lUcholson. Sta.ge manager, 
crewe ief, and pTOJ c ief appointed, 
lbursdax,. se12t, 22 .. 
2:30 P. d Second meeting wit Mr. Kazano!f 
to discuss my progress with t e script. 
tH30.,. Production Manager and l met v:ith 
Mr. · ic:1olson to discuss the pro uction and the 
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reduction m r~ger»s duties . Bill will also 
be lighting designer for the sh.o~ . 
8: 30. Met with Production anager to 
raH u rehe rsal schedule . 
§atytda!~ §e;et,g a9. o 
Crew appointed by ~ ~ I~icholson. Mr . 
Armistead assigned Cynthia Starrett as design-
er. Had first meeti ng w1t·1 Cynthia to discuss 
the set . 
MOnday, rehearsals begin! 
( 1) Notes on casting 
When my d cision to do The Caretaker as 
my graduate thesis product-ton became known, 
the most frequent statement l heard tJas; "You 
\Ton• t be able to east that play1 n ...... which was 
inevitably followed by; nwhom have you got to 
do J.)av:tes?'* 
I n choosing a pl ay, l had not considered 
who would play the r oles , f or I fe l t that to 
make t .is a factor \vas t o add a limit&tion 
that was not entirely 1it in my control . It 
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als d.ici :not take into account the new actors 
enrolling in the fall. Indeed, l. hoped that the 
better actors would reacl for me, but a gl'aduate 
director must realize that major productions 
have p:r,io:rtty; e.nd a director vho plans hi s 
s: ow a:ro·'nd an ... etor O!' actors · ay fin hi -1self 
with a difficult adjustment to make wl en they 
are not ava lable. 
l feel t . e.t it is important for a grad~'te . 
di;re~tox· to face his situation as tt exists 
~ i th;t.n the total prog. e.m) and to plan h;i.s pro ... 
dttc tion w :i, t in t~1ese limi ta. tio:ns 6 
lt s oald be noted that t e directors of 
ma ··or productions are U"'ually ympa.t etic to-
ward the graduate d -·rector's proble~.s, a.l:J.d .are 
willing to coo erate wherever possible. T. is 
was certainly t:ruo with Mr. f\ irsch; who \'Jas 
casting Be;:u~~.r .. on H£rseback just be.fore m., own 
try-o ts., One actor had bee preliminarily 
cast fo:r a smaller role in t e major~ and Hr~ 
Hirsch was willing to let hi do my shof in ... 
st~act. 1 left the final decision to the actor, 
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,c 
who was eager to tac~le t~e larger anct more 
challenging part in The Caretake.;r:., 
Because I had no definite cast i:n mind, 
the try .. outs represented n extremely import .. 
ant per~od in the production. This was height-
ened by the i'aet thu t there are only three 
roles, and I had to be very conscious of aeh-
iev ng a balance in the cast; i.e. the most 
effective combination in hysical appearance, 
movement, and -- most particularily -- vocal 
distinction and abilities . 
l made scripts available to actors prior 
to read1ngs 1 ana spoke briefly to all those 
trying out, about t e play, the characters, 
ana. some of my goals of production .. In casting, 
one looks for t .ose qualities in the actor 
which indicate the ~otential for the role. l 
chose difficult passages from the scr1.pt to 
ascertain something of t1'1e range of each actor ., 
and had different actors read opposite one 
another to discover effectave contr~sts. Be• 
cause 1 considered this a crucial period, the 
••• ' ir" 
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casting sessions were neccssar_ly long and 
the final decisions were painful. 
The f i rst step had been completed; l was 
pleased ith the results and eager to get on 
~ith the play. l was excited by the prospect 
of working with the three actors, whom I no 
began to study in terms of the characters they 
ere to portray, gauging their particular 
strengths and eaknesses , and planning my 
met ods of work . 
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Mondai 1 Oct, l§t. 
3;15. First reading. 
l had t e cast read the play ithout too 
many introductory commen·ts fro me. ,ll"~irst read-
i nglJ have a unique quality - - a fres ness and 
an e;xc:ttement of discovery that can never occur 
again in the re earsal period0 1 came repared 
to llsten very closely. 
1 did not interrupt the reading . l noted 
the page number of parts of the script that I 
wanted to discuss aftervJards" To conclude t is 
first meeting l threw out questions to the act-
ors about vJhy they do some of the things tl!ey 
do in the play. l did not ex·eet answers; 1 
wantea the 0c tors to ee the ques tions in mind 
as they wor e on the script. E-xamples of the 
questions Aston, ~.y did you rescue Davies and 
hy did J~u bring him home? e e• Davies, ~hy do 
you hate r~the Bla.clr:s"·'( -.Jhy did you change your 
name? * . el-Iick, why uo yo attack Davies'i ~Jhy 
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do you later offer im the job of caretaker1 
Ot course hat I was after ias to get the 
actor thiv~ing in terms o~ ·lat the characters 
want and 1:1ha t the eire · stances are . 
7: 15 ~ Act 11 ..,..,.reading and moving ,. 
l arrange· he cl:'lairs to indicate the 
room and had the actors read t e play, moving 
only 1hen t~ey .ad an impulse o do so e did 
not direct any of the movement, only designat ... 
ed the basic areas of the room. 
After reading i t through once uninterrupt• 
ed, I cleared up some of the pronunci tioi diff~ 
iculties with t.e unfamiliar place n~mos ana 
iaentified t locales 1 knew. 1 gave Davies 
the pronunciations in ·,;elsh dialect l i . e ~ Luton~ 
pronounce t~loo-tonn) without ref err in to the 
ialect ns such. I don• t want the actors to be 
concerned wit that roblem at this oint;not 
unti l they h ve grasped something of the oh r• 
acter relationships anti. situations a. 
l then threw out more provocative quest-
ions and sug estions about the answers to t ,.em. 
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I 
( wihy does Hick 'vait for liston to leave? He must 
have been '!JW.tching the hot.tse(!l Row long? All 
night?) 
~tJe worl-ced on Act 11 today, because Bob 
Russell has a l ate afternoon c.l~ss on ~ednesdays . 
We 1ill do Act 1 on 6ednesuays1 except for the 
opening and closing moments, it only involves 
Aston and Davies. 
1ie rea<i the act again, this tune stopping 
to analyze some of t e things that are h ppen-
irlg. l made notes on movements and reactions 
thut grew out o! t e situations to u~e later on 
in the bloc .... ing., 
i'he c1esigner eame in at the end of t .. e re-
_e'rsal 1 ~ t. a ground ~len whic . we discussec 
l requested that s . e b.rin in a roug.. three-dim• 
ens on~ 1 mode. of the arrangements of flats. 
An exciting day l"t!ese arc good actors and 
t ey share my enthusiasm about t .. e pJ.ey;; 1 am 
optimistic• 
l:Y."'r;Jday, o.rue.._."Q 
3115~ Ree-d -tl'le lay, moving t?Jithin t e 
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room. No time for discussion after the reading~ 
The actors are beginning to opell u ; many things 
are ll"Ong, but in certain sections they have 
already gr.asped so .ething of the relationship 
\/, ithin the situation .. t·tust work to e tu lish 
'the ttthrought' 1 ne for t :1e char cters. 
'1; 15. ~:..ct 111~~ R.Gad and - ve{ stop end go) • 
t is alreacy , pparent that I shall haV$ to 
use very different methods to reaeh each o-f the 
act ~s. T am letting Davies go as far as he 
lik<as at this sta e ..... i reveals is ca ~· bilit­
ies, ~nct things can be toned dO\'ln !!101'0 easj.ly 
t 1an they c ,n be e~rtpanded and eightened~ fi ,..Mick 
will requi~e a diffe:t~ ent a. .. )roQch~ l :must; make 
sure that .1e is clear. on ove:ryt.'l'ting. _ e is ut 
his beot wlie:n he has solid gras) of 4speci:f1cs". 
J.. ···kJ.ng everything s·)eci~'i¢ Hill be the !t:ey hex·e . 
Aston is builain,g his role slo vly, ·r ich is 
gooc. l will let in br n ~ it long furt~er 
before concentrating on w _at he is doing wrong. 
I am lenr:1i.ne; a lot as l t?etch the actors 
bring the text to life. Tomo~row l will 
G4 
conce ~tl"~te on estab ... ishing t. e circu.mstances 
nt; the o eni.n.g of the play. 
he designer brought in the model 1 re-
quested,) I GUggested a couple of changes in 
the arraneement of flats, and we ere ble to 
finalize the basic s~t 
lif ter rehearsal I -worked o_. blocking,. 
usii g' ( 1) the stage directions, 2) what had 
co e out ol' th~ first rehev,rsals ~ ( 3) ~1y con ... 
ce ts of eac character s movement pattern, {4) 
t e requ1rements of t .e set. 
l'tttr rEnea:rsal room as no windo11rs and is 
stuffy. I ho.ve asked t e .Productior_ Manager to 
sec if v-w can. get another room., 
3:15, Read end move. 
l eoncontrnted on establishing the circum .... 
stances at t .. e opening, ctv1een Aston and Davies . 
' e did an improVisation on Davies* experience at 
t1o resto.urhr..t and Lston~s intervention i n the 
fight~ l too .. ..art in the improvisat~on as the 
rovok~r of av;l.es. 
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Before starting t e i~provisation I stood 
behind the actf.>:r.s ( hav1ne sea tad them) and 
started t¢ interrogate the characters~ l vetb· 
ally attacked .Davie and his O.?inions, :forcing 
him to defend t em, ln less than five minutes, 
he was on his feet, ranting at me, and l went 
right into tPe action of the improvisation by 
telling him to take out tlle bucket .. Aston 
\'Jatched "the action from a. distance, ann when l 
backed Davies against the wall, he intervened, 
( ln Aston 's long speech in Act 11, he tells of 
being backed against a wall, himself; and the 
actor was able to use this ... ) 
I had them continue t . e i mprovisation 
walking about t e ~oom to come to the house. 
ston asked h;tm if he would like to come in, 
and I \~s pleased to seP. t 4t Davies• initial 
reaction was one of caution. 1~ey entered and 
went into the first scene) bringing vJi th them 
a specific immediate past .... t e right attitude ., 
This \vas the most successf U. improvisation~ : 
l have ever directed, and l only hope nm:l t at 
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t.1e actors Nill be ab.e to ""e:..i1 J:Jbel"'ll to recreate 
\'L t th· y d:...scove.red tod~-yft 
7~l5 o Bead play. Ta.pe ... recording t ,1 0 :c·e-
t !)redare f;:; ·~ tomorr.o ·l s production meeting 41 
f ... is sugge tion t,1at wo divide the staff :tnt 
tHo properties crelvS at this st~.ge is exGel ... ent " 
t.he ,, :tlletin board, and ·'le vJill us differe!rt.-
coloured card~ ~or ,. e sepa~~te divisions of the 
production for cast and C:t'A\\. eall ... ) ; ,:J.ch ce.n 
be inserted in the po;,ter., 
I t:!ontinu.cd to t;~orl,.. on my blocking d~ag arns 11 
Tr. e Sta0 e ~~.an ger 'Jil be putting do\>J t .e tapes 
121 t e cJ.a,ssroom tomor:ro-v:. ( .Je have a new room 
.;~0 .,.. ..... "'~ .... ) 
... -- e .... :u.'!' vO. .s • 
.,~. t'>"ill block Ac 1 to®rro 1 n:lgt1t~ ' ' 
y" Oct, 4..e. 
3:15 Heeting w1tL. _he Jroduct·on staff. 
41i-30e l-ieBt~L g ;v t. ere··'-'• I spoke a out cur 
need of good organisation and &ttem~reu to make 
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clear how im.po:rtant the cr"·w ·~ra-g to t ,, e pro 
tuction~ Gat cring of ~ropertie~ is our first 
COl1Ce!·n, am'I :£, ursday , Octoa 18 is aet as · r 
c.e~dline .. l turned tf'te meeting ove:r to t.~1e 
.Production i-'fanager for t .e s )ecific broo) down 
of ~.,.,ew duties. 
7~15. Block Act 1 
E:t:~a:v,oct , 2!. 
3:15. Run Act 1 .. 
\Je worke t <) gat t o 'k i nl.s ft ou ... of tJ~ 
b_ockmg done last nitAh·c .. 
7~15; Block Act 
~;:J.. ~ur,dfl.:r 3 oct.-& 
~ Scenes _ und 2 
.2&00• Run J~crt 1 anc. Act 1_, scenes 1 an 2. 
Block frtct 11, ecen0 3· 
PY.Uf!t.y , Qst .. z · ' ···:~ 
Today l . ;;~nt over m1 .. ·tes on the flrst . · 
week,s rehear als. Bsc1 actor as parti~~ler I,,, 
pr blems an ·· l 't-Ietnted to plan ~- !lleans of de·a' ... 
inry :fith <'!' o.:ue of tre"ll :L t'lo)e coming wee¥..,. t:...ston · 
is not dete.chcd enOU0 11 _ ... mu.c of. i$ work iS . 
too emotionalq 1 v ill wa1 t a·"lct see how t liS : 
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·. 
ears ··hen tho blocl::.ing is complete<.: nne. -1e 
run the show 11 The actor is scns tive and er ... 
co ti!G but lucks toch.n.iqueC! vavies needs con• 
trol, rtic lar ly bo<i:,.~ control, ! · · s~ t! (?l"e 
w:ere more var:lety in hi>:> vocal tooh11ique " Ite 
is rei:arding to ;;ork \dth, as he ctoes not os-
i ta:te 'to express ieeu;J , even if ·they :re•..reo.l 
t at he -~ on the ·.1rong t:ract. Ie has great 
1o·11e f life unu v _ti'1 it <;. ~~a!l sense of' ob-
s~rv&tio. -- in~lunnle gifts f r ~uy acto~~ 
Nic!'i: is my biggest prob_oo , for -<:1 is rel ctf•.nt 
to communi.ca e>) l ,1ill try \·:orki;ng w:....th h!l 
~ lone. He h::.G u·1. excella,. .. t comm nd of t :.e ~. i· lee~; 
h · reminds me of c. .un l '.na'JJ ·- T..ondon l must 
1' o:r-k to mak ~ lLck•.:; actions cJ.ear an mak-:::: -ke 
circumstances as vivid a4ld. s ecif:te as possible~ 
D scusscd lig; .... s ·~;i th th0 !,ight .ng De~ign<;O 
ar. 'iber~ is ti n0·. · uimme.:." boartl coming for R om 
210 ;l ich should · rovid.e the cont:t. ~1 we ! eed .. 
we -will only have the basic ins tr•u.:.11t-nts in H om 
210., as t1'\e :JJ.C'\jor produ .... t:i.:al \vill requir a11 
the othe:r lig1ts., 
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The esigner su rested Je switch t1e 
~arm-cJol relationship to em)hasize (even 
though very subtly) t.he l'el£J.tionship of the 
room (\\arm) to the outside ( cool) o 
To date, the production is on schedule., 
,t:iopday 2 Oct 8 
3;.15. Block and run avies and. t•lick scenes 
in ;~cts I;t and lil.~~ r~ston absent. 
7~15o BlocK Act 111. 
vuring su per our 1 went to the theatre 
to c.1ec'· on the rops that had been gathered to 
uate. I had warned the crew that l would be 
very · articular about the ~;~roperties $ Ruff in 
Coo er as done an excellent job in obtaining 
the heavy roperties~ r ad to reject one of' 
the beas, but the other one couldn't be better 
The aemolition going on in Boston right novi 
has been extre ely a vantageous to my pro crev. 
'rhey have go ten some excellent pieces from 
e olis .e · a artments or apartments soon to be 
dem lishe • 
fuesua.y, Oct. 2 
L ----------------------
ro 
I 
.3: 15" 1;or : •.Jn Act 1 .. 
I 1~1.d Mick provide nn .... m~~~:' m )nologue for 
his long silent section at the o~en· ng of t~ c 
pl Y~ FIG had d1ff1ct.J..ty wit~ 1t<j l tried to set 
1.11 the " ckgrour:c r.::le.ticr.s. i .)ctHcen ~~im nd 
his brother' 50 that ,,e oou c~ . egin ·w;tt . t ,.e 
rig •t !3.ttit de., Also impo:L'tHnt to the c;l~raeter 
~2· :1:i.:1 ,tJla .. l for dec· -r<-'- ting the !'let - · his 
ne~l and ,; · s failt:r· to _ntcref.:i; Aston .i.n t fl. 
J. -!O!'ke . Hi t';f: Hick a .one, u11d .4ad tho 
a~s stant ot~ge I~na~e work on lL~es wit the 
other actors i 1 a.not .. e:c· room" 
7~ ·-5~~ Run t rOUG-··• 
Th-s •.<Jr;.s t, L;.:; f. .il~,_,t) comp_cte r'.ln- · .... rough 
-w;t t. , hloc!'{in~., T !.'3 ncer" :f' . :r :re 1 -.a:r .. a:!. pro s i!S 
i~t:, t . :.s .:: tc.ge I am ht::\.vinti t:v:" ..r:t tc.ke t, ~ 
\;.::.rr:.e to rel.Lte to one c not~~!' ~nd the J?oom. T.n · 
t ~ c ::1o.ne~ ts H . em. t e ac+-or~ ar:s .in t . . o si tuo. t~ 
::..o:s. a.1.n t ti1ki11g a:1~l l;:.stenil'lg to one :lnotiwr, 
the ·1"0.9cr !" .ythru of the scene merges., 
l . ave .made 1'Jlr.;.ny notes. Xor.nort.'o\J ! }:nvo 
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I 
sche uled indiv·dunl conferences with the 
actors!> 
i4e1lp,gs(1ay, Octs J.O~, 
3t15~ COnf'eronces wj.t the actors, indiv-
idually. l met first with ,.ston, ana we dis-
cussed his actions in the pJJlYe Aston s con-
sc ous objectives in the play are simple, but 
his obstacles are big ones& The basic difficulty 
lies in the nature or t e ch' racter himself, ,. 
in Aston, the incomplete manh The question 
arises as to the degree of his intelligence in · 
bis present state. He is in the process o? re~ 
diseovoring muc1 of tho world? and is doing it 
patiently ~ na in sir.1ple tel~ms* 
The actor has a tendency to get too invol• 
veei u.no. rcsijond too emotionally in the s · tuaJ-... 
ions .. 
ln our discussion 1 discovered a some ~h ... t 
parallel situation in the actor*s own past e I 
questioned him about the experience and related 
. is answers to the problems of he character IJ 
fhis excited t.e actor as e seemed to find 
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I 
nevt ins i g1ts into the role. 
l next talked w·· th Davie:E, and \Je eoncen<+ 
tra t ed .on ono probl ~m ths. t has just r·ecently 
emerged ., 1-'Ie has beerJ. enjoy.J . .-~g t~1e 'hurt.our he 
ci ea tes o fie h · s started to thirJ-r f certe..::.n 
sect ions as ntunny bits" and this~ of c urse, 
has nothing -v hatev£. ·\;o do ~!1th charac-ter or 
situation. ~hen I pointed this ou · to th<~ r t, ... 
or · nd demonst1·ate ho ·I it was contru.ry to the 
. l"'eality of the ylay, he a.greecJ , confessing that 
he . ad just recen·'"l fallen into il~ unconscj.crus 
ly .. I~o\1 thn t 1e realizes wha.·c has happe11.ed 1 he 
,an vereome it and get back to playing actions ~ 
7; 15o Confeience vith Mi ck . He diwcussed 
quite ireely the problem he i s having i.n ~. c:k .. 
i:ng some of his actions jus ·ifie: ., l "yle 1t over 
s ne of' he di:tfioult se tions w t 1 hir:1~ uigg• 
in..,. out the fucts and the poss blc r.asoj;s i'or 
the things h s&ys anu oes ., ''··he chu act.er i~ 
jealous of the old man; jeulous of 't~e fact 
that Aston as broug .t him here and ppear to 
be closer to him than t o Uck o tJe 'b Clke u.owi'l 
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the long speeches t• at Hich. deliVel~s -co terror-
ize or Ul1settle Davies e On the surface they 
aem to be so many words bu·t 1hen scr tiniz -d 
they :reveal a goo<.i, dea.l abuut l• :lek and about 
his pas·!;" Even thoug~ these speeches (about 
people that 1Javles 1 appe ranee brir-gs to .ind) 
are i11tendoo to ntake uo sense ·to Davies and 
LiFJ be chos~n at the instant fol" their effect, 
'·· 
... You re1n1nci me of rrt:r uncle's brother~ ··,,. 
Re was al\>~ays on the move, that man ., Nev·er· ., .: 
withou· his p.s.ssyort . Ea·1 n eye f0r -c .1e 
g.irls .. Very much your build., Bit of an ath• 
letEL~ Long-jat.'lp specialist.~.,., T:J te honest,. 
l' ve never made out hoH he came to bo my · 
uncle: s bro;;her. l' ve o;fter. ·thought tt!a·t 
maybe it \'las the other way rounrl . J: mean 
that my uncle w0 s his bro tL e:r nd ~·h~ was 
my unelee But I never called him uncle . As 
a nattor · f fact 1 called h·· n 31d., '1y moth...o 
er called him Sid too. lt Wc;.s a funny buso<io 
ineuS ·• ~ •. 
and c.bout uncle Sido ln ef:f ct, th0re is cnou~h · 
inf'Ol' ntion to speculate about what kind of 
I finished up t e session '"i t:U iti.ck t-Ji t . 
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an "' provisation Uninf t~e instge of a te n....,age 
gang mereber 1 had hil4 victim;.:r.e me and vocal ... 
ize SO!lle Of 'l1iS n et becfsU i'. t ,e Situation~ 
The pTivate conferences se .m~ from t.-1e 
act()rs 1 ,... espon.<Ses ~ to huve been v~ry valu<::tble~ 
Only the future ~,.,. ,ear sa "'s will rmt~Sa_ just 
The 
_ast of rcnearsa l and ve met aftenvn.rd to dis ... 
come out cf rehearsals t1:.us for 8 
3:. 5 Let 1.1.. 
S + ·' 11 ~ .., 'ry '-"•i.. . a. ~ U!}. · Q 
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Some good ~ork accomplis ed tonight in 
'clarifying rctiOLS for the actorso Mick eeds 
wul'.h on his buil ·-u to t. e s ashing O.i the 
Bu .dha -- h is pJn.t·ng nviolence" right notv 
and it is:n1 L orking. 
1~';: ·day, Oc't, l.?. 
Columbus ay·- an ... ft;_.:rnoon •I€jdding in 
whic. Davies was irvolved me·nt n rehearsal 
till e eninge Nade arrange en·"s for stoveb 'l""ne 
l;iindow continues to be (;?.. problem-6 
7t30, ~e h d a e ange of acP. tonight, 
Had "' line rehe .rsal follo-vied by a relaxe · dis•. ·· 
cus;;;.ion of the work to uate~ Informed the cust 
of t E: good ·;ork tho pro c~ew s been doing, . 
the three actors \'.fOI"lt well together anu mvrale 
iS hi 
§atu;ctax~ Oats 13 • 
.Uisc·tsse, my tindo -roblem w th ··1r" Ar: n-· 
;;,tea(:L, There e :no i>~indo.; flats .from past J:l.iS.jot 
producti ns t t e t eatre. lt l.oo s as if. WG'll 
have to b ilC:. ne, f r t . . e setting u manus a 
·orkable window. 
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Consul ~ed ·•rJi t . H.r .rij.c o!.son o;.; thA bu(?.get fl"e 
a~·:rees 'I:J t . . t"ie breal. .. dO\~m of i'u:nds to be spent . 
This ~fternoon u:e rehears~<:i. t~ct 1 and part 
of c. lJ t-;ithout t,Cripts,. HovemeJ~t ~c: .. s i r.:r"'rov ... 
a.d nod ~t,).a.t t .. e hooks are o-:..1.t of t eir .. c:.nds ,. 
Davies is s ti-l having scrne line di:ff;icult~t ~ 
'!he a.ctor .. oft n bt?cs :ae conscio l.S of t , e:lr neu 
fr eAdom, ara. loG t; Ill~Tl y· s:n~ 1 . a c ions ; or , I' ern em-
bering then too late 1 didn t z:·~otivate t'"'E':n. .. 1 
ruad notes "Jn trese trou).!. e spots, hut 1acb~d 
tiliH·~ to gv ove.,... tr1E'!Jll. The actors took noted 1 
.a·11e il'l.3isted t .at a ,c ~ . ave a noteboo i: .fo:r 
_ ehearsu s). 
't\P~~l.:.: 
:~orked o Ac ~ 111 clarifyir..g 1:etio:r1s and 
objectives 
Today l wns able to solve our window 
problem., 1 discovered a 1· o:rkable r..Jindmv (sans 
glnss {; nd mullions) e,to} a heap of bro ·en briclt 
from a d~:nolis .ed apartment build in 7 4! 1'he 
Stage 1-fanage:r, Uek an· I transported it va.a. 
the S9M" S vintage convertible to the theatre. 
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;at'1 mi:nor ro.., air;".) it r.-Jil ... 3erve ~he setti11g 
splond.~dly . 
!1opsg:,x, oe·t Q l ~ 
3:30" Costuu1e Ii~tinzs ·- t t:1e theatl'e. 
Designer and l were tble to find some perfect 
cost t"rl~"S in th ·. r, cks, · rticula.rly As tor~' s 
su·' t and top coCJ. t, t e smoking jacket and 
Davies ' coat. By a P.reat stroke o~ fortune 
t.1ese \.J'i..t.l all fit e actors lJi tl" very fe':J 
.u:inor a.lterations. Hr. Sovey has provided 
e:-:pert advice on rexr ering tl-)e proper ste..te 
of disrep::.ir to Davies' lon5 uno.eJ."•·feQ.r o 
Dr..vies• shoes remain a problem yet to be 
soJvedo 
'Ihe actors were excited b~· the e .. perience 
of getting into costumes :tor t•1eir fittings Q 
This ~xcitement c~rried over lnto re cersai 
r . ic'b followed o '1: e •tmajor" hc:d moved to m"\in 
stage and) as ue v!e!'e at the teatre; ana Ro;:;>m 
21 · ,·as free, .Je rehearsed there. 
orked on J..ct lJl. Doc ·cted to get Hick 
otf the floo:t in his speech o.cscr i hing the 
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room as a modern ' itchen.o Had him ~hoose the 
sections of the room for t~e cupboards, etce, 
as he had not maae any sue~ distinction before 
( 111hich probably explains why his descri ;tion 
was · not working when he delivered it lying 
down);, Rc is nm.; using t e objects in the room 
to feed the character• s imagination and ,.,. iva 
the actor fccus . · 
The ca!?l t uas s timul& ted by the room, ana 
·r~~ e decided to hold our evening rehe¢ rsal t .ere . 
Production Manager says t}e crew can start 
· ork in ?.10 to.,1o:rro · an then from Thursday 
night on-. This is an e~cellent break, fo:r it 
means l will be able to start rehearsing on t e 
se·t by Saturday night~ 
~~§.da,l!: ,_.Qc:t A 1~. 
J3:l5. r.t.ct 1, Sc 1 and .Let 11, See 1. 
As I rea :red, the return to tho classr om 
produced a deadly rehearsal c.fter the excitement 
ot ·m:r.h.ing in 210 ye5 terua.y I) :;e did achieve an 
iraprovement in Davies' reaction to ;-.rick as 
rJ. tt· . ck (both physical and verb lL.. I provided 
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the image of a dog t at attachs und. then ·1o1!ls 
at bay -· translating Hiok 1 s ambivalence into 
alt.;ernating canine growls anu \•I ggings of the 
ta:t.lo 
1 am ' re :mring a cu.t vo:rsion of Act l .a.ncl 
t e ·first scene of J.c<- -l to be shm~rn to vJ.!' . 
~o~nen at the 10 o~clock uire~ t-~g ll class 
on Thut'sday, 
As there is s ill some difficulty v:ith 
lines we held a long line r e· rsa1 at the 
Stage Manager's apartment tonighte 
dfJ~~n§)nda~ll Octt, lZ. 
3: 15 .. Rehearsal o:r section t.o be sho\<m at 
D:i.recting II tomorz O\~, 1 spent some ·c1me on a 
d'scussion of the language va_ues., Found a 
g_ ea. i..,.p:rovoment in t e Mick- .Davies e.xcl ange 
· bout his name , af'ter clarifying the • .ielsh 
p:rotJ.Ut.lcia tion again ( J en- "-i! s rather than J enk-
i s) -~ Mi~k ~s able to play it e fect·vely. 
for ·the fi.L st time. 
7~ 15 os Run-t,1roug ,s of section for tomorro"" o 
A:fte-r rehearsal, discussed ~echnicul problems 
so 
--
wi ..... 1 Production &nd Sts.~e tfu:nagers 1'omorrm'l 
j.s. pro ,t:>er'ties deacil ne; and i' .H.. says that 
all props are not in4 ~~:Je do c. new breakd01'1'tl of 
t .. E.. cre-w tomorro and the . et stt"\r ·ts up 'to~ 
l.QOTT0\11 n;,t.gl-tt o 
.. t.)l~§da:.v:, , Oct, 18., 
lOtOOo Rehearsal before Hr, '.r. _ommen ana 
Directing ll class 9 i'his .;as t e first time 
the actors haci worked be.fore peo 1le un.fa.miliar 
with the play, and I learned a good deal about 
the weak spots that need clarification -- rosie·· 
ally, I thin~r, t . r oug a re-es to.blisl"tlllent of 
the inner reality of the scenes. Met briefly 
with Hr. !holm!len afterwardo He too tas conscious 
of the trouble spots but felt tht;; t ihat he had 
seen 't..Jas coming along excellently., 
3: 1·53 Discussed this morning; s wor1t vith 
the cf~st and then reheat' sed t!1e sections" 
7:15 Q Run through. Dtl':J'ies losing some of 
his arrogance -- must correct this. Aston now 
seems too remote .from the s i tua t1on., ~lent to 
210 after re~earsal to check on progress on the 
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set41 Cre 1s are wo: .. ~ing Feli So .. ne 'rops ~till 
not gathered -- discussed problems 11th prop 
c~1ef~ Desigxer plans to cast t~o Buddhas from 
the one "Vre huve. ! am anx"o' s to have her d 
it es soon as }ossible in cas, r.·re r1.m into 
trouble \v i th the process • 
ErActay~ O£t!l 12li 
3~ 15 .. Rehearsal at 210o This first rehear-
sal in the set broug 1t o t some of the same 
sort of freshness th "'C l cxperi .-: ' ~ced e. t the 
first rea ·1ng -- a sense of discove:ryo ~;e \'IO!'ked 
or1 diff(~rent section based on notes f;."om lAst 
night's run~t rougho 
?a 15" Run- throug 1 on set .. t1any notes to 
pro~uction staffo !hey ave been exce· tionally 
co•--oi erative about t e mc.ny small changes l 
have inslsted on, even tr.ough they must often 
seem to be uni.mportant to themo l . ave been 
uncompromising in demanding what I feel is the 
best thuc can b0 achieved, and have been b~cked 
u co~pletely by the Pro'uction Manager and 
8 tage Manager 8 
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§a tul.-t:ia. , . Qct~g,, ?..Q~ 
T1is morning l was excusea. f om Scene 
Painting class ana \>i.- s ~b ., e to spena the time 
;Ll'l 210 't'f'O!'.t\ing wit the c:re1.-!e It is an J.n:tort-
un&te situLt:ion that the c i:ractor must rei} arse 
It has meant th t; t'h{::y have often had to do 
things tvice because 
be con~u.ltcd. ~ But th ~ spiri · here is excellent 
and n.o one seems to mind t .e extra lJorko ~'be 
P. -1..- and C:revt Chief have been able to a.l'range 
calls so that pe ple here :required only when 
there was • )r1r for them to do ....... e.nd this h s 
been greatly appre-ciated y the cre\v membc:>rs. 
l spent ovez an hour arranging the cl tter 
L1 the J.. , 0 • area of t e set .f fterwa:rds r 
1-ao. t.~e c:r·e·ttJ r-;.ise tu~ door .flut up on n 6·~ 
which will giv~ .ore emph.s~s to 
exits ~·~l'ld entr nees. 
The casting of the Buddhas looks like a 
f'~:..ilure~ an the mola will not dry~> l have alert ... 
e<l p!'ops to stf1:::·t a se<:rc.. for t\iO mo:re Buddhas . 
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2~00.- 1'hile light c ra\tJ 1.1as focusing in 
210, 1:1e lleld a run ... through i n ch classr om 
\-Ii ·h Iny faculty advisor present$ I Nas anx-
io-us t;o see hot-J the concepts I had previous 
ly described to him \'Jt:mld come across in 
terms of tho actors ' wo:rk o 1'he first act di':l 
not go ·rell, and .I made ilt ny notes concern ng 
the transitions Ul1ti aojustnents not .. ade., ·:-.e.,. 
Cause of t>1e oppre!:.;sive heat 'lllO took. a bi:eak 
aiter J-'J.ct, una. ~s a result ~·wre unable to 
complet~e the rtm-t'h.roug before the ·tru.ilding 
clo ..... e '1 .. l could tell that Hr <~ !~.S.zan.off Pad 
been impresse~ by 1ha t he sa 1 o .Je tu.1ke br!.cf-
ly over a cup of coffee; he fee s we ha~e a 
good. sho .. Re was somewhat d1sttu' bed by Aston 
i n Act I; fe l c he t,;as f!playlng mental illness." 
He lso felt tnat the pri)porti<as the actors 
use vrill be 1r:1portant to ·chem -- especially 
Astouo l realized that l chould have insisted 
on more x·ehearsal pro ::~s und on having them .... 1 
use earlier .. 
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2: 00 " Run- throur:r for ·l"e crew, as most 
of them will be unable o see the show be..,. 
cause of bac ' tage uuties. After;ard, at 
o.inner party given by the Production l1 nager, 
the cast and crew got together sociallYo 
.. ;e have tr;iea from the beginning to rnake 
the crew aware of their im ortance to the pro-
duction -- to feel an integral art of the 
creative \,;}~o le- 'hey ere excited by the per-
formance they had just seen, while t e actors 
were genuinely appreciative of the speed an 
sl:.ill that haa gone into reparing tho stage. 
Both shared the past crises and humorous ex er-
iences that are a part of mounting any roduct-
ion .. All are eage;r for the success of 1' eiru 
sho.,, 
Honday, Octe 22 
3:30,, >ec nical .. Stop and go, setting 
lig t ami sound cues anu levels.o Je ave 
solvea the souna problem of the drip in the 
bucket. As so often ha · )ens Jhen ealing wit 
sound, we discovered tat t ping a real arop 
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in a bucket proauced a very unsatisfactory 
sound The problem t-i' s solveG. by t ping t e 
plucl ·i n g of a string on · bass fia.cile. 
7;30. Run-through ,· ~th lights and sound 
Nany ne\·1 tacJ'Inical problems revealed -- but 
none that can't be worked out. ( l hope~) -o 
lucK toaay in tracking down t~e Ruadhas. 
'.l:uesda;y, Oct. <3 
3:30. Ji eld a long · iscussion VI;i th the 
cast in an attempt to rc- establls~ some of t e 
basic situations and clarify actions that have 
been affected by the move from the classroom 
to the se • 1 tried to eep bringing t_ em back 
~o the "needs" of the characters. 
I,ig t crew did some refocusing, and t e 
uta.ge Hanager held a tech rehears~l for t e 
crews. 
7; 30 Tee run-through .. I*~aculty advisor 
present. '.C is afternoon• s discussion ironeo 
out many inks and resulted in our best r e. ear• 
sal to . ate b Many technical elements need 
adjusti ent but v1e were ' ble to run t"'e rehe r sal 
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v;i th few stops. Tj.ming of the fade on Aston 
at the end of Act II must be accomplished more 
sm othly, if it is to erea te t e proper effect .. 
Mr. 1\azanoff seems excited by t e produc-
tion. He is enthusiastic over the perfor ances, 
finding great improvement in ston, particular-
ly .. 'ies hemp, oloroid photographer, tool{ un 
exciting series of pictures a.uring rel"'earsa l s. 
:t•eanesctuy; 2 Oct,. 2>± 
3:30. Technical rehearsal of Act lll., 
Before rehearsal l orked on an improvisa-
tion ltJith Aston. Mr. l·.asanoff had mentioned 
last night t'-lat he felt 1.ston1 s relationsrip to 
the room could be strengthenedo 1 had Aston 
bring me into the room and tru{.e me 4round itc 
He handled and talked about the objects he }'lad 
collected, ma.ing them very personal, very much 
his own. 1'ho improv 1ent "tvell, nd the r ctor \·lEiS . 
stimulated by t~e things e discovered in the 
process. 
7:.30~~ F'irst dress I'e. ee..rsals 
:roac.o.y two Buddhas were located t at 'ill 
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be fine VI en pa1nted6 A great relief. Iast of 
he m~jor probl ems , 
Most technicrtl problems cleured up, but 
timing can still be i nproved. It's uncanny how 
essenti a l is the exact t i ming of a fad.e in 
correctly concluding tlie r ythm of a scene o 
I r£d Mick go back to t. e origina block-
ing of the opening of Ac t lll, Sc " 19 Now ·that 
he has each description esc.ablis ed specifically 
he handles it beautifull y lying on f l oor D. l . 
Thursday;, Qct • 2~ 
~ress rehearsal . 
I n tho after noon I worked with the Stage 
Hanager to correct, orne of the ,t1roblems revealed 
by last night • s re. earsal .. ':tJC reset the sour~d 
levels for both the rain and the drip e ,1e re-
t· o t'"'e fade at t e ena of Act II ana .in Act 
III, Scs .. 1 and 2c Ra.u t . c vacuum cleaner taped 
as it fell apart durin~ the scene last night .. 
Before the rehearsal I \vent over last 
night~s notes witP the cast. l keep str aining 
to find the correct answer to every moment trat 
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oes not seem to me to ring true,. . • ;hen iJavies 
h s t get in an out f the s .oes, he loses 
his character because his c· ncentration is 
affected by worry abouc ge ' ting it done s• ooth-
ly and quic.h.ly, '·onight l ha him direct his 
concentrati n n t,e shoes and keep it there. 
Tat di - t e tr1c , f r it or.ed at ton ght1 s 
dress. 
:F·a · e out at en of Act l is now the best 
we can achieve with the equipment. 
There are numerous s all j bs · 1at remain 
for the ere tv do t..>morrow afternoon, such as 
at ding we.ight to some of the boxes t re-spatter-
ing the stove, etc 
I believe e are ready for .r n audience .. 
Fri ct, ;:>6 - ... Cri que performance .. 
The sho ran fairly smoothlyo T~e auuience 
\•letS responsive &n receive · the sho\-V ·wo.r, ly., 
vavies started at a higher itch than ever 
before, -v:~ ich made a few if!iculties for him 
in pl·ces where he buil s, but on he hole 
th actors ere i n top formo 
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saturdayt Oct. 22 
lOlOO. Rel'earsal at 210. I ha gone over 
the critique comments ( includ.ed in a. separate 
section) before l.,chearsal, to select those that 
I felt were valid and whiC" could be success-
fully worlccd out in the rehearsal time. 
I chnnged the blocking at t'he opening of 
Act 1 so that Mick is more a ctive in t e room 
and h~s more relationship tot. 8 objects~ ve 
worked on the passing of the bag anct smoothed 
it out considerabJ.y .. Also reblocked the smile" 
Consulted vii tr. the S tc: ge Manager about 
cutting down blackout time between scenes . l 
c ecke out crew duties 1n t e blackouts and 
feel 1;;e can cut the time in half. 
The actors are in fine s irits &fter t eir 
recept··on lb..st night 
SYnda:;.L, 0 ct o 28 
l;OOo Run-t .roug o 
Mr~ ~irsch attended. This was ~is first 
opportunity to see t1 e show ecause of the 
Major o Re had some cogent observati ons t o .trk ke, 
90 
r-- ~ 
par ticularly in terms of images for the actors 
ie~ Davies like a squii~rel; -...v'hen he iS left 
alo ne in the room nt the end of Act l; as he 
sea rc es. 
-
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alone in the room, 
on the bed. (Act 1, 
Curtain) 
DAVIES: Once I got on the road I'd 
be there quick enough. l 
ASTON: Any tim~ you want to ••• get 
into bed, just get in. Don't worry 
about me. (Act I, Scene 1.)_ 
MICK swiftly forces him to the 
floor. (Act I, Scene 2.) 
107 
ASTON: You know, I was sitting in a cafe 
the other day. I happened to be sitting 
at the same tabae as this woman ••• 
(Act I, Scene 2.) 
MICh: You remind me of my uncle's 
brother. He was always on the move, 
that man. Never without his pass-
port. Had an eye for the girls. Very 
much your build ••• (Act II, Sc. 1.) 
108 
DAVIES: You ain't got no right to 
1v1IC.K; You're stinking the place out ••• 
(Act II, Scene 1.) 
DAVIES: Thought so. Come in on my 
head... (Act 11, Scene 3.) 
DAVIES: Yes, but listen, you don't 
know what I'm telling you. 1'ha t bloody 
r&in, man, comes right in on my head. 
(act II, Scene 3.) 
109 
So I aid get out. 1 
of the place ••• 
(Act II, Scene 3) 
DrtVlES; It's getting so freezing in 
here 1 have to keep my trousers on to 
go to bed. ( ct III, Scene 2) 
DAVIES; They can ~ut them 
pincers on your head again, 
man~ (Act III, Scene 2) 
flO 
:.-~ 
' 
MICh.~ You don' t stink. 
DAVIES~ No, sir! 
HICK; If you stank I'd be the first one 
to tell you. (Act III, Scene 3) 
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A room. A window in the back wall, the bottom half covered by a 
sack. An iron bed along the left wall. Above it a small cupboard, 
paint buckets, boxes containing nuts, screws, etc. More boxes, 
vases, by the side of the bed. A door, up right. To the right of the 
window, a mound: a kitchen sink, a step-ladder, a coal bucket, a 
lawn-mower, a shopping trolley, boxes, sideboard drawers. Under 
this mound an iron bed. In front of it a gas stove. On the gas stove 
a statue of Buddha. Down right, a fireplace. Around it a couple 
of suitcases, a rolled carpet, a blow-lamp, a wooden chair on its 
side, boxes, a number of ornaments, a clothes horse, a few short 
planks of wood, a small electric fire and a very old electric toaster. 
Below this a pile of old newspapers. Under ASTON'S bed by the 
left wall, is an electrolux, which is not seen till used. A bucket 
hangs from the ceiling. 
This play was first presented by the Arts Theatre Club in 
association with Michael Codron and David Hall at the Arts 
Theatre, London we 2, on 27th April, 1960. 
On 30th May, 1960, the play was presented by Michael 
Codron and David Hall at the Duchess Theatre, London, with 
the following cast: 
M I c K, a man in his late twenties 
AsToN, a man in his early thirties 
DAVIES, an old man 
Alan Bates 
Peter Woodthorpe 
Donald Pleasence 
The play was directed by Donald McWhinnie 
The action of the play takes place in a house in west London. 
ACT I A night in wiriter 
ACT II A few seconds later 
ACT III A fortnight later 
(A) M. rises, X to door 
(B) A steps to · • of door , D. X above him. 
(C) A. X D. s.L. to ch, picks it up. 
(D) A. X D.C~ place s ch. 
I 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
• 
WARN ; Ll I ES :it I, .:f=t 2. 
Act One 
MICK is alone in the room, sitting on the bed. He wears a leather 
jacket. -- -- - · -
Silence. 
He slowly looks about the room, looking at each object in turn. 
He looks up at the ceiling, and stares at the bucket. Ceasing, he sits 
quite still, expressionless, looking out front. 
Silence for thirty seconds. 
A door bangs'- M.J!-.f/k4.. voices are heard . 
..MICK tur1J.S his head. He stands, moves silently to the door, 
goes out, and closes the door quietly. 
Silence. 
Voices are heard again. They draw nearer, and stop. The 
door opens. ASTON and DAVIES enter, ASTON first, DAVIES 
following, shambling, breathing heavily. 
ASTON wears an old tweed overcoat, and under it a thin shabby 
dark-blue pinstripe suit, single-breasted, with a pullover and faded 
shirt and tie. DAVIES wears a worn brown overcoat, shapeless 
trousers, a waistcoat, vest, no shirt, and sandals. ASTON puts the 
key in his pocket and closes the door. DAVIES looks about the room. 
ASTON. Sit down. 
DAVIES. Thanks. (Looking about.) Uuh. 
ASTON. Just a minute. 
ASTON looks around for a chair, sees one lying on its side by 
the rolled carpet at the fireplace, and starts to get it out. 
DAVIES. Sit down? Huh ... I haven't had a good sit 
down . . . I haven't had a proper sit down . . . well, I 
couldn't tell you. . . . 
A. 
B. 
C . 
D. 
£, 
8 THE CARETAKER [ACT I 
ASTON (placing the chair). Here you are. 
DAVIES. Ten minutes off for tea-break in the middle of the 
night in that place and I couldn't find a seat, not one. All 
them Greeks had it, Poles, Greeks, Blacks, the lot of them, 
all them aliens had it. And they had me working there . . . 
they had me working. . . . 
ASTON sits on the bed, takes out a tobacco tin and papers, 
and begins to roll himself a cigarette. DAVIES watches him. 
All them Blacks had it, Blacks, Greeks, Poles, the lot of them, 
that's what, doing me out of a seat, treating me like dirt. 
When he come at me tonight I told him. 
Pause. 
ASTON. Take a seat. 
DAvIEs. Yes, but what I got to do first, you see, what I got to 
do, I got to loosen myself up, you see what I mean? I could 
have got done in down there. 
DAVIES exclaims loudly, punches downward with closed 
fist, turns his back to ASTON and stares at the wall. 
Pause. ASTON lights a cigarette. 
AsToN. You want to roll yourself one of these ? 
DAVIES (tutning). What? No, no, I never smoke a cigarette. 
(Pause. He comes forward.) I'll tell you what, though. I'll have 
a bit of that tobacco there for my pipe, if you like. 
ASTON (handing him the tin). Yes. Go on. Take some out of 
that. 
DAVIES. That's kind of you, mister. Just enough to fill my 
pipe, that's all. (He takes a pipe from his pocket and fills it.) I 
had a tin, only . . . only a while ago. But it was knocked 
off. It was knocked off on the Great West Road. (He holds 
out the tin.) Where shall I put it? 
ASTON. I'll take it. 
DAVIES (handing the tin). When he come at me tonight I told 
him. Didn't I ? You heard me tell him, didn't you ? 
(A) A. X to bed R, removes coat, gets tobacco tin. 
(B) A· X to below bed, D. X to above A. 
( Ql) 
-n. moves until U.R. 
(D) D. X D.L. to A. 
(E) D. arcs to D.C. 
(F) D. :X. D • .({. to A. 
(B) D. x. u .• o. t o below ga.s stove 
{D) D. A. D, d.. to A. 
(F ) Ih f ollows A. D.L.c. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
Y. 
ACT I] THE CARETAKER 9 
ASTON. I saw him have a go at you. 
DAVIES. Go at me? You wouldn't grumble. The filthy skate, 
an old man like me, I've had dinner with the best. 
Pause. 
ASTON. Yes, I saw him have a go at you. 
DAvIEs. All them toe-rags, mate, got the manners of pigs. I 
might have been on the road a few years but you can take it 
from me I'm clean. I keep myself up. That's why I left my 
wife. Fortnight after I married her, no, not so much as that, 
no more than a week, I took the lid off a saucepan, you 
know what was in it? A pile of her underclothing, unwashed. 
The pan for vegetables, it was. The vegetable pan. That's 
when I left her and I haven't seen her since. 
DAVIES turns, shambles across the room, comes face to face 
with a statue of Buddha standing on the gas stove, looks at it 
and turns. 
I've eaten my dinner off the best of plates. But I'm not 
young any more. I remember the days I was as handy as any 
of them. They didn't take any liberties with me. But I 
haven't been so well lately. I've had a few attacks. 
Pause. 
(Coming closer.) Did you see what happened with that one? 
ASTON. I only got the end of it. 
DAvIEs. Comes up to me, parks a bucket of rubbish at me, 
tells me to take it out the back. It's not my job to take out the 
bucket! They got a boy there for taking out the bucket. I 
wasn't engaged to take out buckets. My job's cleaning the 
floor, clearing up the tables, doing a bit of washing-up, 
nothing to do with taking out buckets! 
ASTON. Uh. 
He crosses down right, to get the electric toaster. 
DAVIES (following). Yes, well say I had! Even ifl had! Even if 
I was supposed to take out the bucket, who was this git to 
A 
B. 
C. 
D. 
tr. 
IO THE CARETAKER (ACT I 
come up and give me orders? We got the same standing. 
He's not my boss. He's nothing superior to me. 
ASTON. What was he, a Greek? 
DAVIES. Not him, he was a Scotch. He was a Scotchman. 
(ASTON goes back to his bed with the toaster and starts to 
unscrew the plug. DAVIES/allows him.) You got an eye of him, 
did you? 
ASTON. Yes. 
DAvIEs. I told him what to do with his bucket. Didn't I ? You 
heard. Look here, I said, I'm an old man, I said, where I was 
brought up we had some idea how to talk to old people with 
the proper respect, we was brought up with the right ideas, 
if I had a few years off me I'd . . . I'd break you in half. 
That was after the guvnor give me the bullet. Making too 
much commotion, he says. Commotion, me! Look here, I 
said to him, I got my rights. I told him that. I might have 
been on the road but nobody's got more rights than I have. 
Let's have a bit of fair play, I said. Anyway, he give me the 
bullet. (He sits in the chair.) That's the sort of place. 
Pause. 
If you hadn't come out and stopped that Scotch git I'd be 
inside the hospital now. I'd have cracked my head on that 
pavement if he'd have landed. I'll get him. One night I'll get 
him. When I find myself anfund that direction. 
AsToN crosses to the plug box to get another plug. 
I wouldn't mind so much but I left all my belongings in that 
place, in the back room there. All of them, the lot there was, 
you see, in this bag. Every lousy blasted bit of all my bleed-
ing belongings I left down there now. In the rush of it. I bet 
he's having a poke around in it now this very moment. 
AsToN. I'll pop down sometime and pick them up for you. 
ASTON goes back to his bed and starts to fix the plug on the 
toaster. 
DAVIES. Anyway, I'm obliged to you, letting me ... letting 
I 
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me have a bit of a rest, like . . . for a few minutes. (He 
looks about.) This your room? 
ASTON. Yes. 
DAvIEs. You got a good bit of stuff here. 
ASTON. Yes. 
DAVIES. Must be worth a few bob, this ... put it all to-
gether. 
Pause. 
There's enough of it. 
ASTON. There's a good bit of it, all right. 
DAvIEs. You sleep here, do you ? 
ASTON. Yes. 
DAVIES. What, in that? 
ASTON. Yes. 
DAVIES. Yes, well, you'd be well out of the draught there. 
ASTON. You don't get much wind. 
DAVIES. You'd be well out of it. It's different when you're 
kipping out. 
ASTON. Would be. 
DAvIEs. Nothing but wind then. 
Pause. 
ASTON. Yes, when the wind gets up it. 
Pause. 
DAVIES. Yes. 
ASTON. Mmnn. 
Pause. 
DAVIES. Gets very draughty. 
ASTON. Ah. 
DAvIEs. I'm very sensitive to it. 
ASTON. Are you? 
DAVIES. Always have been. 
Pause. 
You got more rooms then, have you ? 
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ASTON. Where? 
DAVIES. I mean, along the landing here ... up the landing 
there. 
ASTON. They're out of commission. 
DAVIES. Get away. 
ASTON. They need a lot of doing to. 
Slight pause. 
DAvIEs. What about downstairs ? 
ASTON. That's closed up. Needs seeing to .... The 
floors .... 
Pause. 
DAvIEs. I was lucky you come into that caff. I might have 
been done by that Scotch git. I been left for dead more than 
once. 
Pause. 
I noticed that there was someone was living in the house 
next door. 
ASTON. What? 
DAVIES (gesturing). I noticed. 
ASTON. Yes. There's people living all along the road. 
D A v 1 E s. Yes, I noticed the curtains pulled down there next 
door as we come along. 
ASTON. They're neighbours. 
Paus~. 
D A v 1 E s. This your house then, is it ? 
Pause. 
ASTON. I'm in charge. 
D A v 1 E s. You the landlord, are you ? (Ci) He puts a pipe in his mouth and puffs without lighting it. 
Yes, I noticed them heavy curtains pulled across next door 
as we come along. I noticed them heavy big curtains right 
across the window down there. I thought there must be 
someone living there. 
----
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ASTON. Family oflndians live there. 
DAVIES. Blacks? 
ASTON. I don't see much of them. 
13 
DAVIES. Blacks, eh? (DAVIES stands and moves about.) Well, 
you've got some knick-knacks here all right, I'll say that. I 
don't like a bare room. (ASTON joins DAVIES upstage centre.) 
I'll tell you what, mate, you haven't got a spare pair of 
shoes? 
ASTON. Shoes? 
AS TON moves downstage right. 
DAvIEs. Them bastards at the monastery let me down again. 
ASTON (going to his bed). Where? 
DAVIES. Down at Luton. Monastery down at Luton .... I 
got a mate at Shepherd's Bush, you see. . . . 
ASTON (looking under his bed). I might have a pair. 
DAVIES. I got this mate at Shepherd's Bush. In the con-
venience. Well, he was in the convenience. Run about the 
best convenience they had. (He watches ASTON.) Run about 
the best one. Always slipped me a bit of soap, any time I 
went in there. Very good soap. They have to have the best 
soap. I was never without a piece of soap, whenever I hap-
pened to be knocking about the Shepherd's Bush area. 
ASTON (emerging from under the bed with shoes). Pair of brown. 
DAVIES. He's gone now. Went. He was the one who put me on 
to this monastery. Just the other side of Luton. He'd heard 
they give away shoes. 
AsToN. You've got to have a good pair of shoes. 
DAVIES. Shoes? It's life and death to me. I had to go all the 
way to Luton in these. 
ASTON. What happened when you got there, then? 
Pause. 
DAvIEs. I used to know a bootmaker in Acton. He was a good 
mate tome. 
Pause. 
A. 
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DAvIEs. You know what that bastard monk said to me ? 
Pause. 
How many more Blacks you got around here then ? 
ASTON. What? 
DAvIEs. You got any more Blacks around here ? 
ASTON (holding out the shoes). See if these are any good. 
DAvIEs. You know what that bastard monk said to me ? (He 
looks over to the shoes.) I think those'd be a bit small. 
ASTON. Would they? 
DAvIEs. No, don't look the right size. 
ASTON. Not bad trim. 
DAVIES. Can't wear shoes that don't fit. Nothing worse. I said 
to this monk, here, I said, look here, mister, he opened the 
door, big door, he opened it, look here, mister, I said, I 
come all the way down here, look, I said, I showed him these, 
I said, you haven't got a pair of shoes, have you, a pair of 
shoes, I said, enough to keep me on my way. Look at these, 
they're nearly out, I said, they're no good to me. I heard you 
got a stock of shoes here. Piss off, he said to me. Now look 
here, I said, I'm an old man, you can't talk to me like that, I 
don't care who you are. If you don't piss off, he says, I'll 
kick you all the way to the gate. Now look here, I said, now 
wait a minute, all I'm asking for is a pair of shoes, you don't 
want to start taking liberties with me, it's taken me three 
days to get out here, I said to him, three days without a bite, 
I'm worth a bite to eat, en I ? Get out round the corner to 
the kitchen, he says, get out round the corner, and when 
you've had your meal, piss off out of it. I went round to this 
kitchen, see ? Meal they give me! A bird, I tell you, a little 
bird, a little tiny bird, he could have ate it in under two 
minutes. Right, they said to me, you've had your meal, get 
off out of it. Meal ? I said, what do you think I am, a dog ? 
Nothing better than a dog. What do you think I am, a wild 
animal ? What about them shoes I come all the way here to 
get I heard you was giving away? I've a good mind to report 
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you to your mother superior. One of them, an Irish hooligan, 
come at me. I cleared out. I took a short cut to Watford and 
picked up a pair there. Got onto the North Circular, just 
past Hendon, the sole come off, right where I was walking. 
Lucky I had my old ones wrapped up, still carrying them, 
otherwise I'd have been finished, man. So I've had to stay 
with these, you see, they're gone, they're no good, all the 
good's gone out of them. 
ASTON. Try these. 
DAVIES takes the shoes, takes off his sandals and tries them 
on. 
DAVIES. Not a bad pair of shoes. (He trudges round the room.) 
They're strong, all right. Yes. Not a bad shape of shoe. 
This leather's hardy, en't? Very hardy. Some bloke tried to 
flog me some suede the other day. I wouldn't wear them. 
Can't beat leather, for wear. Suede goes off, it creases, it 
stains for life in five minutes. You can't beat leather. Yes. 
Good shoe this. 
ASTON. Good. 
DAVIES waggles his feet. 
DAvIEs. Don't fit though. 
ASTON.Oh? 
DAVIES. No. I got a very broad foot. 
ASTON. Mmnn. 
DAvIEs. These are too pointed, you see. 
ASTON. Ah. 
DAvIEs. They'd cripple me in a week. I mean, these ones I got 
on, they're no good but at least they're comfortable. Not 
much cop, but I mean they don't hurt. (He takes them off and 
gives them back.) Thanks anyway, mister. 
AsToN. I'll see what I can look out for you. 
DAVIES. Good luck. I can't go on like this. Can't get from one 
place to another. And I'll have to be moving about, you see, 
try to get fixed up. 
A. 
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ASTON. Where you going to go? 
DAvIEs. Oh, I got one or two things in mind. I'm waiting for 
the weather to break. 
Pause. 
ASTON (attending to the toaster). Would ... would you like 
to sleep here ? 
DAVIES. Here ? 
AsToN. You can sleep here if you like. 
DAvIEs. Here? Oh, I don't know about that. 
Pause. 
How long for ? 
ASTON. Till you ... get yourself fixed up. 
DAVIES (sitting). Ay well, that .... 
AsToN. Get yourself sorted out. . . . 
DAVIES. Oh, I'll be fixed up ... pretty soon now. 
Pause. 
Where would I sleep ? 
ASTON. Here. The other rooms would ... would be no 
good to you. 
DAvIEs (rising, looking about). Here ? Where ? 
ASTON (rising, pointing upstage right). There's a bed behind all 
that. 
DAVIES. Oh, I see. Well, that's handy. Well, that's ... I tell 
you what, I might do that ... just till I get myself sorted 
out. You got enough furniture here. 
ASTON. I picked it up. Just keeping it here for the time being. 
Thought it might come in handy. 
DAvIEs. This gas stove work, do it ? 
ASTON. No. 
DAVIES. What do you do for a cup of tea? 
ASTON. Nothing. 
DAVIES. That's a bit rough. (DAVIES observes the planks.)You 
building something ? 
ASTON. I might build a shed out the back. 
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DAVIES. Carpenter, eh? (He turns to the lawn-mower.) Got a 
lawn? 
ASTON. Have a look. 
ASTON lifts the sack at the window. They look out. 
DAVIES. Looks a bit thick. 
ASTON. Overgrown. 
DAVIES. What's that, a pond? 
ASTON. Yes. 
DAVIES. Whatyougot,fish? 
ASTON. No. There isn't anything in there. 
Pause. 
DAvIEs. Where you going to put your shed ? 
ASTON (turning).I'll have to clear the garden first. 
DAVIES. You'd need a tractor, man. 
ASTON .I'll get it done. 
DAVIES. Carpentry, eh? 
ASTON (standing still). I like ... working with my hands. 
DAVIES picks up the statue of Buddha. 
DAVIES. What's this? 
ASTON (taking and studying it). That's a Buddha. 
DAVIES. Get on. 
AsToN. Yes. I quite like it. Picked it up in a . . . in a shop. 
Looked quite nice to me. Don't know why. What do you 
think of these Buddhas ? 
DAVIES. Oh, they're ... they're all right, en't they? 
AsToN. Yes, I was pleased when I got hold of this one. It's 
very well made. 
DAVIES turns and peers under the sink, etc. 
DAVIES. This the bed here, is it? 
ASTON (moving to the bed). We'll get rid of all that. The 
£. ladder'll fit under the bed. (They put the ladder under the bed.) 
DAvIEs (indicating the sink). What about this ? 
T.C.-B 
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AsToN. I think that'll fit in under here as well. 
DAVIES. I'll give you a hand. (They lift it.) It's a ton weight, 
en't? 
ASTON. Under here. 
DAVIES. This in use at all, then? 
ASTON. No. I'll be getting rid of it. Here. 
They place the sink under the bed. 
There's a lavatory down the landing. It's got a sink in there. 
We can put this stuff over there. 
They begin to move the coal bucket, shopping trolley, lawn-
mower and sideboard drawers to the right wall. 
DAVIES (stopping). You don't share it, do you? 
ASTON. What? 
DAVIES. I mean you don't share the toilet with them Blacks, 
do you? 
ASTON. They live next door. 
DAVIES. They don't come in? 
AsToN puts a drawer against the wall. 
Because, you know ... I mean ... fair's fair. 
ASTON goes to the bed, blows dust and shakes a blanket. 
ASTON. You see a blue case? 
D A v 1 E s. Blue case ? Down here. Look. By the carpet. 
ASTON goes to the case, opens it, takes out a sheet and pillow 
and puts them on the bed. 
That's a nice sheet. 
AsToN. The blanket'll be a bit dusty. 
D A v 1 E s. Don't you worry about that. 
ASTON stands upright, takes out his tobacco and begins to 
roll a cigarette. He goes to his bed and sits. 
ASTON. How are you off for money? 
DAvIEs. Oh well . . . now, mister, if you want the truth 
I'm a bit short. 
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ASTON takes some coins from his pocket, sorts them, and 
holds out five shillings. 
ASTON. Here'safewbob. 
DAVIES (taking the coins). Thank you, thank you, good luck. I 
just happen to find myself a bit short. You see, I got nothing 
for all that week's work I did last week. That's the position, 
that's what it is. 
Pause. 
ASTON. I went into a pub the other day. Ordered a Guinness. 
They gave it to me in a thick mug. I sat down but I couldn't 
drink it. I can't drink Guinness from a thick mug. I only like 
it out of a thin glass. I had a few sips but I couldn't finish it. 
AsToN picks up a screwdriver and plug from the bed and 
begins to poke the plug. 
DAVIES (with great feeling). If only the weather would break! 
Then I'd be able to get down to Sidcup! 
ASTON. Sidcup? 
DAVIES. The weather's so blasted bloody awful, how can I get 
down to Sidcup in these shoes ? 
ASTON. Why do you want to get down to Sidcup? 
DAVIES. I got my papers there! 
Pause. 
ASTON. Your what? 
C:. DAvIEs . I got my papers there! 
Pause. 
ASTON. What are they doing at Sidcup? 
DAvIEs. A man I know has got them. I left them with him. 
You see ? They prove who I am! I can't move without them 
papers. They tell you who I am. You see! I'm stuck without 
them. 
ASTON. Why's that? 
A_ 
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DAVIES. You see, what it is, you see, I changed my name! 
Years ago. I been going around under an assumed name! 
That's not my real name. 
AsToN. What name you been going under ? 
DAVIES. Jenkins. Bernard Jenkins. That's my name. That's 
the name I'm known, anyway. But it's no good me going on 
with that name. I got no rights. I got an insurance card here. 
(He takes a card from his pocket.) Under the name ofJenkins. 
See? Bernard Jenkins. Look. It's got four stamps on it. Four 
of them. But I can't go along with these. That's not my real 
name, they'd find out, they'd have me in the nick. Four 
stamps. I haven't paid out pennies, I've paid out pounds. 
I've paid out pounds, not pennies. There's been other 
stamps, plenty, but they haven't put them on, the nigs, I 
never had enough time to go into it. 
AsToN. They should have stamped your card. 
DAVIES. It would have done no good! I'd have got nothing 
anyway. That's not my real name. If I take that card along I 
go in the nick. 
ASTON. What's your real name, then? 
DAVIES. Davies. Mac Davies. That was before I changed my 
name. 
Pause. 
ASTON. It looks as though you want to sort all that out. 
D A v 1 E s. If only I could get down to Sidcup! I've been waiting 
for the weather to break. He's got my papers, this man I left 
them with, it's got it all down there, I could prove every-
"-thing. 
ASTON. How long's he had them? 
DAVIES. What? 
ASTON. How long's he had them? 
DAVIES. Oh, must be ... it was in the war ... must be 
. . about near on fifteen year ago. 
Pause . 
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AsToN. Sure he's still got them ? 
DAVIES. He's got them. 
ASTON. Might have moved. 
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A . DAvIEs. I know the house he lives in, I tell you! Once I set 
foot in Sidcup I could go there blindfold. Can't remember 
the number though. I've got a good mind to . . . I've got a 
goodrnind .... 
Pause. 
ASTON. Well, you ought to try to get down there. 
DAvIEs. I can't go in these shoes. It's the weather, you see. If 
only the weather would break. 
ASTON. I'll keep my eye on the weather report. 
DAvIEs. Once I got on the road I'd be there quick enough. 
B. DAVIES suddenly becomes aware of the bucket and looks up 
quickly. 
ASTON. Any time you want to ... get into bed, just get in. 
Don't worry about me. 
C , DAVIES (taking off his overcoat). Eh, well, I think I will. I'm a 
bit . . . a bit done in. (He steps out of his trousers, and holds 
them out.) Shall I put these on here? 
ASTON. Yes. 
D. DAVIES puts the coat and trousers on the clothes horse. 
DAVIES. I see you got a bucket up here. 
ASTON. Leak. 
DAVIES looks up. 
DAvIEs. Well, I'll try your bed then. You getting in ? 
AsToN. I'm mending this plug. 
E _ DAvIEs. What's the matter with it ? 
AsToN. Doesn't work. 
Pause. 
DAvIEs. You getting to the root of the trouble, are you ? 
ASTON. I've got a suspicion. 
' 7 
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DAVIES. You'relucky. 
D A v 1 E s goes towards his bed and stops at the gas stove. 
You . . . you can't move this, eh ? 
ASTON. Bit heavy. 
DAVIES. Yes. 
DAVIES gets into bed. He tests his weight and length. 
Not bad. Not bad. A fair bed. I think I'll sleep in this. 
ASToN. I'll have to fix a proper shade on that bulb. The 
light's a bit glaring. 
1.\ DAVIES. Don't you worry about that, mister, don't you worry 
~· about that. (He turns and puts the cover up.) 
ASTON sits, poking his plug. 
The LIGHTS FADE OUT. Darkness. 
LIGHTS UP. Morning. 
ASTON is fastening his trousers, standing by the bed. He 
straightens his bed. He turns, goes to the centre of the room 
and looks at DAVIES. He turns, puts his jacket on, turns, 
goes towards DAvIEs and looks down on him. (j) He coughs. DAVIES sits up abruptly. 
DAVIES. What? What's this? What's this? 
ASTON. It's all right. 
DAVIES (staring). What's this? 
ASTON. It's all right. 
DAVIES looks about. 
DAVIES. Oh,yes. 
ASTON goes to his bed, picks up the plug and shakes it. 
ASTON. Sleep well? 
DAVIES. Yes. Dead out. Must have been dead out. 
ASTON goes downstage right, collects the toaster and 
examines it. 
ASTON. You ... er .... 
(A) D. X u.c. to gas ~t ove 
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AsToN. Were you dreaming or something ? 
DAVIES. Dreaming? 
ASTON. Yes. 
DAVIES. I don't dream. I've never dreamed. 
ASTON. No, nor have I. 
DAVIES. Nor me. 
Pause. 
Why you ask me that, then ? 
AsToN. You were making noises. 
DAVIES. Who was? 
ASTON. You were. 
DAvIEs gets out of bed. He wears long underpants. 
DAVIES. Now, wait a minute. Wait a minute, what do you 
mean ? What kind of noises ? 
ASTON. You were making groans. You were jabbering. 
DAVIES. Jabbering? Me? 
ASTON. Yes. 
DAVIES. I don't jabber, man. Nobody ever told me that before. 
Pause. 
What would I be jabbering about? 
ASTON. I don't know. 
A DAVIES. I mean, where's the sense in it? 
Pause. 
Nobody ever told me that before. 
Pause. 
You got hold of the wrong bloke, mate. 
ASTON (crossing to the bed with the toaster). No. You woke me 
up. I thought you might have been dreaming. 
DAvIEs. I wasn't dreaming. I never had a dream in my life. 
Pause. 
ASTON. Maybe it was the bed. 
DAVIES. Nothing wrong with this bed . 
• 
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AsToN. Might be a bit unfamiliar. 
DAvIEs. There's nothing unfamiliar about me with beds. I 
slept in beds. I don't make noises just because I sleep in a 
bed. I slept in plenty of beds. 
Pause. 
I tell you what, maybe it were them Blacks. 
ASTON. What? 
DAVIES. Themnoises. 
ASTON. What Blacks? 
DAVIES. Them you got. Next door. Maybe it were them Blacks 
making noises, coming up through the walls. 
ASTON. Hmmnn. 
DAvIEs. That's my opinion. 
As T oN puts doom the plug and moves to the door. 
Where you going, you going out ? 
ASTON. Yes. 
DAVIES (seizing the sandals). Wait a minute then, just a minute. 
ASTON. What you doing? 
DAVIES (putting on the sandals). I better come with you. 
ASTON. Why? 
DAvIEs. I mean, I better come out with you, anyway. 
ASTON. Why? 
DAVIES. Well ... don't you want me to go out? 
ASTON. Whatfor? 
DAvIEs. I mean . . . when you're out. Don't you want me to 
get out . . . when you're out ? 
ASTON. You don't have to go out. 
DAVIES. You mean .•. I can stay here? 
ASToN. Do what you like. You don't have to come out just 
because I go out. 
DAvIEs. You don't mind me staying here ? 
ASTON. I've got a couple of keys. (He goes to a box by his bed 
and finds them.) This door and the front door. (He hands 
them to DAVIES.) 
DAvIEs. Thanks very much, the best ofluck. 
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Pause. ASTON stands. 
ASTON. I think I'll take a stroll down the road. A little . 
kind of a shop. Man there'd got a jig saw the other day. I 
quite liked the look ofit. 
DAVIES. A jigsaw, mate? 
AsToN. Yes. Could be very useful. 
DAVIES. Yes. 
Slight pause. 
What's that then, exactly, then? 
AsToN walks up to the window and looks out. 
ASTON. A jig saw? Well, it comes from the same family as the 
C, fret saw. But it's an appliance, you see. You have to fix it on 
to a portable drill. 
DAVIES. Ah, that's right. They're very handy. 
ASTON. They are, yes. 
Pause. 
DAVIES. What about a hack-saw? 
AsToN. Well, I've got a hack-saw, as a matter of fact. 
DAVIES. They'rehandy. 
ASTON. Yes. 
Pause. 
So's a keyhole saw. 
DAVIES.Ah. 
Pause. 
Yes, there's no getting away from that. I mean, I know that, 
I know they're very handy. As long as you got the feel how 
to use it. 
Pause. 
On the other hand, they wouldn't . . • they wouldn't be as 
handy as a hack-saw, though, would they? 
ASTON (turning to him). Wouldn't they? 
DAVIES. I mean, I'm only saying that from ... from what 
I've come across of them, like. 
> 
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Slight pause. 
ASTON. They're handy. 
DAvIEs. I know they're handy. 
[ACT I 
ASTON. But they're limited. There's a lot you can do with a 
jig saw, you see. Once you've fixed it . . . to this portable 
drill. You can do a lot with it. It speeds things up. 
DAVIES. Yes. 
Slight pause. 
Eh, look. I been thinking. 
ASTON. Uh? 
DAVIES. Yes, look here. Look. Maybe it was you who was 
dreaming. 
AS T 0 N. What ? 
DAvIEs. Yes, I mean, maybe you were dreaming you were 
hearing noises. A lot of people, you see, they dream, you see 
what I mean, they hear all kinds of things. Maybe it was you 
who was making them noises and you didn't know it. 
AsToN. I don't have dreams. 
DAVIES. But that's my meaning, that's what I'm trying to say! 
I don't either! That's why I thought it might have been you. 
Pause. 
AsToN. What did you say your name was ? 
DAvIEs. Jenkins. Bernard Jenkins is my assumed one. 
Slightpause. 
AsToN. You know, I was sitting in a cafe the other day. I 
happened to be sitting at the same table as this woman. 
Well, we started to . . . we started to pick up a bit of a 
conversation .. I don't know . . . about her holiday, it was, 
where she'd been. She'd been down to the south coast. I 
can't remember where though. Anyway, we were just sitting 
there, having this bit of a conversation . . . then suddenly 
she put her hand over to mine . . . and she said, how 
would you like me to have a look at your body ? 
{A) A. s t eps D. s. 
(A) D. s t eps D. S. 
( B} D. X D. L. between oh. & rubbi sh 
( C) A. X D. L . below D. t o firepl ace 
(D) .A. X U. L. t o door 
(E) D. X U. L . t o below stove 
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fJr. DAVIES. Get out of it. 
B. 
c. 
D 
E. 
Pause. 
ASTON. Yes. To come out with it just like that, in the middle 
of this conversation. Struck me as a bit odd. 
D A v 1 E s. They've said the same thing to me. 
ASTON. Have they? 
DAVIES. Women? There's many a time they've come up to 
me and asked me more or less the same question. 
Pause. 
ASTON. No, your other name, your real name, what's that? 
DAvIEs. Davies. Mac Davies. That's my real name. 
ASTON. Welsh, are you? 
DAVIES. Eh? 
ASTON. You Welsh? 
Pause. 
DAvIEs. Well, I been around, you know . . . what I mean 
. . . I been about. . . . 
ASTON. Where were you born then? 
DAVIES (darkly). What do you mean? 
AsToN. Where were you born ? 
DAVIES. I was ... uh ... oh, it's a bit hard, like, to set 
your mind back . . . see what I mean . . . going back 
. . . a good way . . . lose a bit of track, like . . . you 
know .... 
ASTON (going to below the fireplace). See this plug? Switch it 
on here, if you like. This little fire. 
DAVIES. Right, mister. 
ASTON. Just plug in here. 
DAVIES. Right, mister. 
ASTON goes towards the door. 
(Anxiously). What do I do? 
AsToN. Just switch it on, that's all. The fire'll come on. 
A. 
5. 
C'. 
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DAvIEs. I tell you what. I won't bother about it. 
ASTON. No trouble. 
DAVIES. No, I don't go in for them things much. 
ASTON. Should work. (Turning.) Right. 
(ACT I 
DAVIES. Eh, I was going to ask you, mister, what about this 
stove? I mean, do you think it's going to be letting out any 
. . . what do you think ? 
ASTON. It's not connected. 
DAVIES. You see, the trouble is, it's right on top of my bed, 
you see? What I got to watch is nudging . . . one of them 
gas taps with my elbow when I get up, you get my meaning? 
(He goes round to the other side of stove and examines it.) 
ASTON. There's nothing to worry about. 
DAVIES. Now look here, don't you worry about it. All I'll do, 
I'll keep an eye on these taps every now and again, like, you 
see. See they're switched off. You leave it to me. 
ASTON. I don't think .... 
DAVIES (coming round). Eh, mister, just one thing ... eh 
. . . you couldn't slip me a couple of bob, for a cup of tea, 
just, you know? 
ASTON. I gave you a few bob last night. 
DAvIEs. Eh, so you did. So you did. I forgot. Went clean out 
of my mind. That's right. Thank you, mister. Listen. You're 
sure now, you're sure you don't mind me staying here? I 
mean, I'm not the sort of man who wants to take any 
liberties. 
ASTON. No, that's all right. 
DAvIEs. I might get down to Wembley later on in the day. 
ASTON. Uh-uh. 
DAVIES. There's a caff down there, you see, might be able to 
get fixed up there. I was there, see? I know they were a bit 
short-handed. They might be in the need of a bit of staff. 
ASTON. When was that? 
DAvIEs. Eh? Oh, well, that was . . . near on . . . that'll 
t ~d :n'. r.u;vea to ~ () ... a'tiovo ... ~. 
(B) D. X to above stove 
(C) A. turns L. 
(D) D. t-;tepa 1 . to below stove 
(E) t~ . "'' A to D. B .• C, 
(_) D. - 'C. R. C. 
" 
( :B} D. X v• :i.. to vi ndow 
(C) D. it.. D. R. , • 
( D) A. exi t s 
(E) D X U.L. to C!.oor , open s & clo ses 1t, opens it again, loo~ 
behind it, closes it, get out keys. tri es them & l ock E 
door .. X a. below stove t o .A t s be(t , gets shoest s i t s, 
tries t hem on , rises , A D. s. c~ .Pll.ts one foo t up on ch 
(F) D. si t s • reroov s shoe s • X R. t o bed , re t urns them, s i ts & 
put s on sandals, pi cks up & repl aces va se, get s down l 
A. 
B. 
e . 
D. 
f: , 
F. 
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be . . that'll be a little while ago now. But of course what 
it is, they can't find the right kind of people in these places. 
What they want to do, they're trying to do away with these 
foreigners, you see, in catering. I mean, that's what they're 
aiming at. That's one thing I know for a fact. 
ASTON. Hmmn. 
DAVIES. See, I was thinking, once I got down there, I might 
have a look in at the stadium, at Wembley Stadium. For all 
the big matches, get my meaning ? They need people down 
there to run the ground, see, to keep the ground. Or another 
thing I could do, I could go along down there to Kennington 
Oval. All these big sports grounds, it stands to reason, they 
need people, to keep the ground, that's what they want, 
that's what they're crying out for. It's only common sense, 
en't? Oh, I got all that under way . . . that's . . . uh . . . 
that's . . . what I'll be doing. 
Pause. 
If only I could get down there. 
AsToN. Mmnn. (AsToN moves to the door.) Well, I'll be seeing 
you then. 
DAVIES. Yes. Right. 
ASTON goes out and closes the door. 
DAVIES stands still. He waits afew seconds, then goes to the 
door, opens it, looks out, closes it, stands with his back to it, 
turns swiftly, opens it, looks out, comes back, closes the 
door, finds the keys in his pocket, tries one, tries the other, 
locks the door. He looks about the room. He then goes quickly 
to ASTON'S bed, bends and brings out the pair of shoes. He 
takes off his sandals and puts his shoes on, then walks up and 
down, shaking his feet and swinging his legs. He presses the 
leather against his toes. 
Not a bad pair of shoes. Bit pointed. 
He takes the shoes off and puts them back under the bed. He 
examines the area by ASTON'S bed, picks up a vase and 
looks into it, then picks up a box and shakes it. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
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Screws!. 
He sees paint buckets at the top of the bed, goes to them, and 
examines them. 
Paint. What's he going to paint? 
He puts the bucket down, comes to the centre of the room, 
looks up at bucket, and grimaces. 
I'll have to find out about that. (He crosses right, and picks up 
a blow-lamp.) He's got some stuff in here. (He picks up the 
Buddha and looks at it.) Full of stuff. Look at all this. 
He stands, looking. A key turns in the door, very softly. The 
door opens. DAVIES moves forward and stubs his toe on a box. 
He cries out, clutches his toe, and half turns. The door is 
pulled to, swiftly, but not closed. DAvIEs puts the Buddha 
into a sideboard drawer and massages his toe. 
Bugger it! Bloody box! (His eye falls on the piles of papers.) 
What's he got all those papers for? Damn pile of papers. 
He goes to a pile and touches it. The pile wobbles. He steadies 
it. 
Hold it, hold it! 
He holds the pile and pushes the papers back into place. 
The door opens. 
MICK comes in, puts the key in his pocket, and closes the 
door silently. He stands at the door and watches DAvIEs. 
What's he got all these papers for? (DAVIES climbs over the 
rolled carpet to the blue case.) Had a sheet and pillow ready 
in here. (He opens the case.) Nothing. (He shuts the case.) 
Still, I had a sleep though. I don't make no noises. (He looks 
at the window.) He could close that window. That sack's no 
good. I'll tell him. What's this ? 
He picks up another case and tries to open it. MICK moves up-
stage, silently. 
Locked. (He puts it down and moves downstage.) Must be 
something in it. (He picks up a sideboard drawer, rummages in 
the contents, then puts it down.) 
M I c K slides across the room. 
( .. ) D. ..... i scs ' steps u. • to cupboar d , remvves can 
(Bl D. returns can, .. .1 . R. C. 
(C } D. X D. L. t o rubbish 
(D) D. X U.c, picks u p budda.h 
(E) M. en tere , D. X between oh. & l"Ubbi sh, bumps t oe 
{l?) D. se ts down buddah , steps t o papers 
(G) }{ . steps R. 
(H) D·. steps U. L. over carpet , stoops by case 
(I) D. X below junk , goes U. n. between ch. & rub bi sh, M. steps L. 
(J) D. s its ch. 
(K) D. rise s, X U. R. t o window 
(L) D. picks up case, then drawer & · teps D. s. 
(M} Y X D. R. to below s tove , D. set s dcwn drawer. turns as M. 
moves R. & graps hi s a rm 
( ... '\ ) !:. ~ force b D. ·.c. oelow rubbi sh , pushes him to :floor t kn 
gestur es him to be cuiet, rises. D. sits up a bit as 
lo(~ ks about & X u. c. t o bed ; steps D. R. t o rack , pick: 
p~ts. :r:."' -t ..... .rt to r ise, :M X. D. R. t o him. puts foot 
D's chest, forcing him down. Removes foo t, t osses pan· 
sits ch. 
A. 
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DAVIES half turns, MICK seizes his arm and forces it up his 
back. DAVIES screams. 
Uuuuuuuhhh! Uuuuuuuhhh! What! What! What! 
Uuuuuuuhhhh! 
MICK swiftly forces him to the floor, with DAVIES struggling, 
grimacing, whimpering and staring. 
MICK holds his arm, puts his other hand to his lips, then puts 
his hand to DAVIES' lips. DAVIES quietens. MICK lets him 
go. DAVIES writhes. MICK holds out a warning finger. He 
then squats down to regard DAVIES. He regards him, then 
stands looking down on him. DAvIEs massages his arm, 
watching M I c K. M I c K turns slowly to look at the room. He 
goes to DAVIES' bed and uncovers it. He turns, goes to the 
clothes horse and picks up DAVIES' trousers. DAVIES starts 
to rise. MICK presses him down with his foot and stands over 
him. Finally he removes his foot. He ex_amines the trousers 
and throws them back. D A v IE s remains on the floor, 
crouched. MICK slowly goes to the chair, sits, and watches 
DAvIEs, expressionless. 
Silence. 
M I c K. What's the game? 6:>--- -
Curtain . 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
' ' . 
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Act Two 
A few seconds later. 
MICK is seated, DAVIES on the floor, half seated, crouched. 
Silence. 
MICK. Well? 
DAvIEs. Nothing, nothing. Nothing. 
____ _._A._ drip_sQunddJJ tM.PJi.dJ&i_Qverhead. They look up. M I c K 
looks back to DAVIES. 
MICK. What's your name? 
DAVIES. I don't know you. I don't know who you are. 
Pause. 
MICK. Eh? 
DAVIES. Jenkins. 
MICK. Jenkins? 
DAVIES. Yes. 
MICK. Jen ... kins. 
Pause. 
You sleep here last night ? 
DAVIES. Yes. 
MICK. Sleep well? 
DAVIES. Yes. 
M I c K. I'm awfully glad. It's awfully nice to meet you. 
Pause. 
What did you say your name was ? 
DAVIES. Jenkins. 
MICK. I beg your pardon? 
DAVIES. Jenkins! 
Pause. 
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MIC_!<. Jen kin~. _ 
.il.drip sounds in the bucket. DAVIES looks up. 
You remind me of my uncle's brother. He was always on the 
move, that man. Never without his passport. Had an eye for 
the girls. Very much your build. Bit of an athlete. Long-
jump specialis_~· .l He had a habit of demonstrating different 
run-ups in the drawing-room round about Christmas time. 
Had a penchant for nuts. That's what it was. Nothing 
else but a penchant. Couldn't eat enough of them. Peanuts, 
walnuts, brazil nuts, monkey nuts, wouldn't touch a piece of 
fruit cake. Had a marvellous stop-watch. Picked it up in 
Hong Kong. The day after they chucked him out of the 
Salvation Army. Used to go in number four for Beckenham 
Reserves. That was before he got his Gold Medal. Had a 
funny habit of carrying his fiddle on his back. Like a papoose. 
I think there was a bit of the Red Indian in him. To be 
honest, I've never made out how he came to be my uncle's 
brother. I've often thought that maybe it was the other way 
round. I mean that my uncle was his brother and he was my 
uncle. But I never called him uncle. As a matter of fact I 
called him Sid. My mother called him Sid too. It was a 
funny business. Your spitting image he was. Married a 
Chinaman and went to Jamaica. 
Pause. 
A, I hope you slept well last night. 
DAvIEs. Listen! I don't know who you are! 
MICK. What bed you sleep in? 
DAVIES. Nowlookhere-
MICK. Eh? 
DAVIES. That one. 
MICK. Not the other one? 
DAVIES. No. 
MICK. Choosy. 
Pause. 
How do you like my room ? 
T.C.-c 
*II 
_j__-
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DAVIES. Your room? 
MICK. Yes. 
THE CARETAKER (ACT II 
DAVIES. This ain't your room. I don't know who you are. I 
ain't never seen you before. 
MICK. You know, believe it or not, you've got a funny kind of 
resemblance to a bloke I once knew in Shoreditch. Actually 
he lived in Aldgate. I was staying with a cousin in Camden 
Town. This chap, he used to have a pitch in Finsbury Park, 
just by the bus depot. When I got to know him I found out 
he was brought up in Putney. That didn't make any dif-
ference to me. I know quite a few people who were born in 
Putney. Even if they weren't born in Putney they were born 
in Fulham. The only trouble was, he wasn't born in Putney, 
he was only brought up in Putney. It turned out he was 
born in the Caledonian Road, just before you get to the 
Nag's Head. His old mum was still living at the Angel. All 
the buses passed right by the door. She could get a 38, 581, 
30 or 38A, take her down the Essex Road to Dalston Junc-
tion in next to no time. Well, of course, if she got the 30 
he'd take her up Upper Street way, round by High-
bury Corner and down to St. Paul's Church, but she'd get 
to Dalston Junction just the same in the end. I used to leave 
my bike in her garden on my way to work. Yes, it was a 
curious affair. Dead spit of you he was. Bit bigger round the 
nose but there was nothing in it. 
Pause. 
Did you sleep here last night ? 
DAVIES. Yes. 
MICK. Sleep well? 
DAVIES. Yes! 
MICK. Did you have to get up in the night? 
DAVIES. No! 
Pause. 
MICK. What's your name? 
(AJ r . :c :r:; . L .. to :n. 
.. 
.• > 
' 
(A) Jt . X u. s. to b e lov! bee'!. 
(Eb) ,,. X D .. , 'JY ' ' s bed .bJ. • • J. \. .. -· 
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DAVIES (shifting, about to rise). Now look here! 
MICK. What? 
DAVIES. Jenkins! 
MICK. Jen ... kins. 
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DAvIEs makes a sudden movement to rise. A violent bellow 
from M I c K sends him back. 
(A shout.) Sleep here last night? 
DAVIES. Yes .... 
MICK (continuing at a great pace). How'd you sleep? 
DAVIES. l slept--
MICK. Sleep well? 
DAVIES. Nowlook-
MICK. What bed? 
DAVIES. That-
MICK. Not the other? 
DAVIES. No! 
MICK. Choosy. 
Pause. 
(Quietly.) Choosy. 
Pause. 
(Again amiable.) What sort of sleep did you have in that bed? 
DAVIES (banging the floor). All right! 
MICK. You weren't uncomfortable? 
DAVIES (groaning). All right! 
M I c K stands, and moves to him. 
MICK. You a foreigner? 
DAVIES. No. 
M I c K. Born and bred in the British Isles ? 
DAVIES. !was! 
M I c K. What did they teach you ? 
Pause. 
Pr, How did you like my bed ? 
Pause. 
B, That's my bed. You want to mind you don't catch a draught. 
A . ~ 
B . 
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DAVIES. From the bed? 
MICK. No, now, up your arse. 
[ACT II 
DAVIES stares warily at MICK, who turns. DAVIES 
scrambles to the clothes horse and seizes his trousers. MICK 
turns swiftly and grabs them. DAvIEs lunges for them. 
MICK holds out a hand, warningly. 
You intending to settle down here ? 
DAvIEs. Give me my trousers then. 
M I c K. You settling down for a long stay ? 
DAvIEs. Give me my bloody trousers! 
MICK. Why, where you going? 
DAvIEs. Give me and I'm going, I'm going to Sidcup! 
MICK flicks the trousers in DAVIES' face several times. 
DAVIES retreats. 
Pause. 
MICK. You know, you remind me of a bloke I bumped into 
once, just the other side of the Guildford by-pass-
DAVIES. I was brought here! 
Pause. 
MICK. Pardon? 
DAvIEs. I was brought here! I was brought here! 
. M I c K. Brought here ? Who brought you here ? 
DAVIES. Man who lives here ... he .... 
Pause. 
MICK. Fibber. 
DAvIEs. I was brought here, last night . . . met him in a 
caff . . . I was working . . . I got the bullet . . . I was 
working there . . . bloke saved me from a punch up, 
brought me here, brought me right here. 
Pause. 
MICK. I'm afraid you're a born fibber, en't you? You're 
speaking to the owner. This is my room. You're standing 
in my house. 
(A) n. ri see, X U. R,. 
{:B ) M •. turns u.R. grabs trousers , hols them away from D. 
(C) D. retreats U. L .. by stove , M. in pursuit 
(D) D. steps D. C. to lf rt e 
( I D, be~cks to D • H. of ~h. 
( B} "!Jl 
" . :.K n. r. .. to 1) ' fo,..ces him into ch. 
{C ) 1~ .• X above ch . to D. L.C . 
{D ) M. throws trousers U. R. by raok 
( 11 } !~ .• X D. L. 
(F ) M. X D. R. to L of D. 
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DAVIES. It's his heseenmeallright ... he. 
MICK(pointing to DAVIES' bed). That's my bed. 
DAVIES. What about that, then? 
MICK. That's my mother's bed. 
A. DAVIES. Well she wasn't in it last night! 
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B. MICK (moving to him). Now don't get perky, son, don't get 
perky. Keep your hands off my old mum. 
DAVIES. I ain't ... !haven't .... 
M I c K. Don't get out of your depth, friend, don't start taking 
liberties with my old mother, let's have a bit of respect. 
DAvIEs. I got respect, you won't find anyone with more 
respect. 
M I c K. Well, stop telling me all these fibs. 
DAvi ls. Now listen to me, I never seen you before, have I? 
MICK. Never seen my mother before either, I suppose? 
Pause. 
C. I think I'm coming to the conclusion that you're an old 
rogue. You're nothing but an old scoundrel. 
DAVIES. Nowwait-
D. M I c K. Listen, son. Listen, sonny. You stink. 
DAVIES. You ain't got no right to-
MICK. You're stinking the place out. You're an old robber, 
there's no getting away from it. You're an old skate. You 
don't belong in a nice place like this. You're an old bar-
E . barian. Honest. You got no business wandering about in an 
unfurnished flat. I could charge seven quid a week for this if 
I wanted to. Get a taker tomorrow. Three hundred and fifty 
a year exclusive. No argument. I mean, if that sort of 
money's in your range don't be afraid to say so. Here you 
are. Furniture and fittings, I'll take four hundred or the 
nearest offer. Rateable value ninety quid for the annum. 
You can reckon water, heating and lighting at close on fifty. 
That'll cost you eight hundred and ninety if you're all that 
keen. Say the word and I'll have my solicitors draft you out 
'F a contract. Otherwise I've got the van outside, I can run you 
w ,t\ R N I s \0 u N D l.t 
A. 
s. 
C. 
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to the police station in five minutes, have you in for tres-
passing, loitering with intent, daylight robbery, filching, 
thieving and stinking the place out. What do you say ? 
Unless you're really keen on a straightforward purchase. Of 
course, I'll get my brother to decorate it up for you first. I've 
got a brother who's a number one decorator. He'll decorate 
it up for you. If you want more space, there's four more 
rooms along the landing ready to go. Bathroom, living-
room, bedroom and nursery. You can have this as your 
study. This brother I mentioned, he's just about to start on 
the other rooms. Yes, just about to start. So what do you 
say ? Eight hundred odd for this room or three thousand 
down for the whole upper storey. On the other hand, if you 
prefer to approach it in the long-term way I know an 
insurance firm in West Ham'll be pleased to handle the 
deal for you. No strings attached, open and above board, 
untarnished record; twenty per cent interest, fifty per cent 
deposit; down payments, back payments, family allowances, 
bonus schemes, remission of term for good behaviour, six 
months lease, yearly examination of the revelant archives, 
tea laid on, disposal of shares, benefit extension, compen-
sation on cessation, comprehensive indemnity against Riot, 
Civil Commotion, Labour Disturbances, Storm, Tempest, 
Thunderbolt, Larceny or Cattle all subject to a daily check 
and double check. Of course we'd need a signed declaration 
from your personal medical attendant as assurance that you 
possess the requisite fitness to carry the can, won't we? 
Who do you bank with ? 
Pause. 
Who do you bank with ? 
The door opens. ASTON comes in. MICK turns and drops the 
trousers. DAVIES picks them up and puts them on. ASTON, 
after a glance at the other two, goes to his bed, places a bag 
which he is carrying on it, sits down and resumes fixing the 
toaster. DAvIES retreats to his corner. M 1 CK sits in the chair. 
(A ) M. above ch. to J. . C. 
(B) M. X D. R. 
(C) M. X above D. to L. of oh. 
(D) M. X D.L. 
(E) M. turns to D. 
(F) M. step s R. C. to D. 
/ 
(G) M. X D.L. 
(H) M. X U.L. 
{I) M. X U. R.C. 
(J) Ivl . X D. C. to above D. 
(K) A • . enters, M. steps baok U. R, A. X D. R., si ts bed, D. rises, X 
U. R. to M. M. gives hi~ trousers, D. X U. C, sit s bed. 
( \ ) - • X u. ! • C. 
!tf.,-etr4Pe: .. ea .. . . 
(E) Jl. ~ita on., 
(G) D. ri sc ... • 1: D. .... to be lo 
A~ 
c. 
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Silence. 
A drip sounds in the bucket. They all look up. 
Silence. 
You still got that leak. 
ASTON. Yes. 
Pause. 
It's coming from the roof. 
MICK. From the roof, eh? 
ASTON. Yes. 
Pause. 
I'll have to tar it over. 
M I c K. You're going to tar it over? 
ASTON. Yes. 
MICK. What? 
ASToN. The cracks. 
Pause. 
M I c K. You' 11 be tarring over the cracks on the roof. 
ASTON. Yes. 
Pause. 
M I C K. Think that'll do it ? 
ASTON. It'll do it, for the time being. 
MICK. Uh. 
Pause. 
DAvIEs (abruptly). What do you do- ? 
They both look at him. 
What do you do ... when that bucket's full? 
Pause. 
ASTON. Empty it. 
Pause. 
39 
MICK. I was telling my friend you were about to start decorat-
ing the other rooms. 
---
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ASTON. Yes. 
Pause. 
To DAVIES.) I got your bag. 
DAVIES. Oh. (Crossing to him and taking it.) Oh thanks, mister, 
thanks. Give it to you, did they ? 
DAVIES crosses back with the bag. 
MICK rises and snatches it. 
MICK. What's this? 
DAVIES. Give us it, that's my bag! 
MICK (warding him off). I've seen this bag before. 
DAVIES. That's my bag! 
MICK (eluding him). This bag's very familiar. 
DAVIES. What do you mean? 
MICK. Where'dyougetit? 
ASTON (rising, to them). Scrub it. 
DAVIES. That's mine. 
MICK. Whose? 
DAVIES. It's mine! Tell him it's mine! 
MICK. This your bag? 
DAVIES. Give me it! 
ASTON. Give it to him. 
MICK. What? Give him what? 
DAVIES. Thatbloodybag! 
MICK (slipping it behind the gas stove). What bag? (To DAVIES.) 
What bag? 
DAVIES (moving). Look here! 
M I c K (facing him). Where you going? 
DAVIES. I'mgoingtoget ... myoid. 
MICK. Watch your step, sonny! You're knocking at the door 
when no one's at home. Don't push it too hard. You come 
busting into a private house, laying your hands on anything 
you can lay your hands on. Don't overstep the mark, son. 
ASTON picks up the bag. 
( A) D. X R. & take s bag 
(B) D. X U. R. C. 
(C) M. X to D, snatches bag 
(D) A. rises, X to R. of them 
(E) M. backs u.c. to stove , slips bag behind stove 
(F) D. tries to circle D. R. of M, mo steps D.C. & stops him 
(G) A. X U. :E. C; gets bag 
(;, ) 
(B} . . .. .. 
(C) !) ,. X U. O. 
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A. 
DAvIEs. You thieving bastard . . . you thieving skate • • 
let me get my--
ASTON. Here you are. (ASTON offers the bag to DAVIES.) 
MICKgrabs it. ASTON takes it. 
MICKgrabs it. DAVIES reaches for it. 
ASTON takes it. MICK reaches for it. 
ASTON gives it to DAVIES. MICKgrabs it. 
Pause. 
ASTON takes it. DAVIES takes it. MICK takes it. DAVIES 
reaches for it. ASTON takes it. 
Pause. 
ASTON gives it to MICK. MICK gives it to DAVIES. 
DAVIESgrasps it to him. 
Pause. 
MICK looks at ASTON. DAVIES moves away with the bag. 
He drops it. 
Pause. 
They watch him. He picks it up. Goes to his bed, and sits. 
ASTON goes to his bed, sits, and begins to roll a cigarette. 
MICK stands still. 
Pause. 
A drip sounds in the bucket. They all look up. 
Pause. 
How did you get on at Wembley ? 
DAvIEs. Well, I didn't get down there. 
Pause. 
No. I couldn't make it. 
E · MICKgoes to the door and exits. 
AsToN. I had a bit of bad luck with that jig saw. When I got 
there it had gone. 
Pause. 
F. DAVIES. Whowasthatfeller? 
ASTON. He's my brother. 
DAVIES. Is he? He's a bit of a joker, en' he? 
\) p 
A. 
B. 
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D. 
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ASTON. Uh. 
DAVIES. Yes ... he'sarealjoker. 
ASTON. He's got a sense ofhumour. 
DAvIES. Yes, I noticed. 
Pause. 
He's a real joker, that lad, you can see that. 
Pause. 
(ACT II 
AsToN. Yes, he tends . . . he tends to see the funny side of 
things. 
DAVIES. Well, he's got a sense ofhumour, en' he? 
ASTON. Yes. 
DAVIES. Yes, you could tell that. 
Pause. 
I could tell the first time I saw him he had his own way of 
looking at things. 
ASTON stands, goes to the sideboard drawer, right, picks up 
the statue of Buddha, and puts it on the gas stove. 
ASTON. I'm supposed to be doing up the upper part of the 
house for him. 
DAVIES. What ... you mean ... you mean it's his house? 
AsToN. Yes. I'm supposed to be decorating this landing for 
him. Make a flat out of it. 
DAVIES. What does he do, then? 
ASTON. He's in the building trade. He's got his own van. 
DAVIES. He don't live here, do he? 
ASTON. Once I get that shed up outside ... I'll be able to 
give a bit more thought to the flat, you see. Perhaps I can 
knock up one or two things for it. (He walks to the window.) 
I can work with my hands, you see. That's one thing I can 
do. I never knew I could. But I can do all sorts of things 
now, with my hands. You know, manual things. When I get 
that shed up out there . . . I'll have a workshop, you see. 
I . . . could do a bit of woodwork. Simple woodwork, to 
start. Working with ... good wood . 
Ill 
{A) D. X D. R. C. 
(B) • rises, X S. L.C. below junk, gets buddah. X u. c. to gas 
stove , puts it back 
(C) A. steps D. s. 
(D) A. X U. R. t o window 
(E ) D. si t s c. of bed 
I· 
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(A) A. steps D. s. 
(B) D. ri se , X. D. S.C. 
(0) D. XL. to ch, puts bag on it 
(D) D. steps t o L. of ch. 
A. 
E~ . 
C. 
D. 
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Pause. 
Of course, there's a lot to be done to this place. What I 
think, though, I think I'll put in a partition . . . in one of 
the rooms along the landing. I think it'll take it. You know 
. . . they've got these screens . . . you know . . . Orien-
tal. They break up a room with them. Make it into two parts. 
I could either do that or I could have a partition. I could 
knock them up, you see, if I had a workshop. 
Pause. 
Anyway, I think I've decided on the partition. 
Pause. 
DAVIES. Eh, look here, I been thinking. This ain't my bag. 
ASTON. Oh. No. 
DAVIES. No, this ain't my bag. My bag, it was another kind of 
bag altogether, you see. I know what they've done. What 
they done, they kept my bag, and they given you another 
one altogether. 
ASTON. No ... what happened was, someone had gone off 
with your bag. 
DAVIES (rising). That's what I said! 
ASTON. Anyway, I picked that bag up somewhere else. It's got 
a few . . . pieces of clothes in it too. He let me have the 
whole lot cheap. 
D A v IE s (opening the bag). Any shoes ? 
DAVIES takes two check shirts, bright red and bright green, 
from the bag. He holds them up. 
Check. 
ASTON. Yes. 
DAvIEs. Yes . . . well, I know about these sort of shirts, 
you see. Shirts like these, they don't go far in the winter-
time. I mean, that's one thing I know for a fact. No, what 
I need, is a kind of a shirt with stripes, a good solid shirt, 
with stripes going down. That's what I want. (He takes from 
the bag a deep-red velvet smoking-jacket.) What's this? 
A. 
£. 
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ASTON. It's a smoking-jacket. 
DAVIES. A smoking-jacket? (He feels it.) This ain't a bad piece 
of cloth. I'll see how it fits. 
He tries it on. 
You ain't got a mirror here, have you ? 
ASTON. I don't think I have. 
DAVIES. Well, it don't fit too bad. How do you think it looks? 
AS T 0 N. Looks all right. 
D A v 1 E s. Well, I won't say no to this, then. 
ASTON picks up the plug and examines it. 
No, I wouldn't say no to this. 
Pause. 
ASToN. You could be . . . caretaker here, if you liked. 
DAVIES. What? 
AsToN. You could . . . look after the place, if you liked 
you know, the stairs and the landing, the front steps, keep 
an eye on it. Polish the bells. 
DAVIES. Bells? 
ASTON. I'll be fixing a few, down by the front door. Brass. 
DAvIEs . Caretaking, eh ? 
ASTON. Yes. 
DAvIEs. Well, I . . . I never done caretaking before, you 
know . . . I mean to say . . . I never . . . what I mean 
to say is . . . I never been a caretaker before. 
Pause. 
AsToN. How do you feel about being one, then ? 
DAVIES. Well, I reckon ... Well, I'd have to know 
youknow .... 
ASTON. What sort of .... 
DAVIES. Yes, what sort of ... you know .... 
Pause. 
ASTON. Well, !mean. 
DAVIES.lmean,I'dhaveto ... l'dhaveto .... 
(A) A. X D, R. to bed 
(:S) D. steps n • .t, 
(C) A. oits 
(D) A. x u.R.o. 
(E) D. X D.L, then moves slowly back on ea.ch .line 
(F) D. steps u, .. . 
(G) !), s teps U.R. 
{A) D• steps U.R. 
(B) D. steps U. ~t · 
(C) D. steps D. R. by A. 
(D) D. X D.L.C . 
A. 
.. 
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AsToN. Well, I could tell you. . • . 
DAVIES. That's ... that's it . you see ... you get my 
meaning? 
AsToN. When the time comes. . • . 
DAvIEs. I mean, that's what I'm getting at, you see. 
ASTON. More orless exactly what you ..•. 
DAVIES. You see, what I mean to say ... what I'm getting 
at is . . . I mean, what sort of jobs. . . . 
Pause. 
AsToN. Well, there's things like the stairs 
the bells .... 
and the ... 
DAVIES. But it'd be a matter ... wouldn't it ... it'd be a 
matter of a broom . . . isn't it ? 
ASTON. You could have a duster .... 
DAVIES. Oh, I know I could have that ... but I couldn't 
manage without a . . . without a broom . . . could I ? 
ASTON. You'd have to have a broom .... 
DAVIES. That's it .•. that's just what I was thinking ... 
AsToN. I'd be able to pick one up for you, without much 
trouble ... and of course, you'd ••. you'd need a few 
brushes ... . 
DAvIEs. You'd need implements . . . you see . . . you'd 
need a good few implements. . . . 
AsToN. I could teach you how to use the electrolux, if you 
. . . wanted to learn. . . . 
DAVIES. Ah, that'd be .... 
ASTON takes a white overall from a nail over his bed, and 
shows it to DAVIES. 
ASTON. You could wear this, if you liked. 
DAVIES. Well ... that'snice,en't? 
ASTON. It'd keep the dust off. 
DAVIES (putting it on). Yes, this'd keep the dust off, all right. 
Well off. Thanks very much, mister . 
.--W"--ARN . LliLS" 4=1- Ill, t:S 
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ASTON. You see, what we could do, we could . I could fit 
a bell at the bottom, outside the front door, with "Caretaker" 
on it. And you could answer any queries. 
DAVIES. Oh, I don't know about that. 
ASTON. Why not? 
DAVIES. Well, I mean, you don't know who might come up 
them front steps, do you? I got to be a bit careful. 
ASTON. Why, someone after you? 
DAvIEs. After me ? Well, I could have that Scotch git coming 
looking after me, couldn't I? All I'd do, I'd hear the bell, I'd 
go down there, open the door, who might be there, any Harry 
might be there. I could be buggered as easy as that, man. 
They might be there after my card, I mean look at it, here 
I am, I only got four stamps, on this card, here it is, look, 
four stamps, that's all I got, I ain't got any more, that's all I 
got, they ring the bell called Caretaker, they'd have me in, 
that's what they'd do, I wouldn't stand a chance. Of course 
I got plenty of other cards lying about, but they don't know 
that, and I can't tell them, can I, because then they'd find 
out I was going about under an assumed name. You see, the 
name I call myself now, that's not my real name. My real 
name's not the one I'm using, you see. It's different. You 
·( ... see, the name I go under now ain't my real one. It's assumed. 
@ Silence. 
THE LIGHTS FADE TO BLACKOpT. 
THEN UP TO DIM LIGHT_ THRO-qGH THE ~~DOW. 
A door bangs. 
Sound of a key in the door of the room. 
{ / -, DAVIES enters, closes the door, and tries the light switch, 
\j_.!::J J on, off, on, off. 
· DAVIES (muttering). What's this? (He switches on and off.) 
What's the matter with this damn light? (He switches on and 
off.) Aaah. Don't tell me the damn light's gone now. 
Pause. 
(A) D. X u. L. t o door 
(B) D. X D.R. t o A. 
(C) Lites up: tUck u.c. below . D, enters , swi t ches lite switeh 
{A) D. X D. L.C , s tumbl es 
( 13) D. X U.L.C. 
(C) M .. X U. L.C ., ki ck box 
(D) D. ri ses , ». D. S. between ch . & junk 
(E ) D. X s.L, stumbles , f al lis, M. X U.R. 
(F ) D. rise s , M. X D.L, D. backs extreme D. L, falls 
(G) M .. X U. R, Jumps on bed, puts in lite bulb 
(H) M. get s down; X D. R. O. 
___-g. 
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What'll I do? Damn light's gone now. Can't see a thing. 
Pause. 
What'll I do now? (He moves, stumbles.) Ah God, what's 
that? Give me a light. Wait a minute. 
He feels for matches in his pocket, takes out a box and lights 
one. The match goes out. The box falls. 
Aah! Where is it? (Stooping.) Where's the bloody box? 
The box is kicked. 
What's that ? What? Who's that? What's that? 
Pause. He moves. 
Where's my box? It was down here. Who's this? Who's 
moving it? 
Silence. 
Come on. Who's this ? Who's this got my box? 
Pause. 
Who's in here! 
Pause. 
I got a knife here. I'm ready. Come on then, who are you? 
He moves, stumbles, falls and cries out. 
Silence. 
A faint whimper from DAVIES. He gets up. 
All right! 
He stands. Heavy breathing. 
Suddenly the electro lux starts to hum. A figure moves with it, 
guiding it. The nozzle moves along the floor after DAvIEs, 
who skips, dives away from it and falls, breathlessly. 
Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah! Get away-y-y-y-y! ::;t 
T.hule.ctralux stops....Ibt.figJJI§.jWJN. on AS'{..ON's bed. ____________ 1_1 ..... 
I'm ready for you! I'm ... I'm ... I'm here! 
The figure takes out the electrolux plug from the light socket 
and fits the bulb. The light goes on. DAVIES flattens himself 
against right wall, knife in hand. MICK stands on the bed, 
holding the plug. 
MICK. I was just doing some spring cleaning. (He gets down.) 
II 
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There used to be a wall plug for this electrolux. But it 
doesn't work. I had to fit it in the light socket. (He puts the 
electrolux under ASTON's bed.) How do you think the place 
is looking? I gave it a good going over. 
Pause. 
We take it in turns, once a fortnight, my brother and me, to 
give the place a thorough going over. I was working late to-
night, I only just got here. But I thought I better get on with 
it, as it's my turn. 
Pause. 
It's not that I actually live here. I don't. As a matter of fact I 
live somewhere else. But after all, I'm responsible for the 
upkeep of the premises, en' I ? Can't help being house-
proud. 
He moves towards DAVIES and indicates the knife. 
What are you waving that about for? 
DAVIES. Youcomenearme .... 
MICK. I'm sorry if I gave you a start. But I had you in mind 
too, you know. I mean, my brother's guest. We got to think 
of your comfort, en't we? Don't want the dust to get up your 
nose. How long you thinking of staying here, by the way ? 
As a matter of fact, I was going to suggest that we'd lower 
your rent, make it just a nominal sum, I mean until you get 
fixed up. Just nominal, that's all. 
Pause. 
Still, if you're going to be spiky, I'll have to reconsider the 
whole proposition. 
DAVIESgoes slowly to his bed. 
MICK, turning, watches. DAVIES sits, with his knife. 
Eh, you're not thinking of doing any violence on me, are 
you? You're not the violent sort, are you? 
DAVIES (vehemently). I keep myself to myself, mate. But if 
anyone starts with me though, they know what they got 
coming. 
M I c K • I can believe that. 
(A) } . X R, puts electrolux under bed 
(B) M. X above ch. to u.c. 
(C) D. rises 
{D) M. X D.L. towards D. 
{E) M. s t ep s n. s, D. Xu •• to bed , sits 
(F) M. X u.c. t o stove 
(A) M. X u. R. t o window 
(B) "· si t s head of bed 
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DAvIEs. You do. I been all over, see ? You understand my 
meaning? I don't mind a bit of a joke now and then, but 
anyone'll tell you . . . that no one starts anything with me. 
M I c K. I get what you mean, yes. 
DAVIES.Icanbepushedsofar ... but .... 
MICK. No further. 
DAVIES. That's it. 
MICK sits on the head ojDAVIES' bed. 
What you doing ? 
MICK. No, I just want to say that I'm very impressed 
by that. 
DAVIES. Eh? 
MICK. I'm very impressed by what you've just said. 
Pause. 
Yes, that's impressive, that is. 
Pause. 
I'm impressed, anyway. 
DAvIEs. You know what I'm talking about, then ? 
MICK. Yes, I know. I think we understand one another. 
DAVIES. Uh? Well ... I'll tell you ... I'd ... I'd like 
to think that. You been playing me about, you know. I don't 
know why. I never done you no harm. 
M I c K. No, you know what it was ? We just got off on the wrong 
foot. That's all it was. 
DAVIES. Ay, we did. 
MICK. Like a sandwich? 
DAVIES. What? 
MICK (taking a sandwich/rom his pocket). Have one of these. 
DAvIEs. Don't you pull anything. 
MICK. No, you're still not understanding me. I can't help 
being interested in any friend of my brother's. I mean, 
you're my brother's friend, aren't you? 
DAvIEs. Well, I . . . I wouldn't put it as far as that. 
MICK. Don't you find him friendly, then? 
DAVIES. Well, I wouldn't say we was all that friends. I mean, 
T.C.-D 
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he done me no harm, but I wouldn't say he was any particu-
lar friend of mine. What's in that sandwich, then? 
MICK. Cheese. 
DAVIES. That'll do me. 
MICK. Takeone. 
DAVIES. Thank you, mister. 
MICK.l'm sorry to hear my brother's not very friendly. 
DAVIES. He's friendly, he's friendly, I didn't say he wasn't. 
MICK (taking a salt-cellar from his pocket). Salt? 
DAVIES. No thanks. (He munches the sandwich.) I just can't 
exactly . . . make him out. 
MICK(jeeling in his pocket). I forgot the pepper. 
DAVIES. Just can't get the hang of him, that's all. 
MICK. I had a bit ofbeetroot somewhere. Must have mislaid it. 
Pause. 
DAVIES chews the sandwich. MICK watches him eat. He then 
rises and strolls downstage. 
U uh . . . listen . . . can I ask your advice ? I mean, 
you're a man of the world. Can I ask your advice about 
something? 
DAVIES. You go right ahead. 
MICK. Well, what it is, you see, I'm ..• I'm a bit worried 
about my brother. 
DAVIES. Your brother? 
MICK. Yes ... you see, his trouble is. 
DAVIES. What? 
MICK. Well, it's not a very nice thing to say .• 
DAVIES (rising, coming downstage). Go on now, you say it. 
M I c K looks at him. 
M I c K. He doesn't like work. 
Pause. 
DAVIES. Go on! 
MICK. No, he just doesn't like work, that's his trouble. 
D A v IE s . Is that a fact ? 
II 
(.A ) :M. r i ses , X D. R. t o cvrner 
(B) D. X D. R. t o abov e M. 
4 I 
(A) D. X D. S. to &bove R4 of oh. 
(B) M. X D.L. of D. 
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MICK. It's a terrible thing to have to say about your own 
brother. 
DAVIES. Ay. 
MICK. He's just shy ofit. Very shy of it. 
DAVIES. Iknowthatsort. 
MICK. You know the type? 
DAvIEs. I've metthem. 
M I c K. I mean, I want to get him going in the world. 
DAvIEs. Stands to reason, man. 
M I c K. If you got an older brother you want to push him on, 
you want to see him make his way. Can't have him idle, he's 
only doing himself harm. That's what I say. 
DAVIES. Yes. 
M I c K. But he won't buckle down to the job. 
DAvIEs. He don't like work. 
MICK. Work shy. 
DAVIES. Sounds like it to me. 
M I c K. You've met the type, have you? 
DAVIES. Me? I know that sort. 
MICK. Yes. 
DAvIEs. I know that sort. I've met them. 
MICK. Causing me great anxiety. You see, I'm a working man, 
I'm a tradesman. I've got my own van. 
DAVIES. Isthatafact? 
MICK. He's supposed to be doing a little job for me •.. I 
keep him here to do a little job . . . but I don't know 
I'm coming to the conclusion he's a slow worker. 
Pause. 
What would your advice be ? 
DAVIES. Well ... he's a funny bloke, your brother. 
MICK. What? 
DAVIES. I was saying, he's .•. he's a bit of a fulllly bloke, 
your brother. 
M I c K stares at him. 
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MICK. Funny?Why? 
DAVIES. Well ... he's funny. 
M I c K. What's funny about him? 
Pause. 
DAVIES. Notlikingwork. 
MICK. What's funny about that? 
DAVIES. Nothing. 
Pause. 
MICK. I don't call it funny. 
DAVIES. Nor me. 
M I c K. You don't want to start getting hypercritical. 
(ACT II 
DAVIES. No, no, I wasn't that, I wasn't ... I was only 
saying .... 
MICK. Don't get too glib. 
DAvIEs. Look, all I meant was-
MICK. Cut it! (Briskly.) Look! I got a proposition to make to 
you. I'm thinking of taking over the running of this place, 
you see? I think it could be run a bit more efficiently. I got 
a lot of ideas, a lot of plans. (He eyes DAVIES.) How would 
you like to stay on here, as caretaker ? 
DAVIES. What? 
MICK. I'll be quite open with you. I could rely on a man like 
you around the place, keeping an eye on things. 
DAVIES. Well now ... wait a minute ... I ... I ain't 
never done no caretaking before, you know ... . 
MICK. Doesn't matter about that. It's just that you look a 
capable sort of man to me. 
DAVIES. I am a capable sort of man. I mean to say, I've had 
plenty offers in my time, you know, there's no getting away 
from that. 
MICK. Well, I could see before, when you took out that knife, 
that you wouldn't let anyone mess you about. 
DAVIES. No one messes me about, man. 
(A) D. X D. L. C. 
(B ) M: . X D. L~ • t o R. of D. 
(A) M. sit s ch. 
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MICK. I mean, you've been in the services, haven't you? 
DAVIES. The what? 
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MICK. You been in the services. You can tell by your stance. 
DAVIES. Oh ... yes. Spent half my life there, man. Over-
seas . . . like . . . serving . . . I was. 
MICK. In the colonies, weren't you? 
D A v 1 E s. I was over there. I was one of the first over there. 
MICK. That's it. You're just the man I been looking for. 
DAVIES. Whatfor? 
M 1 c K. Caretaker. 
DAVIES. Yes, well ... look ... listen ... who's the 
landlord here, him or you ? 
M 1 c K. Me. I am. I got deeds to prove it. 
DAVIES. Ah ... (Decisively.) Well listen, I don't mind doing 
a bit of caretaking, I wouldn't mind looking after the place 
for you. 
MICK. Of course, we'd come to a small financial agreement, 
mutually beneficial. 
D A v 1 E s. I leave you to reckon that out, like. 
MICK. Thanks. There's only one thing. 
DAVIES. What's that? 
M I c K. Can you give me any references ? 
DAVIES. Eh? 
M I c K. Just to satisfy my solicitor. 
D A v 1 E s. I got plenty of references. All I got to do is to go down 
to Sidcup tomorrow. I got all the references I want down 
there. 
MICK. Where's that? 
D A v 1 E s. Sidcup. He ain't only got my references down there, 
he got all my papers down there. I know that place like the 
back of my hand. If I got down there I wouldn't just get my 
references, I'd get all my papers. I'm going down there any-
way, see what I mean, I got to get down there, or I'm done. 
M I c K. So we can always get hold of these references if we want 
them. 
A. 
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DAVIES. I'll be down there any day, I tell you. I was going 
down today, but I'm ... I'm waiting for the weather to 
break. 
MICK. Ah. 
DAVIES. Listen. You can't pick me up a pair of good shoes, 
can you ? I got a bad need for a good pair of shoes. I can't get 
anywhere without a pair of good shoes, see ?/tDo you think 
there's any chance of you being able to pick me up a pair? 
THE LIGHTS FADE TO BLACKOUT. 
_ L!.Q_HTS UP. Morning. 
;)")) ASTON is pulling on his trousers over long underwear. A 
slight grimace. He looks around at the head of his bed, takes a 
towel from the rail and waves it about. He puts it down, goes 
to DAVIES and wakes him. DAVIES sits up abruptly. 
AsToN. You said you wanted me to get you up. 
DAVIES. What for? 
ASTON. You said you were thinking of going to Sidcup. 
DAvIEs. Ay, that'd be a good thing, if I got there. 
ASTON. Doesn't look much of a day. 
DAVIES. Ay, well, that's shot it, en't it? 
ASTON. I ... I didn't have a very good night again. 
DAVIES. I slept terrible. 
Pause. 
ASTON. You were making. 
DAVIES. Terrible. Had a bit of rain in the night, didn't it? 
ASTON. Just a bit. 
He goes to his bed, picks up a small plank and begins to sand-
paper it. 
DAvIEs. Thought so. Come in on my head. 
Pause. 
Draught's blowing right in on my head, anyway. 
Pause. 
Can't you close that window behind that sack ? 
(A) M. ri e:es 
(B ) Lit e s u_p: D. in bed , A. fastens pants, get s t owel, X U. R. 
t o D, ci rcul a t es air , X D. R. & r et urns t owel, X U. R. & 
shc;~.kes D. 
C) A. X D. a . to below bed , gets board & sandpaper , s its D. S. 
e nd of bed 
(A. } D. si t s up 
(B) A. X D. Ij. t o s . R. end of oh , wor ks on board , D, X D. R. 
A. 
B. 
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ASTON. You could. 
DAVIES. Well then, what about it, then? The rain's coming 
right in on my head. 
ASTON. Got to have a bit of air. 
DAVIES gets out of bed. He is wearing his trousers, waistcoat 
and vest. 
D A v 1 E s (putting on his sandals). Listen. I've lived all my life in 
the air, boy. You don't have to tell me about air. What I'm 
saying is, there's too much air coming in that window when 
I'm asleep. 
ASTON. Gets very stuffy in here without that window open. 
ASTON crosses to the chair, puts the plank on it, and con-
tinues sandpapering. 
DAVIES. Yes, but listen, you don't know what I'm telling you. 
That bloody rain, man, come right in on my head. Spoils 
my sleep. I could catch my death of cold with it, with that 
draught. That's all I'm saying. Just shut that window and 
no one's going to catch any colds, that's all I'm saying. 
Pause. 
AsToN. I couldn't sleep in here without that window open. 
D A v 1 E s. Yes, but what about me ? What . . . what you got to 
say about my position ? 
AsToN. Why don't you sleep the other way round ? 
DAVIES. Whatdoyoumean? 
ASTON. Sleep with your feet to the window. 
DAvIEs. What good would that do ? 
AsToN. The rain_ wouldn't come in on your head. 
D A v 1 E s. No, I couldn't do that. I couldn't do that. 
Pause. 
I mean, I got used to sleeping this way. It isn't me has to 
change, it's that window. You see, it's raining now. Look at 
it. It's coming down now. 
Pause. 
I 
I 
I 
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Look at that roof, see? Look at that roof where the draught's 
coming through. It's coming through up there. 
ASToN. Yes. There's no proper ceiling. (AsToN crosses back to 
the bed with the plank.) 
DAVIES. No, I mean, you can tell that. There's no proper 
ceiling. That's why the wind's pouring through. 
Slight pause. 
AsToN. I think I'll have a walk down to Goldhawk Road. I got 
talking to a man there. He had a saw bench. It looked in 
pretty good condition to me. Don't think it's much good to 
him. 
Pause. 
Have a walk down there, I think. 
DAVIES. No, you see, what I mean about this window, it's not 
just coming in on my head, it'll be coming in on my pillow. 
The wind blows right on it, you see. That pillow, it'll 
it'll be like a piece of sponge in the morning. 
ASTON. You want to sleep the other way round. 
DAVIES. What do you mean? 
ASTON. With your feet to the window. 
DAvIEs. I don't see what good that would do. 
AsToN. The rain wouldn't come in on your head. 
DAvIEs. That may be so, that may be so. 
Pause. 
It'd come in on my feet, wouldn't it? It'd crawl up my body, 
wouldn't it ? I'd be worse off still. As it is, it's only my head. 
D A v IE s roams about the room. 
Listen to that. That's done my trip to Sidcup. Eh, what 
about closing that window now? It'll be coming in here. 
ASTON. Close it for the time being. 
DAVIES closes the window and looks out. 
DAvIES. What's all that under that tarpaulin out there? 
ASTON. Wood. 
( .A) .A .. l. u. ;i .. w/ board , r e t urns it 
( B) A. X u. ~l. to windo ·.v , shuts it 
{A) D. X u. c, sits bed 
(B) A. X D. R. sits B. B• end of bed 
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DAVIES. What for? 
A. ASTON. To build my shed. 
DAVIES sits on his bed. 
DAvIEs. You haven't come across that pair of shoes you was 
going to look out for me, have you ? 
ASTON. Oh. No. I'll see if I can pick some up today. 
DA v 1 E s. I can't go out in this with these, can I ? I can't even go 
out and get a cup of tea. 
ASTON. There's a cafe just along the road. 
DAVIES. There may be, mate. 
During ASTON's speech the room grows darker. 
By the close of the speech only ASTON can be seen clearly. 
DAvIES and all the objects are in the shadow. 
ASTON. I used to go there quite a bit. Oh, years ago now. But I 
stopped. I used to like that place. Spent quite a bit of time 
in there. That was before I went away. Just before. I think 
that . . . place had a lot to do with it. They were all . . . a 
good bit older than me. But they always used to listen. I 
thought . . . they understood what I said. I mean I used to 
talk to them. I talked too much. That was my mistake. The 
same in the factory. Standing there, or in the breaks, I used 
to . . . talk about things. But it all seemed all right. I mean, 
some of these men, from the cafe, we ~sed to knock about 
together sometimes, I used to tag along on some of their 
evenings. It was all right. And they used to listen, whenever 
I ... had anything to say. The trouble was, I used to have 
kind of hallucinations. They weren't hallucinations, they 
. . . I used to get the feeling I could see things . . . very 
clearly ... everything ... was so clear ... everything 
used . . . everything used to get very quiet . . . every-
thing got very quiet . . . all this . . . quiet . . . and 
. . . this clear sight . . . it was . . . but maybe I was 
wrong. Anyway, someone must have said something. I didn't 
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JJ know anything about it.x And . . . some kind of lie must 
have got around. And this lie went round. I thought people 
started being funny. In that cafe. The factory. I couldn't 
understand it. Then one day they took me to a hospital, 
right outside London. They . . . got me there. I didn't 
want to go. Anyway . . . I tried to get out, quite a few 
times. But ... it wasn't very easy. They asked me ques-
tions, in there. Got me in and asked me all sorts of questions. 
Well, I told them ... anyone who asked ... they all 
used to stand round . . . I told them, when they wanted 
to know . . . what my thoughts were. Hmmnn. Then one 
day ... this man ... doctor, I suppose ... the head 
one . . . he was quite a man of . . . distinction . . . 
although I wasn't so sure about that. He called me in. He 
said . . . he told me I had something. He said they'd 
concluded their examination. That's what he said. And he 
showed me a pile of papers and he said that I'd got some-
thing, some complaint. You see, I wish I could remember 
what it was .... I've tried to remember. He said ... he 
just said that, you see. You've got ... this thing. That's 
your complaint. And we've decided, he said, that in your 
interests there's only one course we can take. He said . . . 
but I can't . . . exactly remember . . . how he put it 
. . . he said, we're going to do something to your brain. He 
said . . . if we don't, you'll be in here for the rest of your 
life, but if we do, you stand a chance. You can go out, he 
said, and live like the others. What do you want to do to my 
brain, I said to him. But he just repeated what he'd said. 
).~ ~ Well, I wasn't a fool. I knew I was a minor. I knew he 
couldn't do anything to me without getting permission. I knew 
he had to get permission from my mother. So I wrote to her 
and told her what they were trying to do. But she signed their 
form, you see, giving them permission. I know that because 
he showed me her signature when I brought it up. Well, 
that night I tried to escape, that night. I spent five hours 
~ 
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sawing at one of the bars on the window in this ward. Right 
throughout the dark. They used to shine a torch over the 
beds every half hour. So I timed it just right. And then it was 
,nearly done, and a man had a . . . he had a fit, right next to 
me. And they caught me, anyway. About a week later they 
started to come round and do this thing to the brain. We ./ 
w~re all supposed to have it done, in this ward! And they ;t~ 
came round and did it one at a time. One a night. I was one 
of the last. And I could see quite clearly what they did to the 
others. They used to come round with these . . . I don't 
know what they were . . . they looked like big pincers, with 
wires on, the wires were attached to a little machine. It was 
electric. They used to hold the man down, and this chief 
... the chief doctor, used to fit the pincers, something like 
earphones, he used to fit them on either side of the man's 
skull. There was a man holding the machine, you see, and 
he'd ... he'd do something ... I can't remember now 
whether he pressed a switch or turned something, just a 
matter of switching the current . . . I suppose it was, and 
the chiefwould just press these pincers on either side of the 
skull and keep them there. Then he'd take them off. They'd 
cover the man up . . . and they wouldn't touch him again 
until later on. Some used to put up a fight, but most of them 
didn't. They just lay there~ Well, th~ were coming round ~(p 
to me, and the night they came I got up and stood against 
the wall. They told me to get on the bed, and I knew they 
had to get me on the bed because if they did it while I was 
standing up they might break my spine. So I stood up and 
then one or two of them came for me, well, I was younger 
then, I was much stronger than I am now, I was quite strong 
then, I laid one of them out and I had another one round the 
throat, and then suddenly this chief had these pincers on 
my skull and I knew he wasn't supposed to do it while I was 
standing up, that's why I . . . . . . anyway, he did it. So I 
did get out. I got out of the place. . . . but I couldn't walk 
II 
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very well. I don't think my spine was damaged. That was 
perfectly all right. The trouble was . . . my thoughts . . . 
had become very slow . . . I couldn't think at all . . . I 
I couldn't . . . get . . . my thoughts . . . together . . . 
uuuhh . . . I could . . . never quite get it . . . together. 
The trouble was, I couldn't hear what people were saying. I 
couldn't look to the right or the left, I had to look straight in 
front of me, because if I turned my head round . . . I 
couldn't keep . . . upright. And I had these headaches. 
Then I went along to people, but they wanted to take me in, 
but I wasn't going to go in . . . anywhere. So I couldn't do 
any work, because I . . . I couldn't write any more, you 
see. I couldn't write my name. I used to sit in my room. 
That was when I lived with my mother. And my brother. He 
was younger than me. And I laid everything out, in order, in 
my room, all the things I knew were mine, but I didn't die. I 
never had those hallucinations any more. And I never spoke 
to anyone any more. The funny thing is, I can't remember 
much . . . about what I said, what I thought . . . I mean 
before I went into that place. The thing is, I should have 
been dead. I should have died. And then, anyway, after a 
time, I got a bit better, and I started to do things with my 
hands, and then about two years ago I came here, because 
my brother had got this house, and so I decided to have a go 
at decorating it, so I came into this room, and I started to 
collect wood, for my shed, and all these bits and pieces, that 
I thought might come in handy for the flat, or around the 
house, sometime. I feel much better now. But I don't talk 
to people now. I steer clear of places like that cafe. I never 
go into them now. I don't talk to anyone ... like that. I've 
often thought of going back and trying to find the man who 
did that to me. But I want to do something first. I want to 
-- l2_ui}d mat shed ,.9Ut in the garden. 
:J'l 
Curtain. 
VVA tJ: LITES 
Act Three 
Two weeks later. 
-MICK is lying on the floor, down left, his head resting on the 
rolled carpet, looking up at the ceiling. 
DAVIES is sitting in the chair, holding his pipe. He is wearing 
the smoking-jacket. It is afternoon. 
Silence. 
DAVIES. I got a feeling he's done something to them cracks. 
Pause. 
See, there's been plenty of rain in the last week, but it ain't 
been dripping into the bucket. 
Pause. 
He must have tarred it over up there. 
Pause. 
There was someone walking about on the roof the other 
night. It must have been him. 
Pause. 
I mean, that was dangerous, that bucket. It might have come 
down on my head, any time of the day, whenever I happened 
to be standing there. I don't know as he's emptied it now, 
do I? 
Pause. 
But I got a feeling he's tarred it over on the roof up there. 
Ain't said a word to me about it. Don't say a word to me. 
Pause. 
He don't answer me when I talk to him. 
He lights a match, holds it to his pipe, and blows it . 
.J'f He don't give me no knife! 
A. 
.. 
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Pause. 
He don't give me no knife to cut my bread. 
Pause. 
How can I cut a loaf of bread without no knife? 
Pause. 
It's an impossibility. 
Pause. 
M I c K. You've got a knife. 
DAVIES. What? 
M I c K. You've got a knife. 
(ACT III 
DAVIES. I got a knife, sure I got a knife, but how do you 
expect me to cut a good loaf of bread with that? That's not a 
bread-knife. It's nothing to do with cutting bread. I picked 
it up somewhere. I don't know where it's been, do I ? No, 
whatiwant-
M 1 c K. I know what you want. 
Pause. DAVIES rises and goes to the gas stove. 
DAVIES. What about this gas stove? He tells me it's not con-
nected. How do I know it's not connected? Here I am, I'm 
sleeping right with it, I wake up in the middle of the night, 
I'm looking right into the oven, man! It's right next to my 
face, how do I know, I could be lying there in bed, it might 
blow up, it might do me harm! 
Pause. 
But he don't seem to take any notice of what I say to him. 
I told him the other day, see, I told him about them Blacks, 
about them Blacks coming up from next door, and using the 
lavatory. I told him, it was all dirty in there, all the banisters 
were dirty, they were black, all the lavatory was black. But 
what did he do ? He's supposed to be in charge of it here, he 
had nothing to say, he hadn't got a word to say. 
Pause. 
I mean, look at it, you and me, we got ideas for this place, 
en't we? We could get going here. I'd be your caretaker, 
c::z._ 
(.A ) D. ri ~es, X u • .a. to ~.t . of stove 
(B ) D. X D. L. c. t o a·bove j tmk 
(A) 1)1. X D. L. o:f' junk 
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we'd get things going. But he ... he don't care about that, 
he . . . he don't care about getting the place going. Couple 
of week ago . . . he sat there, he give me a long chat . . . 
about a couple of week ago. A long chat he give me. Since 
then he ain't said hardly a word. He went on talking there 
. . . I don't know what he was . . . he wasn't looking at 
me, he wasn't talking to me, he don't care about me. He was 
talking to himself! That's all he worries about. I mean, you 
come up to me, you ask my advice, he wouldn't never do a 
thing like that. I mean, we don't have any conversation, 
you see ? You can't live in the same room with someone 
who . . . who don't have any conversation with you. 
Pause. 
I just can't get the hang of him. 
Pause. 
You and me, we could get this place going. 
MICK (ruminatively). Yes, you're quite right. Look what I 
could do with this place. 
Pause. 
I could turn this place into a penthouse. For instance 
this room. This room you could have as the kitchen. Right 
size, nice window, sun comes in. I'd have ... I'd have 
teal-blue, copper and parchment linoleum squares. I'd have 
those colours re-echoed in the walls. I'd offset the kitchen 
units with charcoal-grey worktops. Plenty of room for cup-
boards for the crockery. We'd have a small wall cupboard, a 
large wall cupboard, a corner wall cupboard with revolving 
shelves. You wouldn't be short of cupboards. You could put 
the dining-room across the landing, see? Yes. Venetian 
blinds, venetian blinds on the window, cork floor, cork tiles. 
You could have an off-white pile linen rug, a table in . . . 
in afromosia teak veneer, sideboard with matt black drawers, 
curved chairs with cushioned seats, armchairs in oatmeal 
tweed, beech frame settee with woven sea-grass seat, white-
topped heat-resistant coffee table, white tile surround. Yes. 
II 
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Then the bedroom. What's a bedroom? It's a retreat. It's a 
place to go for rest and peace. So you want quiet decoration. 
The lighting functional. Furniture . . . mahogany and 
rosewood. Deep azure-blue carpet, unglazed blue and white 
curtains, a bedspread with a pattern of small blue roses on a 
white ground, dressing-table with a lift-up top containing a 
plastic tray, table lamp of white raffia ... (MICK sits up) 
it wouldn't be a fiat it'd be a palace. 
DAVIES. I'd say it would, man. 
MICK. A palace. 
DAVIES. Who would live there? 
M I c K. I would. My brother and me. 
Pause. 
DAVIES. What about me? 
MICK (quietly). All this junk here, it's no good to anyone. It's 
just a lot of old iron, that's all. Clobber. You couldn't make 
a home out of this. There's no way you could arrange it. It's 
junk. He could never sell it, either, he wouldn't get tuppence 
for it. 
Pause. 
Junk. 
Pause. 
But he doesn't seem to be interested in what I got in mind, 
that's the trouble. Why don't you have a chat with him, see 
if he's interested? 
DAVIES. Me? 
MICK. Yes. You're a friend of his. 
DAvIEs. He's no friend of mine. 
MICK. You're living in the same room with him, en't you? 
DAVIES. He's no friend of mine. You don't know where you 
are with him. I mean, with a bloke like you, you know where 
you are. 
M I c K looks at him. 
I mean, you got your own ways, I'm not saying you ain't got 
(B ) M.. steps D. s. 
{0) D. steps u.s. 
(A) D. X U. li . to U. L. of bed 
(B) D. .1.. D. L .. C. be t. ch . & junk 
( C) D. sit s ch. 
B. 
c. 
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your own ways, anyone can see that. You may have some 
funny ways, but that's the same with all of us, but with him 
it's different, see? I mean at least with you, the thing with 
you is you're . . . 
M I c K. Straightforward. 
DAVIES. That's it, you're straightforward. 
MICK. Yes. 
DAVIES. But with him, you don't know what he's up to half the 
time! 
MICK. Uh. 
DAVIES. He's got no feelings! 
Pause. 
See, what I need is a clock! I need a clock to tell the time! 
How can I tell the time without a clock ? I can't do it! I said 
to him, I said, look here, what about getting in a clock, so's 
I can tell what time it is ? I mean, if you can't tell what time 
you're at you don't know where you are, you understand my 
meaning? See, what I got to do now, if I'm walking about 
outside, I got to get my eye on a clock, and keep the time in 
my head for when I come in. But that's no good, I mean I'm 
not in here five minutes and I forgotten it. I forgotten what 
time it was! 
DAvIEs walks up and down the room. 
Look at it this way. If I don't feel well I have a bit of a lay 
down, then, when I wake up, I don't know what time it is to 
go and have a cup of tea! You see, it's not so bad when I'm 
coming in. I c,an see the clock on the corner, the moment 
I'm stepping into the house I know what the time is, but 
when I'm in! It's when I'm in . . . that I haven't the foggi-
est idea what time it is! 
Pause. 
No, what I need is a clock in here, in this room, and then I 
stand a bit of a chance. But he don't give me one. 
DAVIES sits in the chair. 
He wakes me up! He wakes me up in the middle of the 
T.C.-E 
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night! Tells me I'm making noises ! I tell you I've half a 
mind to give him a mouthful one of these days. 
M I c K. He don't let you sleep ? 
D A v 1 E s. He don't let me sleep! He wakes me up! 
MICK. That's terrible. 
DAVIES. I been plenty of other places. They always let me 
sleep. It's the same the whole world over. Except here. 
MICK. Sleep's essential. I've always said that. 
DAVIES. You're right, it's essential. I get up in the morning, 
I'm worn out! I got business to see to. I got to move myself, 
I got to sort myself out, I got to get fixed up. But when I 
wake up in the morning I ain't got no energy in me. And on 
top of that I ain't got no clock. 
MICK. Yes. 
DAVIES (standing, moving). He goes out, I don't know where he 
goes to, where's he go, he never tells me. We used to have a 
bit of a chat, not any more. I never see him, he goes out, he 
comes in late, next thing I know he's shoving me about in the 
middle of the night. 
Pause. 
Listen! I wake up in the morning . . . I wake up in the 
morning and he's smiling at me! He's standing there, 
looking at me, smiling! I can see him, you see, I can see him 
through the blanket. He puts on his coat, he turns himself 
round, he looks down at my bed, there's a smile on his face! 
What the hell's he smiling at ? What he don't know is that 
I'm watching him through that blanket. He don't know that! 
He don't know I can see him, he thinks I'm asleep, but I got 
my eye on him all the time through that blanket, see? But he 
don't know that! He just looks at me and he smiles, but he 
don't know that I can see him doing it! 
Pause. 
(Bending, close to MICK.) No, what you want to do, you want 
to speak to him, see? I got . . . I got that worked out. You 
want to tell him . . . that we got ideas for this place, we 
(A} D • • i~e~ , circles u . . • c. 
(B) D. :' .. u. I.. to above junk 
(C) D. X D. L. bet . ch . & junk to M. 
(A) M. X u.L. & exits , D~ follows , then moves u. cit then X t o 
& s its, A. enters , X D. R. to bed, take s shoes out of bed 
f~wes D. 
(B) D. ::-ises 
(C) D. :X. D. H. to A, gets s hoes , X D.L.C , sits ch , t ties on s1 
ri ses •. X D. L , then X to D. R. by A. 
A. 
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could build it up, we could get it started. You see, I could 
decorate it out for you, I could give you a hand in doing it 
. . . between us. 
Pause. 
Where do you live now, then? 
MICK. Me? Oh, I've got a little place. Not bad. Everything 
laid on. You must come up and have a drink some time. 
Listen to some music. 
DAVIES. No, you see, you're the bloke who wants to talk to 
him. I mean, you're his brother. 
Pause. 
MICK. Yes ... maybe I will. 
A door bangs. 
MICK rises, goes to the door and exits. 
D A v 1 E s. Where you going ? This is him! 
Silence. 
DAVIES stands, then goes to the window and looks out. 
ASTON enters. He is carrying a paper bag. He takes off his 
overcoat, opens the bag and takes out a pair of shoes. 
ASTON. Pair of shoes. 
DAVIES (turning). What? 
ASTON. I picked them up. Try them. 
B, DAVIES. Shoes ?What sort? 
ASTON. Theymight do you. 
C , DAVIES comes down stage, takes off his sandals and tries the 
shoes on. He walks about, waggling his feet, bends, and presses 
the leather. 
DAVIES. No, they're not right. 
ASTON. Aren't they? 
DAVIES. No, they don't fit. 
ASTON. Mmnn. 
T.C.-E 
B. 
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Pause. 
DAVIES. Well, I'll tell you what, they might do ... until I 
get another pair. 
Pause. 
Where's the laces? 
ASTON. No laces. 
DAvIEs. I can't wear them without laces. 
ASTON. I just got the shoes. 
DAVIES. Well now, look, that puts the tin lid on it, don't it? 
I mean, you couldn't keep these shoes on right without a 
pair oflaces. The only way to keep a pair of shoes on, if you 
haven't got no laces, is to tighten the foot, see? Walk about 
with a tight foot, see? Well, that's no good for the foot. Puts 
a bad strain on the foot. If you can do the shoes up proper 
there's less chance of you getting a strain. 
ASToN goes round to the top of his bed. 
ASTON. I might have some somewhere. 
DAVIES. You see what I'm getting at? 
Pause. 
ASTON. Here's some. ,(He hands them to DAVIES.) 
DAvIEs. These are brown. 
ASTON. That's all I got. 
DAVIES. These shoes are black. 
ASTON does not answer. 
Well, they can do, anyway, until I get another pair. 
DAVIES sits in the chair and begins to lace his shoes. 
Maybe they'll get me down to Sidcup tomorrow. If I get 
down there I'll be able to sort myself out. 
Pause. 
I've been offered a good job. Man has offered it to me, he's 
. . . he's got plenty of ideas. He's got a bit of a future. But 
they want my papers, you see, they want my references. I'd 
have to get down to Sidcup before I could get hold of them. 
U. ) t. X R. to ~~ . 
(B} ~. steps R. to Ctl.pboard • 
D. C, puts foot on ell . 
t hen gets ~aobs from unde r ~ ed , D. X 
(c) A. L. t o D. c. by D. 
(D) D. sits oh. 
{A) A. X U. L, exits 
(B) D. • 1 sea 
(C) Lites up; D,. in bed , A. gets up from S,. R" bed, X U.t. < 
lite sV<dtoh , turns it on , :x. .u.u.. to D. 
(D} A. X D. R. 
A. 
B. 
C . 
.. 
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That's where they are, see. Trouble is, getting there. That's 
my problem. The weather's dead against it. 
ASTON quietly exits, unnoticed. 
Don't know as these shoes'll be much good. It's a hard road, 
I been down there before. Coming the other way, like. Last 
time I left there, it was . . . last time . . . getting on a 
while back . . . the road was bad, the rain was coming 
down, lucky I didn't die there on the road, but I got here, I 
kept going, all along . . . yes . . . I kept going all along. 
But all the same, I can't go on like this, what I got to do, I 
got to get back there, find this man-
He turns and looks about the room. 
Christ!_ That bastarJ!J.. he ain't even listening .to me! __ 
2-'J-• BLACKOUT. 
. DIM LIGHT THROUGH THE WINDOW. 
l{j ft is night. ASTON and DAVIES are in bed, DAVIESgroaning. 
1
,_ ASTON sits up, gets Ol{t_of __ ~ed., swit9he$ on (he light, _goes 
,3'1 over to DAVIES and shakes hzm. 
ASTON. Hey, stop it, will you? I can't sleep. 
DAVIES. What?What ?What's going on? 
ASTON. You're making noises. 
DAVIES. I'm an old man, what do you expect me to do, stop 
breathing? 
ASTON. You're making noises. 
DAvIEs. What do you expect me to do, stop breathing ? 
ASTON goes to his bed, and puts on his trousers. 
AS TON. I'll get a bit of air. 
DAvIEs. What do you expect me to do ? I tell you, mate, I'm 
not surprised they took you in. Waking an old man up in the 
middle of the night, you must be off your nut! Giving me 
bad dreams, who's responsible, then, for me having bad 
dreams ? If you wouldn't keep ~ucking me about I wouldn't 
make no noises! How do you expect me to sleep peaceful 
B. 
c . 
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when you keep poking me all the time ? What do you want 
me to do, stop breathing ? 
He throws the cover off and gets out of bed, wearing his vest, 
waistcoat and trousers. 
It's getting so freezing in here I have to keep my trousers on 
to go to bed. I never done that before in my life. But that's 
what I got to do here. Just because you won't put in any 
bleeding heating! I've had just about enough with you 
mucking me about. I've seen better days than you have, man. 
Nobody ever got me inside one of them places, anyway. I'm 
a sane man! So don't you start mucking me about. I'll be all 
right as long as you keep your place. Just you keep your 
place, that's all. Because I can tell you, your brother's got his 
eye on you. He knows all about you. I got a friend there, 
don't you worry about that. I got a true pal there. Treating 
me like dirt! Why'd you invite me in here in the first place if 
you was going to treat me like this ? You think you're better 
than me you got another think coming. I know enough. 
They had you inside one of them places before, they can have 
you inside again. Your brother's got his eye on you! They 
can put them pincers on your head again, man! They can 
have them on again! Any time. All they got to do is get the 
word. They'd carry you in there, boy. They'd come here and 
pick you up and carry you in! They'd keep you fixed! They'd 
put them pincers on your head, they'd have you fixed! 
They'd take one look at all this junk I got to sleep with they'd 
know you were a creamer. That was the greatest mistake they 
made, you take my tip, letting you get out of that place. 
Nobody knows what you're at, you go out you come in, 
nobody knows what you're at! Well, nobody messes me 
about for long. You think I'm going to do your dirty work ? 
Haaaaahhhhh! You better think again! You want me to do 
all the dirty work all up and down them stairs, just so I can 
sleep in this lousy filthy hole every night? Not me, boy. Not 
for you, boy. You don't know what you're doing half the 
{A.) D. rises 
(B) D. X U. L, then D. ~ .c. 
(C) D. X D.L. below junk, then :anders a t wi ll 
(A) A. turns U. R, D. steps baek U. R. 
A. 
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time. You're up the creek! You're half off! You can tell it by 
looking at you. Who ever saw you slip me a few bob ? 
Creeping in creeping out. Your brother's got his sights on 
you, man. He's got ideas for this place, he's going to set it 
up. And one thing you want to understand is I got as much 
rights as you have. If only the weather'd break I'd be able to 
lay my hands on more references than you've seen in a 
week! Treating me like a bloody animal! I never been inside 
anuthouse! 
ASTON makes a slight move towards him. DAVIES takes his 
knife from his back pocket. 
Don't come nothing with me, mate. I got this here. I used 
it. I used it. Don't come it with me. 
A pause. They stare at each other. 
Mind what you do now. 
Pause. 
Don't you try anything with me. 
Pause. 
ASTON. I ... I think it's about time you found somewhere 
else. I don't think we're hitting it off. 
DAVIES. Find somewhere else? 
ASTON. Yes. 
DAVIES. Me? You talking to me? Not me, man! You! 
ASTON. What? 
DAvIEs. You! You better find somewhere else! 
AsToN. I live here. You don't. 
DAvIEs. Don't I ? Well, I live here. I been offered a job here. 
AsToN. Yes . . . well, I don't think you're really suitable. I 
don't think you'd like it here. 
DAVIES. I like it here all right! It's you playing me about I 
don't like! 
AsToN. You . . . better go. We don't hit it off. 
DAvIEs. Not suitable, eh? Well, I can tell you, there's some-
one here thinks I am suitable. And I'll tell you. I'm staying 
on here. I'm staying on here as caretaker! Get it! Your 
A. 
5. 
c. 
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brother, he's told me, see, he's told me the job is mine. 
Mine! So that's where I am. I'm going to be his caretaker. 
ASTON. My brother? 
DAVIES. He's staying, he's going to run this place, he's going 
to make some changes here, and I'm staying with him, so 
. . . so there's not going to be any room for you! 
ASTON .llive here. 
DAVIES. Not for long! I know where I stand. Chuck me out, 
eh? Give me a lousy dirty pair of shoes and chuck me out! 
You got hold of the wrong end of the stick, boy. 
ASTON. Look. Ifl give you ... a few bob you can get down 
to Sidcup. 
DAvIEs. You build your shed first! A few bob! When I can 
earn a steady wage here! You build your stinking shed first! 
That's what! 
ASTON stares at him. 
ASTON. That's not a stinking shed. 
Silence. 
ASTON moves to him. 
It's clean. It's all good wood. I'll get it up. No trouble. 
DAVIES. Don't come too near! 
ASTON. You've no reason to call that shed stinking. 
DAVIES points the knife. 
You stink. 
DAVIES. What! 
AsToN. You've been stinking the place out. 
DAvIEs. Christ, you say that to me! 
ASTON. For days. That's one reason I can't sleep. 
DAvIEs. You call me that! You call me stinking! 
ASTON. You better go. 
DAVIES. I'LL STINK YOU! 
He thrusts his arm out, the arm trembling, the knife pointing 
at ASTON's stomach. ASTON does not move. Silence. 
DAVIES' arm moves no further. They stand. 
(A) A. X to D. at R.C . 
{B) A. moves one s tep cl oser to D. 
{0) D, X above oh. to L. of ch. 
(D) A.. X t o R. of oh. 
(A) A. X U. C. to bed 
{B) D. X U.L~ of st ve , t akes bag, steps below s tove 
(C) D. X U.L. to door , exirs 
(D) Lites up: M. in ch, D. D.L. by ca rpet 
A. 
B. 
c. 
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I'll stink you. 
Pause. 
ASTON. Get your stuff. 
DAVIES draws the knife in to his chest, breathing heavily. 
AsToN goes to DAvIEs' bed, collects his bag and puts a few 
of DAVIES' things into it. 
DAVIES. You ain't ... you ain't got the right ... Leave 
that alone, that's mine! 
DAvIEs takes the bag and presses the contents down. 
All right . . . I been offered a job here . . . you wait . 
(He puts on his smoking-jacket.) .. you wait ... your 
brother . . . he'll sort you out . . . you call me that . . . 
you call me that . . . no one's ever called me that . . . 
(He puts on his overcoat.) You'll be sorry you called me that 
... you ain't hea~d the last of this ... (He picks up his 
bag and goes to the door.) You'll be sorry you called me 
that .... 
He opens the door, AsToN watching him. 
Now I know who I can tru~t. 
DAVIES goes out. ASTON stands. 
BLACKOUT. 
LIGHT~ lJR.:....Early evtning. 
MICK is sitting in the chair. 
DAvIEs moves about the room. 
DAVIES. Stink! You hear that! Me! I told you what he said, 
didn't I ? Stink! You hear that? That's what he said to me! 
MICK. Tch, tch, tch. 
DAVIES. That's what he said to me. 
MICK. You don't stink. 
DAVIES. No, sir! 
M I c K. If you stank I'd be the first one to tell you. 
DAvIEs. I told him, I told him he . . . I said to him, you 
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ain't heard the last of this man! I said, don't you forget your 
brother. I told him you'd be coming along to sort him out. 
He don't know what he's started, doing that. Doing that to 
me. I said to him, I said to him, he'll be along, your 
brother'll be along, he's got sense, not like you-
MICK. What do you mean? 
DAVIES. Eh? 
M I c K. You saying my brother hasn't got any sense ? 
DAVIES. What? What I'm saying is, you got ideas for this 
place, all this . . . all this decorating, see? I mean, he's got 
no right to order me about. I take orders from you, I do my 
caretaking for you, I mean, you look upon me . . . you 
don't treat me like a lump of dirt . . . we can both . . . 
we can both see him for what he is. 
Pause. 
MICK. What did he say then, when you told him I'd offered 
you the job as caretaker? 
DAvIEs. He . . . he said . . . he said . . . something about 
. . . he lived here. 
MICK. Yes, he's got a point, en he? 
DAvIEs. A point! This is your house, en't ? You let him live 
here! 
MICK. Yes ... it's my house. I got it cheap ... and I let 
him live here. 
DAvIEs. That's what I'm saying. You own the place. 
MICK. Yes, but he does live here, doesn't he? I could tell him 
to go .... 
DAVIES. That's what I'm saying. 
MICK. I could tell him to go, I suppose. I mean, I'm the 
landlord. On the other hand, he's the sitting tenant. Giving 
him notice, you see, what it is, it's a technical matter, that's 
what it is. It depends how you regard this room. I mean it 
depends whether you regard this room as furnished or un-
furnished. See what I mean ? 
(~ ) D. ~ D. C . t o 1 , of M • 
. ( .B ) M. ri aes ; ste!)s D .. o. 
(A) M. steps u .. R. 
(B) .. " .\Vi .. X. D,.1o bet . oh • & ~unk 
{0} D. steps back L., 
A. 
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DAVIES. No, I don't. 
M 1 c K. All this furniture, you see, in here, it's all his, except the 
beds, of course. So what it is, it's a fine legal point, that's 
what it is. 
Pause. 
DAVIES. I tell you he should go back where he come from! 
MICK (turning to look at him). Come from? 
DAVIES. Yes. 
M 1 c K. Where did he come from ? 
DAVIES. Well ... he ... he .. 
MICK. You get a bit out of your depth sometimes, don't 
you? 
Pause. 
(Rising, briskly.) Well, anyway, as things stand, I don't mind 
having a go at doing up the place. . . 
vAVIES. That's what I wanted to hear! 
MICK. No, I don't mind. 
He turns tofaceDAVIES. 
But you better be as good as you say you are. 
DAVIES. What do you mean? 
MICK. Well, you say you're an interior decorator, you'd better 
be a good one. 
DAVIES. A what? 
1:3~ MICK. What do you mean, a what? A decorator. An interior 
decorator. 
(> . D A v 1 E s. Me ? What do you mean ? I touched that. I never been 
that. 
M 1 c K. You've never what ? 
DAVIES. No, no, not me, man. I'm not an interior decorator. I 
been too busy. Too many other things to do, you see. But 
I . . . but I could always turn my hand to most things . . . 
give me . . . give me a bit of time to pick it up. 
MICK. I don't want you to pick it up. I want a first-class 
experienced interior decorator. I thought you were one. 
A. 
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DAvIEs. Me ? Now wait a minute-wait a minute-you got the 
wrong man. 
MICK. How could I have the wrong man? You're the only 
man I've spoken to. You're the only man I've told, about my 
dreams, about my deepest wishes, you're the only one I've 
told, and I only told you because I understood you were an 
experienced first-class professional interior and exterior 
decorator. 
DAvIEs. Now look here-
MICK. You mean you wouldn't know how to fit teal-blue, 
copper and parchment linoleum squares and have those 
colours re-echoed in the walls ? 
DAVIES. Now, look here, where'd you get-? 
MICK. You wouldn't be able to decorate out a table in afro-
mosia teak veneer, an armchair in oatmeal tweed and a 
beech frame settee with a woven sea-grass seat ? 
DAVIES. I never said that! 
M I c K. Christ! I must have been under a false impression! 
DAVIES. I never said it! 
MICK. You're a bloody impostor, mate! 
DAVIES. Now you don't want to say that sort of thing to me. 
You took me on here as caretaker. I was going to give you a 
helping hand, that's all, for a small . . for a small wage, I 
never said nothing about that . . . you start calling me 
names-
MICK. What is your name? 
DAVIES. Don't start that-
MICK. No, what's your real name? 
DAVIES. My real name's Davies. 
MICK. What's the name you go under? 
DAVIES. Jenkins! 
MICK. You got two names. What about the rest? Eh? Now 
come on, why did you tell me all this dirt about you being an 
interior decorator ? 
... 
(A) !.!. x n. r.~ . c . belo N ch .. 
C~) D. steps D.:;,. 
(B} M. etsps L to D., 
{0} M. circles a.boae D. t o h i s L. 
A. 
B. 
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DAVIES. I didn't tell you nothing! Won't you listen to what 
I'm saying? 
Pause. 
It was him who told you. It was your brother who must have 
told you. He's nutty! He'd tell you anything, out of spite, 
he's nutty, he's halfway gone, it was him who told you. 
M I c K walks slowly to him. 
M I c K. What did you call my brother ? 
DAVIES. When? 
MICK. He's what? 
DAvIEs. I . . . now get this straight. 
MICK. Nutty? Who's nutty? 
Pause. 
Did you call my brother nutty? My brother. That's a bit of 
. . . that's a bit of an impertinent thing to say, isn't it? 
DAvIEs. But he says so himself! 
MICK walks slowly round DAVIES' figure, regarding him, 
once. He circles him, once. 
MICK. What a strange man you are. Aren't you? You're really 
strange. Ever since you come into this house there's been 
nothing but trouble. Honest. I can take nothing you say at 
face value. Every word you speak is open to any number of 
different interpretations. Most of what you say is lies. You're 
violent, you're erratic, you're just completely unpredictable. 
You're nothing else but a wild animal, when you come down 
to it. You're a barbarian. And to put the old tin lid on it, you 
stink from arse-hole to breakfast time. Look at it. You come 
here recommending yourself as an interior decorator, where-
upon I take you on, and what happens ? You make a long 
speech about all the references you've got down at Sidcup, and 
what happens ? I haven't noticed you go down to Sidcup to 
obtain them. It's all most regrettable but it looks as though 
I'm compelled to pay you off for your caretaking work. 
Here's half a dollar. 
A. 
8. 
c. 
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He feels in his pocket, takes out a half-crown and tosses it at 
DAVIES' feet. DAVIES stands still. MICK walks to the gas 
stove and picks up the Buddha. 
DAVIES (slowly). All right then ... you do that ... you do 
it ... if that's what you want ... . 
MICK. THAT'SWHATIWANT! 
He hurls the Buddha agaimt the gas stove. It breaks. 
(To himself, slowly, broodingly.) Anyone would think this 
house was all I got to worry about. I got plenty of other 
things I can worry about. I've got other things. I've got 
plenty of other interests. I've got my own business to build 
up, haven't I ? I got to think about expanding . . . in all 
directions. I don't stand still. I'm moving about, all the 
time. I'm moving . . . all the time. I've got to think about 
the future. I'm not worried about this house. I'm not 
interested. My brother can worry about it. He can do it up, 
he can decorate it, he can do what he likes with it. I'm not 
bothered. I thought I was doing him a favour, letting him 
live here. He's got his own ideas. Let him have them. I'm 
going to chuck it in. 
Pause. 
DAVIES. What about me? 
Silence. MICK does not look at him. 
A door bangs. 
Silence. They do not move. 
ASTON comes in. He closes the door, moves into the room 
and faces MICK. They look at each other. Both are smiling, 
faintly. MICK begins to speak, stops, goes to the door and 
exits. ASTON leaves the door open, crosses behind DAVIES, 
sees the broken Buddha, and looks at the pieces for a moment. 
He then goes to his bed, takes off his overcoat, sits, takes the 
screwdriver and plug and pokes the plug. 
I just come back for my pipe. 
ASTON. Oh yes. 
(A) M. Giroles Junk u . . ,, turns L to buddah 
(B) D. X U. L. above mantle 
{C) M. X D. R. C. 
(D) M. moves D. L. below mantl e , A. enters; M. X U. L. below stove , 
smiles at A, then exits . A. X D. R. t o bed. , sits , D. X R. to 
below bed, 
( ) r D. X D. i • to above A. 
A. 
B. 
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DAVIES. I got out and ... halfway down I I sudden-
ly . . . found out . . . you see . . . that I hadn't got my 
pipe. So I come back to get it. . . . So I . . . I thought 
I'd ... nip back, like. 
ASTON. Did you find it? 
DAVIES. Yes. Yes, I found it all right. 
Pause. 
That ain't the same plug, is it, you been. . ? 
ASTON. Yes. 
' 
DAvIEs, moves to the centre of the room. 
DAVIES. Still can't get anywhere with it, eh? 
ASTON. There's something the matter with it. I'm trying to 
find out what. 
DAvIEs. Well, if you . . . persevere, in my opinion, you'll 
probably find out. 
AsToN. I think I've got a pretty good idea. 
DAVIES moves a little closer. 
DAVIES. I ... don't know much about them, see .. other-
wise I might be able to give you . . . some advice on it. 
Still, I expect you'll get to the bottom of it. 
Pause. 
Listen .... 
Pause. 
You didn't mean that, did you, about me stinking, did you? 
Pause. 
Did you ? You been a good friend to me. You took me in. 
You took me in, you didn't ask me no questions, you give me 
a bed, you been a mate to me. Listen. I been thinking, why 
I made all them noises, it was because of the draught, see, 
that draught was on me as I was sleeping, made me make 
noises, without me knowing it, so I been thinking, what I 
mean to say, if you was to give me your bed, and you have 
my bed, there's not all that difference between them, they're 
-
A. 
B. 
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the same sort of bed, if I was to have yourn, you sleep, 
wherever bed you're in, so you have mine, I have yourn, and 
that'll be all right, I'll be out of the draught, see, I mean, 
you don't mind a bit of wind, you need a bit of air, I can 
understand that, you being in that place that time, with all 
them doctors and all they done, closed up, I know them 
places, too hot, you see, they're always too hot, I had a peep 
in one once, nearly suffocated me, so I reckon that'd be tho! 
best way out of it, we swap beds, and then we could get down 
to what we was saying, I'd look after the place for you, I'd 
keep an eye on it for you, for you, like, not for the other . . . 
not for ... for your brother, you see, not for him, for you, 
I'll be your man, you say the word, just say the word. 
Pause. 
What do you think of this I'm saying ? 
Pause. 
ASTON. No, I like sleeping in this bed. 
o A vIEs. But you don't understand my meaning! 
ASTON. Anyway, that one's my brother's bed. 
o A vIEs. Your brother ? 
ASTON. Any time he stays here. This is my bed. It's the only 
bed I can sleep in. 
DAVIES. But your brother's gone! He's gone! 
Pause. 
ASTON. No. I couldn't change beds. 
o A vIEs. But you don't understand my meaning! 
ASTON (rising and going to the window). Anyway, I'm going to 
be busy. I've got that shed to get up.)lfl don't eet it up now 
it'll never go uP(Until it's up I can't get started. ) 
DAVIES. I'll give you a hand to put up your shed, that's what 
I'll do! 
Pause. 
Can't you see what I'm getting at ? I'll give you a hand! 
{ii.} D. :: D. C-. 
( B) D. J ... DLv 
( C) A. rises ; X. u. i~ · to window 
(D) D. X UR :t;o below A. 
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We'll both put up that shed together! See? Get it done in 
next to no time! Do you see what I'm saying ? 
Pause. 
ASTON. No. I can get it up myself. 
DAvIEs. But listen. I'm with you, I'll be here, I'll do it for 
you, we'll do it together, and I'll take care of the place for 
you, I'll keep an eye on the place for you, at the same time, 
I'll caretake for you. 
Pause. 
ASTON. No. 
DAVIES. Why not? 
ASTON. I don't sleep well at night. 
DAVIES. But damn it I've told you we'll change beds! Christ! 
We'll change beds! That'll do it. Can't you see the sense in 
what I'm saying? 
ASTON remains with his back to DAVIES, at the window. 
You mean you're throwing me out ? You can't do that. 
Listen man, listen man, I don't mind, you see, I don't mind, 
I'll stay, I don't mind, I'll tell you what, if you don't want 
to change beds, we'll keep it as it is, I'll stay in the same bed, 
maybe if I can get a stronger piece of sacking, like, to go 
over the window, keep out the draught, that'll do it, what do 
you say, we'll keep it as it is? 
Pause. 
ASTON. No. 
DAVIES. Why . . . not ? 
ASTON turns to look at him. 
AsToN. You make too much noise. 
DAvIEs. But ... but ... look ... listen ... listen here ... 
!mean ... . 
ASTON turns back to the window. 
What am I going to do ? 
Pause. 
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What shall I do ? 
Pause. 
Where am I going to go ? 
Pause. 
I could stay here. We could put up your shed. 
Pause. 
If you want me to go ... I'll go. You just say the word. 
Pause. 
I'll tell you what though . . . them shoes . . . them shoes 
you give me . . . they're working out all right . . . they're 
all right. Maybe I could . . . get down. . . . 
ASTON remains still, his back to him, at the window. 
Listen . . . if I . . . got down . . . if I was to . . . get 
my paperL . . .:. wo~hi_ypu_ . . . '!Y,O!lld y_ou let . . . would 
you . . . ifl got down . . . and got my. . . . 
Long silence. 
Curtain. 
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'l'UDENX COx1MENTS 
l'he Caretaker critique, ... irst of the year, 
vrovea. to be relaxed and congeni 1 . 1- y St ge 
1-U-.n' ger took notes on th · eoruments and suggest• 
ions of tho school's directin students ~ Host 
statements vere prefaced by cor1plimentary re-
marks on the imyact of he show ~nc. the high 
level of performances . Tho most frequently E.'X-
pressed opinion on hm.v t he show could be im-
proved. focused on t e need to attain a . igher 
tiegree of variety. Followi ng are the major 
comments, ~ith my remarks n br~ckets~ 
"Slow start o ..;r-at is Mic tloing't" ( Al thoug . 
the mystery is intentional, the opening wa.., un• 
satis!&ctory, and 1 c unged t! e block i ng auriug 
he ~rteekerd, "to make . ick w.ore active ., ) 
''.~here is Mick* s k y't" ( .1ci good point and 
easily corrected . ) 
''Accents conflict o" (Davies' dialect is in-
tentionally different . i.Ston haa some diff i cul ty 
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in consistency of aialect, and I chose to 
sacrifice emphasis on this area to concentrate 
on achieving a strong· r inr1er reality .. ) 
•• ·lore igh anu. low points needed. 1 (We 
continued to wor:t; in t..,is are ov r the weel"::• 
end.,) 
"Lig t problem in Aston's long speech. u 
(lnis comment was challenged by others who felt 
it iOrked most effectively. ) 
nvery beautiful .. Achieved consistency Of 
character and needs.t 
"Bag bit too confi11cd ~ nd muffled.," ( .;e 
u.id a good ueal of work on ~he passing of JJavies v· 
bag on the weekend.) 
n1 tJ-Iuoght Aston ~JJiled first. • (He didn ' t . 
but t is comment m de me see that the focus 
must be more strongly on !-lick.) 
••stronger varie~y of r .ythms .. -sJ"Iarper 
contrasts neeued.n 
uDia. not e:xpct·ience ston t s neea to speak 
about tl e woman ., n 
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"Davies starts too high , " (He O.iu too, ·tthis 
first time before an am.tience t ) 
ttNot enough unfamiliarity between Aston 
and Davies . ~' 
niiavies ' Il£e~ should dif'fer in degree at 
different times o fl r This i s true, and \~hen the 
degree does d.iffer, more variety is achieved.) 
nThe play had good builo ,. " 
"Intent perfectly realized,.R 
n•.roo much on one level at t~e beginning of 
the ·lay., "(The opening scene moves slowly , and 
l believe i t s~ould -- but it shouldnet seem 
slow o Xhe answer lies in heightening wh&t hspp~ 
ens, rather than in speeding it lJ.p.) 
"Conflict should somehow be established 
earlier. Act l has not enough 'action•, though 
gooa acting." 
"Mick 9 s accent got in his \vay o 1 didn't 
\>Jholly kno11 or believe his c}1aracter . u ( l toni t 
agree about the accent . f.Uck doesn• t make it 
easy for us to kno him , The character is often 
Acting~ -- it is Jart of his technique in 
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unse t1ing Davies~ But under his :facade lies 
the man, and a.n auaience should be able to 
sense something o! his true nature anct motiv-
ations,) 
'*There should be more sense of newness 
in Vav es reaction hen e puts on the sm k-
ing j cketG t (This comment made me suddenly 
realize \vhat had been wz·ong with that moment; 
for l had not been able to put my finger on 
it before. lt came to me that ~hen Davies ut 
on the jacket he was modelling it more as tbe 
actor t-han tl"'e ch · racter. ';J en I broug t it 
up at rehe r~al on Saturday, the actor immed-
1ately agreed, and ve were able to establish 
the truth of the moment for t he first time,) 
"l feel that there might be something in 
the room t~at I.fiek. and Aston have shared, and 
that coula be used .. ft ('his 'as an interesting 
comment, but 1 was unable to CAplore its 
possibilities over ths weekonu.) 
On the Monday foll01;11ng the i'inal 
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performance he stuoents of the Graduate 
virect.ing class suh'1litteo. papers on t .e play,. 
Hy Production t1anu.ger 1rote a flaper or~ the 
proper execution o:f the production manager's 
uuties o One other member of the class was 
involved in the pro~uc~ion and ~as unable to 
see the performances. Ro submitted an inter-
estin.::; paper on my Statement of lntention, 
putting foi'\vard his in erpretation of the play. 
n., 41 ~ it seems to me a descrivtion of the 
breakdown of communication '" -ch is the curse 
of t e motiern vJorl · • n ~e .agrees that the char-
acters search for connection and sees it ful• 
filled in the smile between R: ston and 11ickj 
but descri bes it as nan irrational~ illogical 
moment isol ted from everything ·round it" 1 
Ac uallly, ur interpretations differed 
basically in our feelu1gs about the e feet of 
the connection made by t .e brothers o There iS 
not a d.:.at::~Ctic conclus i on ,.ram in the scr~pt 
and inuecd, in my prouuction it is possible 
that a member of the auuionce coula n cide 
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that the connection me.de in Act Ill was a 
fleeting oneQ. Hy o~n opinion is bused on the 
tact that Aston ana !'·lie~ do change L""l the play, 
and the change makes the connection possibleo 
It seems to me implicit that their relation ... 
shi ·J f:roru then on tvil.l be ~lteJ:·ed; and, us 
connec··~.on is o.esirable, ltore. for the better. 
Following ore quot&tions fro the papers$ 
dealing · i th the production: 
•• "• ~ t . o orchestration of t H~ qualit" es, 
rhythms, needs , actions, and objectives of three 
living characters on tho stage -v: as very inter 
estingJ so that it kept my heart and mina in 
the experiences .mppeni g on 'the stage • o you 
were most successful in creating a reali ·ty in 
t e charactei's and t .e situations as t"ley live · 
on the stage" o. I believe that this ·:as the most 
difficult nu i mportant spect in direct~ng 
this particular pl&yo l a&n1re you for achiev• 
ing this. $ _ .,. I wanted you to add one more 
element, "theatricality" . By "theatricality• 
I mean, in the most sic le terms, ''variety11 ., • ., 
1 wanted to see rooxe ~ree operation of the 
airectorll s imagination., 
•! feel that the di:rec ... or s interpretat-
ion of the drainatic idea u.nc the theatrical 
ltey to this ic.ea r:orke completely only for 
DavieSoo o l uid not see Aston reject the Buddha-
symbol o1' selflessness ... a:t'ter he told Davies 
to le ve ~ ~ ... nd l did not see Anton making an 
immediate connection i 'th his brother Mick v;hen 
the latter dest~oys his formerly-prized poas~ 
essiono I c uld not see in that single moment-
ary smile an appreciation of Mick or .is e.cte 
for c~n l fully understand ~hy Aston should 
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m..~ .e a onnectlon 'I.Jit . i s brother becs.use of 
it~ lntellectually, i;erl"'la.ps, yes, but not on 
t .e basis of erformancoo ... .1 ~e.:rmot unt erstand 
'tJhy hick's destroying of the .Budaha can be 
ter .. ed a s lflsss .e t Ther-e was no thine in 
the plying oft 't chaructc.r ether before 
o_ after the ncident to show us it vas an 
unselfish act." 
:1~ above was the only comment I received 
that 1ndic'"ted a failure to perceive the di!f ... 
crence :ln I"~icl:: ~ft .. r he c1esti•o· P.U the Budd1 ~1.1 
w_en he is able to relinquish his elaborate 
d:rer.:t'ls f r the flat -.... to lBt As ton avo it ' to 
do what he likes ~it it.') · 
"Lust l''riday• s erforma.ncc of l'he r~·~liet 
l-Ias as smvot"'l u.nd professional as any I h vc 
seer- given by college students6 o~ in Mick~s 
pantom~..me in t o.r~euing m.om-s·nt Of thG p. n:y o; 
the question arose s O\ to better place h,...m ... 
in th0 room so that his relr. tion'3h'ip to it. 
1 ight be more clearly uefinea • , ln Hon s attempt · 
to or~he tl"a te 2. ttooetic dra.rJ.a 1 "u I f€:~el that 
during tis _a~t·cul r perfor·ance Fr i ·ay•s 
cri t:.. :.Ue) the fu l musical rt.nge of eac .. 1 of 
t e char cters was not fully explored" Eaeh 
chart:.cter began playing at is hig .est emot• 
;,.onul pi tc. at tl1e o ... ening of the play and. 
, lLh .. 31 vh0 hnl) ... ony 'las be~l.ttiful~ ·"the. tot).$~ 
'1e!'e sust~ined for too long .... oriod and "'~re 
therefoz-e li I.~ ted i scoJa~ "~>.L'.,e rela.ti.o. be~ 
tween t e room ana th·' cha:ra.c·cers 1..;i t the \ ~,. ~ 
outer i:Wl'ldt eac" time a c~.ur cter entered or · 
left, there res no feelin& of having come\ from 
or going to a d ·rrerent 0nvi!'Q!1lllent., ~ l ·~a'J 
unable to attend e1 t er Monday s or 1"\lesd y* s 
performances, but I U."'ld.erstand t· at t_'lese fe;.,t 
problems \,ere cleared u ar1ci the full ctraroa tic 
impact of the sho· .. r vaG achieved, 
aone of t e most r0marltable aspects of 
Ron lrv1ng t s rodu.cti.on of ;t e Car..f:.t§kez: \'IS.$ 
his consistency i:Jflich. pervaded all aspects 
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o.,. tn.s re~ liza tion of hi<:~ thea trieal idea., 
It could only htwe come from a aeep under-
standing an· connectior~ ".1itt1 the play .. u l 
felt Ron was not quite so successful in ~ork~ 
ing ith t e &ctor playing Hicl<;;o ~n~ereas his 
blocking seemed generally consistant with 
J'l is character? one sensed that he was ple.ying 
the role mainly for superficial effect o~e ' e 
result w·:o, thn. t, 1':/hl.l.e one tteveloped some 
sort of intu tive feeling for 10W the other 
t"Wo cha1 .. acte:rs ticl\ed, Hick u..,.s always baffl.:.ng 
ana. spact cular ,. 
'l'here was one inconsistan<:!Y ~ l thoug· t, 
1 • .t star.~ s roleo .. fi On the fw,..al morning ll - ill 
the playa 'ltihen Davies ca!"pS 6l'E1 tingly a-c Aston, 
and ult1nato1y <iepricates stan s b l!ef t .a·t 
he will i:mild is s € , As ·'·on s rec:tetion was 
i .uned1a tely much greater th.nn it had ever been 
before ,., oit sec~mcA startl:Lng o P-·rhe. :s it 
would have been better for im to work ur tv 
it more g:ra !' 'ally" 
lhe secorrd int .,o~ tr~t rtt1e central 
·ey is the connection bet;,Je€n Aston and , i-
brother* " 0 e this involves a ouest1on ol' 
stagi g ~ ., .. Aston han told Davies that he :nust 
leave, nnd is stand.ing for ve:ry long time, 
in a corner, :facing the ·,;indo oJ, pretty far 
upstage , All t is time .i.>avies takes center., o., 
l'!o 'I,.- undoubtedly \'ie re su poo::.0 to feel 
DaVies a~luiah oo But,to me~ it shifts t e 
balanc(f; of our concern c.:uay from J< .. ston. en· on 
to Davies o In general, ho .·ever , the lay :as 
tremGndously mcvi:ng and ae ie ed. truly t 'Ha 
heightened re li ty t at Ron strove for Q 
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FACULTY CUI• qE ·.rs 
DrQ Ehrensperger, !r . Thommen, q Watts 
and Hr , 1-.a.za.noff were present at the facu'l ty 
critique on Friday . Unfortunate ly, 1 di not 
take notes so that I am unable to be as s ecif ... ·· 
ic as might be esired. 
~1r .. ua. tts led off as e had to leave 
early to catch a train. 'He suggested t at the 
play was not a play, an· t .at t1'ha t I had des• 
cribeci. as poetic dra a \'I&s perhaps not poetry,. 
but just cleverly arranged prose. 
These quest ions ere iesigned to bring 
:t'orth a defense of my Sttt teroent of Intention. 
I attempted to do just the t , explaining that, 
to me , lay -- a play to 
be interpreted i n terms of action~- w ere t e 
characters strive for connection nc in which 
the covJ1ection is ac ieved. l n regard to tne 
language, it is a poetry of everyday speech, 
but everyday speec~ so concentrate and so 
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rhythmic that it achieves a level of poetry~ 
Pinter's ea r for true C.Jnversation produces 
a dialogue v ich is often hu1orous, often 
baffling, an in which, as Ess lin puts it, 
11 sound regularly prevails over sense" .. 
Dr .. Ehrensperger found one of the per-
formances unsatisfactory .. ihis was his personal 
rea.ction and I aid not agree,. Because I w s 
plea sea with the actor's t.;ork 1 felt that any-
thing unsatisfying in is performance was my 
responsibility., 
Mr . Thommen felt 1 should de lve eeper 
into t e imagery implied in the text, w ich 
vJOuld perhaps heighten certain elements of pro-
ductiono ''hat he was after was a more allegor-
ical interpretation of the text.. I had not 
concentra ed on this as ect, but rather on 
character and situation; if I could bring life 
to the plaJr or1 t_ ose terms I oul succeed in 
provi ing the theatrical experi-ence. Allegories 
iould suggest themselves in the minds of the 
au -ience, if that particular vie\.; provided a 
more meaningful p rsonal inter retation4 
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Mr e Thorumen also SU6gested 1 investigate 
ways to make the atmosphere oore 11 lived in"• · s 
through the presence of dust in the :room ., 
Other suggestions which could be worked 
on in the weekend rehe rsals included:: strength.,., 
ening the opening by providing more relation ... 
ship between Mick and the room; work to elim-
inate monotony through 'evelopment of the mare 
subtle nuances; ac ieve more variety in Davies 
through greater vocal range and less repetition 
of emotion; and, achieve smoother running of 
the performance by cutting dot'~n the length of 
the blackouts between scenes. 
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HINDSIGHT AND COPClUSIONS 
sudt1e ly, its overt ·ath the conclusion of 
the Tuesd~y · r:rformance, -c'1 firc.l critique and 
the rapid stril.e of t e set cvtlr.:>S tho end of 
the Graduate I~'~esis Froauction. I left the t e-
.tre adjustin ~ to th realization that what I 
. ad concentrated ny energies on so .completely 
for the lt..st five wee1-s was now over. 1 was 
pJ.eased at l-.1 .1tlt !) eon accomp. ishcd but at 
t at monent my feeling of h~.Pl:'iness uas ciomi-
na ted by one of em_ tiness. 1 was also a1t1ar·e 
t -:.c.. t ! .;as very tired. 
l .ave learned a eoou u.eal from this pro-
due Gion. It ,.n~s a successful show and in look-
in back, I realize th .... t one cc..n leurn frou an-
alysing t.1e reasons for its success as we .... l as 
the reasons w y it "Wasn't better. T., e success of 
any production s the result of a greet many 
contributing factors but for T. e Caretaker a few 
of hem s~ nd out Jarticulcrly in my own mina. 
1?he c oice of yl&y r1as i n_portant; i\~ \.Jets one 
t,at excited bot;h air ·ctor nu c!ts~..; nncl,, 1so 
one that huo. J)O'Centic..l interest !'or an audience 
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of theatre students. The mutually shared enthus-
iasm over the .laY kept morale high during the 
entire rehersal eriod and resulted in maximum 
cooperation. communication roblems ere never 
brouoht on by a desire not to comr~mnica te but 
only by the search for the right means. A irec-
tor 1ncre ses his kno le ge of working with act-
ors from each d fferent one he directs; each of 
the three actors in T e Careta·er required a var-
ia ion in approach, a situ ~ion ~hat serve to 
improve my own tee niques. 
The production _ad, for the most part, an 
ef'ficient staff an crew, and I wor ·e to project 
the same s~irit into ~heir wor as I did ~ith 
the actors. I triea to convey my belief in the 
ortance of their contr bution and to be ap-
reciative of their ef'for s. lhe basis oi' goo<l 
roorale on any level is organization, and e made 
every e o t to ee the Jroauction well or .. n-
ize through realistic vlnnning and by holaing 
to the e· .dlines we establis ed. This 'tid not 
el minate all crises but it uiu kee em a 
>linimU.m. Na ·u ally, a L . ree~ch racter, one-set 
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sho sim lified the tas of organization. It 
would also be unfair, an perhaps unwise, not to 
note that " ane Fortune• smiled n our efforts 
at a few crucial moments. 
Prep ring the Statement of Intention-- my 
struggle to condense my vie'W of ·he ide s in the 
play-- was a chore, but it WaS also iscipline. 
It as particularly difficult bee use of the 
nature of e play itself. But l can now recog·-
nize the ersonal v lue of such a discipline and 
also the advisability of getting it final zed 
early in the proa.uction period . I intend to a -
ply a moa.ification of the form in future produc-
tions. 
One learns things about his craft from each 
pro uction. I'll never do a show again without 
making sure t at rehersal props are in use early; 
or , overlook unnecessary dolays during scene 
changes in blackoutse such essons may eem minor 
but it is my experience that, in mounting a ro-
duction, not ing is minor. 
v;hen aske in the fina cr itique w ere I 
would go from here if I were to continuo to work 
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on the sho~;, 1 could only answer that l would 
work to improve what had already been accomp-
lished. Certainly the production could be im-
p:roved. It needs more variety, particularly in 
the first act where the inner tensions need to 
be st!'engthened, tbe drama heighterwd. Ny own 
belief was that this could be achieved by a 
greater ev lopment of the shadings and nuances 
possible in t e playing. I did not wish to al-
ter my interpretation; my basis for tvork t'lOuld 
rema1n the same. In ten years time Xhe ... paretake:r 
may say somet ing quite different to me and if 
I -were to do the play then it would probably 
vary greatly from the present production~ But 
for now l would hold on to my vision of t1e play. 
To any future graduate director \!rho may 
read these comments I would recommend that you 
have confidence in yourself. Choose a play that 
you t-1ant to do-- one to which you ean make a 
strong artistic commitment~-- a d have confidence 
in your vision of it. som directors find it dif-
ficult to worK with fellow students, but your 
confidence will i1spire respect and confidence 
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in thoes "tli th 1-1hom you work. The production 1s 
a test not only of your technique a.nd creativ-
ity but of your d~terminatio~ and endurance as 
well. The· limitations of equipment, budget and 
bureaucracy are sue t at it 1s easy to ration-
alize settling for second best. Don't do it. 
As a fi~~l note, l would Jike to acknow-
ledge the assistance of all who worked on the 
production. The list of peopl~ to whom I owe 
such a large debt of gratitude is too long to 
include here, but I want them to know that I 
appreciate t e1r efforts in bringing The Care-
~ket to the stage of 2~ • To them all, a sin-
cere tnank you o 
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